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ABSTRACT
This exploration into social meanings packs along with it an assumption that social studies
have yet to arrive at any ‘moment’ of potential in which they can confidently set about
describing human behaviour in a way that makes the topic analytically familiar, and
therefore warrants the analysis. Indeed, I take it for now that people’s actions are new and
strange. There is a small band of the ‘self-disciplined’ who view the social landscapes
around them with fresh eyes; the occasional philosopher, some of the historians,
ethnomethodologists, and conversation analysts, plus a few of the anthropologists and
ethnographers. But they are exceptions. The problem appears to be this: Because everyone,
analyst and lay person, is a committed expert on social behaviour, very few have felt the
need to attempt an agreement on the details; for example, the profoundly-social properties
of the very language we all use to describe it. Practitioners of natural science are not simply
observing reality but displaying also their astonishment, frustrations, equivocations,
justifications, agreements, criticisms, occasional relief, and other tokens of it. If the early
astronomers and chemists had an advantage, it was the lack of experts bending their ears.

Accumulating empirical descriptions of social events will not necessarily result in a
progressive discipline, only the potential for a workable philosophy that leaves the
landscape unchanged. After that, who knows? But the potential offers more towards a
warrant than what currently stands as social science. In the following chapters, the reader
will find descriptions of social objects that appear in a court of law, and in settings that
involve what we like to gloss as humour, laughter, and play. The analytic logic of these
descriptions stands before the action and knows how to do it (such logic is not a reference
to something hidden behind or within). This type of understanding features in a growing
canon of studies towards which the following project aspires.
ii
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INTRODUCTION

First, mark the unremarkable
There is a finely-woven descriptive/intuitive approach to the study of human interaction
which, for half a century now, has been instrumental for a sociology located at the
confluence of two streams of scholarship; one that flows through Garfinkel‟s (1967)
ethnomethodology (EM) and the other through conversation analysis (CA), an empirical
project assembled by Harvey Sacks, Gail Jefferson, and others in the 1960s (see Coulter,
1990, for a collection of foundational analyses).1 Individual practitioners often affiliate
more readily with one stream or the other so that bloodletting over policy matters regularly
features in the EMCA minutes. Collectively, analysts agree to view their topics with fresh
eyes but while some studies are classed as naïve and having accomplished little, others
appear to have stumbled at what Wittgenstein sees as one of philosophy‟s great difficulties:
“to say no more than we know” (1972: 45).2 The following might be said to show
symptoms of both conditions.

The title for this thesis – Ethnographies of Ordinary Moments – is inspired by David
Silverman‟s description of an approach by which any social analyst can remain alive to,
and astounded by, the meanings of our “Innumerable Inscrutable Habits” (2007: 11-36).
There are analytic rewards in making the effort to see the mundane as new and strange. As
Silverman points out, one need not be put off by an apparent undercurrent of mysticism in
the term ethnographies (derived from Greek via the French); simply put, they are writings
(graphies) about folk (ethno). But while ethnographies presumably investigate what we like
to gloss as „culture‟, ethnographies-of-ordinary-moments embraces any study whose
1
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arguments are not built around transcendent conceptual structures (of, for example, race,
class, gender, personality, motive, and emotion, among others) so elaborately assembled in
formal philosophy, sociology, psychology, anthropology, literary studies, and so on,
including their „postmodern‟ variants. Rather, ethnographies-of-ordinary-moments attempt
to describe the intelligibility of a cohort of practices, according to the situated logic of its
participating members; and at the same time, specifically ignore a priori ambitions and
therefore a priori concepts to problematise or correct them.

This project is related (perhaps a poor cousin) to the important works of Eric Livingston,
particularly his Ethnographies of Reason where he explores what he calls “reasoning in the
wild” (2008: 19); the situated, practical reasoning required to be competent in daily
activities such as playing chequers, doing jigsaws, doing origami, conducting psychological
experiments, and computer programming. According to Livingston, none of these domains
– including the latter – have logical ascendency: “Rather than seeing formal reasoning and
machine-based reasoning [people reasoning about computers] as clarifying reasoning per
se, we can view them as forms of reasoning specific to the collectives that engage in them”
(2008: 266).

Agreeing on the local details
Clarity and doubt, one defiant and the other rarely satisfied, are twins born to plague one‟s
writing but the writer has little choice but to love and nurture them. Restless doubt brings
into question the way that sociology, or indeed any discipline which demands explanations
2
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of the nature of human social behaviour, i.e., the nature of „intentions‟, manages the
controversies hounding its topics. There is room to argue the case, considered later in
Chapter 6 using examples from the histories of bio-chemistry and physics (although any
histories of knowledge would serve), that in spite of its resources and ambitions a discipline
such as sociology still struggles to produce a warrant for assuming this class of topics in the
first place. This statement does not in any way imply that the stock of writings from which
the sociology of the 21st century draws its ideas is somehow irrelevant. That would be
inconceivable and ignores the conditions for evolving knowledge; all such writings have
their uses. But in the absence of any professional agreement in the field on how to
topicalize actions of human beings, neither profound questions as to essences, nor the
passion and honour that prompt the asking, are in themselves warrants. Rather, there are
historical reasons to suggest that growth of inquiry depends much on “asking the right
question at the right time” (Koestler, 1989: 260, footnote).3 That is, in the tortuous histories
of disciplines one finds intermittent periods in which disputes over descriptions and
conceptualisation are more-or-less brought to terms so that it makes sense to continue
investigations. But, for the analyst, these controversial details are not so much settled in
preparation for the final task, the triumphant explanation of sheer nature. They are the task.
These are clues as to the type of approach taken in what follows, and Chapter Six
Reflections will provide further insight into the type of logic and self-discipline that might
be required to view the social world afresh.

3
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Synopses of chapters 1-6 and conclusion
Chapter 1 Notes on Guilt goes to work on the commonsense notion of incrimination in the
courtroom; analysing, while attempting to minimise circular descriptions, how a particular
class of incrimination is done – i.e., it attempts to maintain the study topic rather than
allowing the topic to simply become a generic resource for further speculative descriptions.
The study is necessarily empirical. Data from the proceedings of a case in the District Court
of Western Australia plays a crucial role. The analysis is restricted to only a few sentences
extracted from two days of official recordings, and the focus is deliberate. In order for the
writing not to be overwhelmed by the volume of details around the social objects that
ceaselessly unfold before us, one is prompted to economise with the data. Nonetheless, it is
enough to highlight a developing investigative logic by which a discipline like sociology
might resolve potential inconsistencies in its explanations of human behaviour.

Chapter 2 Notes on Reported Speech is in effect an extension of Chapter 1, exploring
another feature of the same data. It takes into account what is being done when someone (in
this case, a state prosecutor) reports his or her version of past talk, that is, when someone
perhaps utters, “I said…” or, “he said…” or, “Marie said…”, and then reiterates the
supposed words. The conversation analyst must be cautious with the apparent authenticity
of reported speech, even when it appears as evidence in the highly regulated environment
of a courtroom. Things are not as they seem.

4
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Chapter 3 Notes on Humour is the first of a series of chapters that investigate a concept
commonly glossed as „humour‟. When one lays out the popular metaphysical explanations
of humour alongside everyday understandings of the local setting in which something
“funny” is deemed to have occurred, one finds little if anything to correlate them. But
because these routine understandings are an indispensable mechanism by which we
interact, they are, sociologically at least, well-worth investigating; they are not trivial. A
joke or a round of jokes, for example, is a routine object that can have important
consequences for the roles played out in the scene into which it is introduced.

Chapter 4 Notes on Laughter explores the mistaken assumption that a convenient, generic
conception of laugher can be simply fused into studies on humour. A conversation analytic
approach can cut through the vagueness. Conversation analysis has a long tradition of
investigations into expressions of laughter, and from it, one finds no support for the
perception that laughter is simply some kind of uncontrollable physiological response to
humorous events around us. On the other hand, there is evidence among the details to
suggest that the sequential arrangement of laugh tokens in a conversation is a practical
method of arranging (for now) the roles and relationships of those persons who are present
on the scene.

Chapter 5 Notes on Play also reviews a common assumption; one that correlates humour
with play. This chapter includes analyses of what is often construed as play behaviour in
both human and non-human animal environments. If one observes and describes the
5
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sequenced programmes of play rather than relentlessly perpetuating a discussion around
transcendent motives or instincts that might cause it – i.e., one emphasises how,
empirically, play is done rather than why – then what emerges are descriptions of social
objects, otherwise passed over, that have particular relevance as accounts of members-ofan-environment-emerging-here-and-now. There is room to suggest that these objects might
be of primary interest to sociologists. While speculations on, say, emotions,
predispositions, or genetic influences are not necessarily ruled out, they are set-aside for an
indefinite period.

Chapter 6 Reflections departs from the style of analysis set out in the previous five chapters.
Instead, it becomes an historical exercise. With the use of empirical material from historical
documents, there is an attempt to analyse how a discipline is grounded over time. This
chapter suggests that sociology is a piecemeal discipline underpinned by qualitative
descriptions of its topics, and located well-within the domain of philosophy.4 Two case
studies illustrate the argument that even well-established disciplines (in this case,
biochemistry and quantum mechanics) whose warrants can be found in quantitative
methods, have qualitative underpinnings that are not simply relegated. There is an emphasis
on the later work of Wittgenstein. Also, there is discussion which includes the writings of
Schutz and Garfinkel, and includes Lena Jayyusi‟s approach to moral order.

The conclusion suggests that a sociologist intending to view his or her topic afresh might
do better than to naïvely assume language-games that have been formulated for other
6
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disciplines, because their rules are potentially limiting for sociological analyses which are
not explaining reality but attempting to describe the situated social tokens by which reality
is acknowledged.5 An example taken here is the easy expropriation of cognitivepsychological concepts for the explanation of members‟ interactions. The conclusion also
includes some notes on the ethnomethodological conception of membership, and addresses
the peremptory “so what?” question sometimes put to studies of ordinary moments.
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TRANSCRIPT SYMBOLS

Symbols

[

]

=

Definition

Brackets indicate overlapping utterances.
Equal marks indicate contiguous utterances, or continuation of the
same utterance to the next line.

(.)
(2.0)

Period within parentheses indicates micro pause.
Number within parentheses indicates pause of length in approximate

seconds.
ye:s

Colon indicates stretching of sound it follows.

.

Period indicates falling intonation.

yes,

Comma indicates relatively constant intonation.

yes?

Question mark indicates upward intonation.

yes!

Exclamation mark indicates animated tone.

yes-

Single dash indicates abrupt sound cutoff.

yes

Underlining indicates emphasis.

YES

Capital letters indicate increased volume.

°yes°

Degree marks indicate decreased volume of materials between.

hhh

h indicates audible aspiration, possibly laughter.

•hhh

Raised, preceding period indicates inbreath audible aspiration, possibly
laughter.

ye(hh)s

h within parentheses indicate within-speech aspiration, possibly
laughter.

((cough)) Items within double parentheses indicate some sound or feature of the
talk which is not easily transcribable, e.g. “((in falsetto)).”
(yes)

Parentheses indicate transcriber doubt about hearing of passage.
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TRANSCRIPT SYMBOLS
↑yes

Upward arrow indicates rising intonation of sound it precedes.

↓yes

Downward arrow indicates falling intonation of sound it precedes.

£yes£

Pound signs indicate “smile voice” delivery of materials in between.
(Glenn, 2003: xi-xii)
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CHAPTER 1. Notes on Guilt
A courtroom setting
In 2006, a young Australian woman was arraigned to answer a charge of receiving stolen
goods. Several witnesses were brought forward, but perhaps the most important evidence
for the state was a police video of the search of the woman‘s home, and her subsequent
arrest. In his summation, the prosecuting counsel spoke in some detail about relevant items
that were found at locations around the house: in the woman‘s bedroom, under her bed, in
cupboards, suitcases, bags, the kitchen, the hallway, her children‘s bedroom, and finally, in
the ‗junk‘ room. That is, he arranged his presentation in a sequence that loosely
corresponded with the sequence of events on the video. In his conclusion, counsel then
made an observation that on reflection seems to be extraordinary, perhaps even absurd: the
accused had known the items were stolen because at the very beginning of the police
search, ―Ms N‘s body language tells us that she knew they were stolen‖ (DCWA, 2006: 9).
The court had been asked to accept the proposition that there are particular stigmatic
postures which give to understand their owner knows certain items, yet to be found by
police, have been stolen.

The jurors were asked to review the beginning of the video evidence and make an
assessment of the woman‘s reaction at the precise moment that police presented her with
the search warrant at the front door of her home.

PROSECUTOR: You will watch it, but it seems to me she stared at the sergeant and said, ―Oh‖,
and then looked around at all the other police officers in what I suggest to you was not
bemusement. (DCWA, 2006: 10)

The relevant short was replayed, and counsel continued:
10
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PROSECUTOR: Ladies and gentlemen, draw upon your day to day knowledge of how we react
when we are truly surprised and decide whether you can tell in that moment alone that Ms N
knew the items were stolen and, moreover, knew intimately about the incident in which they
were stolen; all stolen at the same time from a truck. (DCWA, 2006: 10)

The stakes on the jury‘s perception had been raised. According to counsel, Ms N‘s physical
demeanor manifested the fact that not only was she not truly surprised by the appearance of
police, but that certain goods in her possession were known by her to be stolen, and
furthermore, this same body language signified the fact that she ―knew intimately about the
incident in which they were stolen‖. But while counsel for the prosecution appealed to jury
members‘ ―day to day knowledge‖, the notion that all this evidence was available ―in that
moment alone‖ would seem to be anything but common-sensical. The assertion implies that
the woman‘s embodiment of guilt at her doorstep can stand alone as the deciding factor for
the case, if the jury wishes. One might expect that any attempt at such an argument would
be offered short shrift; and indeed, in his summation, which followed that of the prosecutor,
the defence counsel points out to the jury the inherent ambiguity of ―that moment‖:

DEFENCE: There isn‘t much evidence for you to consider and really the video search is
probably the most vital piece of evidence in the trial, I would have thought, for you to consider,
but what‘s suggested to you that Ms N‘s reaction early in the first search video when Detective
B tells her that this has got something to do with property stolen from trucks, her reaction ―Oh‖
– I don‘t know, I didn‘t see anything wrong with it myself, but that‘s for you. The prosecutor
interprets it one way. I look at it another way. (DCWA, 2006: 17)

A particular class of doubt is invoked by counsel in the last sentence, and consists in his
gloss of the prosecutor‘s claim; that is, the prosecutor may be in breach because he
subjectively interprets the evidence. Defence on the other hand objectively looks at it.1 But
counsel‘s formulation cannot counter the video evidence of stolen items in Ms N‘s house.
11
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In other circumstances he might have gone on to discredit the quasi-physiognomy at play in
the prosecutor‘s statement about Ms N‘s ‗state-of-mind‘, but with enough corresponding
evidence it appears to be a fair game.

Passing up the research question
In order to analyse the data (i.e., the court transcript), one feels compelled to satisfy an
academic prerequisite for research, which is to formulate the ‗research question‘. In this
case, one might ask, for example: Why does the prosecutor‘s assertion regarding Ms N‘s
state-of-mind (one can argue he is not a ‗mind-reader‘) receive even limited credence in a
rigorously evidence-based process? — and then proceed to arguments perhaps around the
concepts of authority, gender, class, and so on. But Sacks suggests that analysts know too
little about the way that human beings build and make use of social objects in language, to
be asking what he calls ―quiz questions‖ about them (1995, Vol 1: 29).

Recurrently, what stands as a solution to some problem emerges from unmotivated examination
of some piece of data, where, had we started out with a specific interest in the problem, it would
not have been supposed in the first instance that this piece of data was a resource with which to
consider, and come up with a solution for, that particular problem. (Sacks, 1984: 27)

His point is that such questions inhibit investigations that prepare the ground of a piecemeal
discipline.2 And if research cannot proceed without its product looking like the answer to a
university exam question then perhaps that research is deemed to be unwarranted (Sacks,
1995, Vol 1: 29). Furthermore, one can see that potentially useful findings might be passed
over. Francis & Hester (2006: 207) call this the ―outcome bias‖. In the quest for a
predisposed and generalisable outcome, formal analysis has little interest in how a taken12
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for-granted activity, perhaps called a ―prosecutor‘s incrimination‖, might be successfully
arranged in the first place.

It is for this reason that the following analysis deliberately sets aside, for now, the usual
discussions around ethics generated by those fields (for example in sociology and socialpsychology) that advocate social change; and it no particular interest in a transcendent
moral appraisal of any aspect of the topic at hand. Instead, it applies a distinct
ethnographical style in an attempt to describe how a prosecutor might successfully
construct an incriminating statement that can be understood by ‗anybody‘ for what it
usefully does at that particular time, and in that particular place. ‗Anybody-whounderstands‘ might include (along with the reader) anyone who is socially competent
enough to participate in a courtroom environment in the Western tradition – i.e., judges,
clerks, counsels, jury members, observers, most people passing by in the street outside the
courtroom, most of those in the next city, and so on – a group perhaps never ideally defined
by its various shared understandings, but defined fundamentally by its shared
understanding of how the prosecutor, in this instance, goes about doing what he does with
his statement.

Such an understanding is certainly not limited to, nor depends upon, those who do formal
analysis. One does not have to rely on metaphysical masterworks in order to establish an
authoritative base from which to discuss members‘ activities, or to discuss the knowledge
that members employ to produce those activities here and now. In other words, pretty much
anyone has the social resources to reconstruct this class of analysis. It is hoped that
somewhere ahead the reader will agree that the project was better served by not attempting
13
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to impose a research question or justify the topic with transcendental moral considerations,
but by simply forging ahead with the analysis itself.

Conversation analysis: description and inference making
To begin, the prosecutor has pointed out to the jury what appears to be an anomaly in the
woman‘s behaviour at the time when she received the warrant from detectives at the front
door of her home. Again, as counsel put it: ―she stared at the sergeant and said, ‗Oh‘, and
then looked around at all the other police officers in what I suggest to you was not
bemusement‖ (DCWA, 2006: 10). It is an important part of a juror‘s task to assess
anomalous, or if you like, suspicious, behaviour of an accused person. And given what was
at stake for Ms N (a substantial fine and perhaps jail), and that guilt or innocence
potentially turns on the understanding of ‗suspicion‘, then perhaps that fact is enough to
generate an interest in what ‗suspicion‘ is, and how it is produced.

As a way of understanding and describing how members of a society organise their
everyday lives, for example, how a prosecutor might successfully organise a statement of
incrimination, Sacks (1995, Vol 1: 113) makes use of what he figuratively calls ―the
inference-making machine‖.3 This is not something that he originally set out to find by
posing a research question in order to find it. Rather, the ―machine‖ emerged piece by piece
as he studied recordings and transcripts of conversational data in their natural sequences. In
a now often-cited piece of data from his lecture series, he took into consideration the first
two sentences of a story offered by a girl aged two years and nine months: it began, ―The
baby cried. The mommy picked it up‖ (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 236). Sacks initially wanted to

14
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describe what it is that makes these two sentences the beginning of a story, but along the
way found that he could identify various pieces of the ―machine‖ and show how they work.
Sacks makes a fundamental observation about these two sentences, ―The baby cried. The
mommy picked it up‖: if there are groups of words and sentences that comprise what we
would call ‗a description‘ then together these two sentences read like, and sound like, a
potential description (1995, Vol 1: 245). An event can be distinguished in each sentence.
And these two events are sequential in as much as the reporting of them is sequential; that
is, the baby cried in the first instance, and then the mommy picked it up, rather than the
reverse. This is not to say that successive sentences in reports invariably confirm the order
of events as they actually happened, but unless there is more information (e.g., The mommy
picked up the baby. Before that, however, it cried), we assume that the order of events, and
their reconstruction, properly correspond. Furthermore, the second event seems to be
naturally attributable to the first. Sacks provides a formula for this particular description,
but it could just as well describe another set of circumstances:

I take it we hear two sentences. Call the first S1, and the second S2; the first reports an
occurrence, O1, and the second reports an occurrence, O2. Now I take it we hear that as S2
follows S1, so O2 followed that of O1…And also: We hear that O2 occurs because of O1.
(Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 244)

Sacks is suggesting that if people undertake an activity called ‗story-telling‘ so that others
can recognise the phenomenon as just that without having to investigate in the first place all
the circumstances of its subjects, then there must be a way of explaining how a description
is simply a ‗story‘, in contrast to perhaps ‗praise‘ or ‗criticism‘ either of which may include
the same elements as a ‗story‘.
15
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Routinely then, the descriptive work which speakers do is reported as ‗telling a story (or a joke)‘,
‗warning‘, ‗blaming‘, ‗justifying‘, ‗sharing‘, ‗dissenting‘, ‗threatening‘ and so on – and may be
reported as such even though no prefatory, ‗here‘s a story…‘, ‗well, I blame…‘, etc., was used.
This is to emphasise that describing is not merely an appendage to other interactional work;
rather it is often through constructing descriptions that certain interactional tasks may be
accomplished. (Atkinson & Drew, 1979: 107)

An interesting point here, suggests Sacks, is that readers or hearers of this description –
―The baby cried. The mommy picked it up‖ – take it that the baby is the baby of the
mommy, in spite of the lack of possessive grammar (its mommy, her mommy, his
mommy). Furthermore, hearers can say with some surety that, even though personally
unknown to them, most other hearers will come to the same conclusion (Sacks, 1995, Vol
1: 236). This particular hearing of the description is not something that Sacks has made up.
That the baby is the baby of the mommy is not a sociologist‘s conception. Rather, it is
something that most people hear; at least, those who participate in a culture where it is not
unusual for babies to cry, or for mothers to pick them up. The fact that most members of a
society readily draw all the same inferences from this description suggests a common
insight, a culture, which is both precisely wrought and consequential. In his lecture on the
topic, Sacks puts it this way:

It does not merely fill brains in roughly the same way, it fills them so that they are alike in fine
detail. The sentences we are considering are after all rather minor, and yet the operation of the
culture, whatever it will look like, is such that you all, or many of you, hear just what I said you
heard, and many of us are quite unacquainted with each other. I am, then, dealing with
something finely powerful. (1995, Vol 1: 245-246)

And, as the young storyteller (who produced the two sentences) demonstrates, this common
insight is obvious at a very early age. Any student interested in the empirical details that
16
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make up a culture is not, then, reliant on what metaphysical constructions might afford in
order to explain those details; the hearing or seeing – the understanding – is for ‗anyone‘. A
consistent matter for Sacks throughout his career was to describe an apparatus that might
demonstrate that fact.

Membership categorization
Sacks proposes that the ―membership categorization device‖ (1995, Vol 1: 246) – an
integral part of the inference-making machine – might be a way of understanding how it is
heard that the baby belongs to the mommy, or conversely, how the mommy is heard to be
the legitimate mommy of the baby. Membership categories share complementary attributes
so that a collection of categories – a device – is classifiable. Conversely, a collection of
categories is a device by which the attributes of its members can be inferred. Membership
categories such as ‗baby‘, ‗mommy‘, ‗daddy‘, and others, make up a collection commonly
understood to be a ‗family‘. By way of the device, ‗family‘, one hears that baby and
mommy are ‗together‘ according to family qualities, which perhaps includes a mother
picking up her crying baby.

It might be argued that this ‗togetherness‘ is the product of an internalised imperative; that
the act of a mother picking up her crying child is a cultural norm, hence the assumption of a
related pair. And indeed, comforting her crying baby can be the right and natural thing for a
mother to do in this context. But there seems to be a problem with the idea that normative
rules, in the regulative sense, can explain how one sees the circumstances surrounding an
activity. Francis & Hester (2006: 37) draw deeply from Sacks‘ work when they ask readers
to consider the following newspaper headline:
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Mother Charged in Death of Child

Read intuitively, this heading suggests that a mother has killed her young child by some
forceful means, or perhaps criminal negligence, and subsequently was arrested by police.
One reasonably assumes that most people who can read, and who are not intellectually
incompetent, understand that the mother in this report is the mother of the dead child; the
relationship is a bona fide family relationship. This kind of understanding is not going to be
explained by the illogical notion that mothers routinely kill or neglect their children as a
consequence of culture-wide internalised precepts.

Sacks refers to the type of newspaper report that describes, for example, an assault by a
man on a woman that took place in a car. No one went to her aid even though people were
passing by. Witnesses later justified their inaction; they assumed the couple was having a
family quarrel (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 253). The circumstances were seen to be ‗correct‘. This
is not the same as saying that the couple was seen to be following norms. Rather, the two
were categorised as ‗partners‘, and in a practical sense, were doing what partners ‗ought‘ to
be doing. If there are rules for making sense of an event then they are ―rules of relevance
for selecting categories‖ (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 253).

‗The baby cried. The mommy picked it up‘, ‗The baby cried. The mommy didn‟t pick it
up‘: both descriptions are ‗correct‘, and the categories in both descriptions are assumed to
affiliate. Activities can make sense, it seems, regardless of habitude; and this common
recognition has a powerful disambiguating effect. If a child is crying at the shopping mall,
and a woman who could be the child‘s mother then picks up the child, it is not immediately
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necessary to raise an investigation into all the circumstances, even though both are
unknown to the observer. There are possible consequences for this order of credulity (a
baby may be kidnapped; a woman can be assaulted; people might lie), but to ceaselessly
challenge each other‘s actions would probably create a world, says Sacks, far more
complex than it is. Instead, members of a population see activities, including those that
have been adequately described, as correctly occurring (1995, Vol 1: 253-254).

―The baby cried. The mommy picked it up.‖ That‘s perfectly ok, and we don‘t have to know in
the first instance where the mommy was when the baby cried, how it happened to come on the
scene, or anything else. The baby cried, the mommy picked it up. ―The baby cried‖ not only
provides that the mommy ought to, but in some way provides that mommy will be around to do
it. (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 254)

And in the same context, the headline: ―Mother charged in death of child‖, is also ‗perfectly
ok‘.

Category sets such as sex, age, occupation, and so on, are made up from collections of
categories, e.g. sex → male/female; age → young/middle-aged/old; occupation →
psychiatrist/secretary/cleaner, and so on. By saying that category sets are ‗made-up-of‘ is
not meant to suggest something pre-determined, or on the other hand, assembled by an
analyst, but reflects the fluid organisation of common knowledge as a particular moment
unfolds. The quality or quantity of a set is not bounded in a terminal sense.

What we want is to construct some means by reference to which a class…may have the inclusion
of its candidate members assessed. We will not be claiming that the procedure is definitive as to
exclusion of a candidate-member, but will claim that it is definitive as to inclusion of a
candidate-member. (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 249)
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These categories are what Sacks calls ―inference-rich‖ (1995, Vol 1: 40). One can infer a
considerable amount of information about the interests of these categories; the work they
do, the clothes they wear; that is, their daily ―category-bound activities‖ (1995, Vol 1: 241).
And conversely, a category-bound activity can hint at the member category that would
routinely undertake it. The headline, ―Mother charged in death of child‖, suggests that it
was police personnel who charged the mother, although ‗the police‘ are not actually
identified. A journalist composes this script with the same unreflected knowledge with
which the reader (or hearer) perceives it. The mother was ‗charged‘ not by a wild animal or
her credit facility, but by a law enforcement agency, probably the police in this context. To
‗charge‘ someone is something that perhaps police would do when a child has died. But
further research in this area, say Francis & Hester, suggests that these activities ―are just
one class of predicates…others include rights, obligations, knowledge, entitlements,
attributes, skills and competencies‖ (2006: 41). This element of practical knowledge, that
is, the ability to derive predicates from categories, is the reason that people can make sense
of everyday events. For example, one can see how the following psychiatrist joke comes
off:

One psychiatrist meets another on a street corner, and says: “You’re fine, how am I?”

One psychiatrist greets, albeit strangely, another psychiatrist, and intuitively one hears that
they are associates; that is, together they make up a relevant category set, a device,
provisionally identifiable as perhaps ‗psychiatric associates‘.4 The joke makes sense
because of knowledge inferred from category-bound activities of ‗psychiatrists‘ and
‗associates‘. Firstly, the intent drawn from the mangled greeting confirms a common
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perception, i.e., psychiatrists are preoccupied with one‘s mental state. And secondly, to
meet each other with the correct greeting, ―How are you?‖ ―I‘m fine‖, is something that
associates, in a sense, ought to do. These two predicates are intuited from common
knowledge of how the world works. This is not an attempt to say that psychiatrists are
normatively compelled to obsess about each other‘s mental health when they happen to
meet, nor is it the case that associates always greet each other with ―How are you?‖ ―I‘m
fine‖, but when they to do so then one can see that these particular predicates and
categories correspond; the circumstances make sense. These qualities subsist in this joke
not only in a common practical sense, but also in a critical sense; if neither predicate was
available in everyday knowledge then the joke could not work. In this case, a commonly
known greeting is garbled by the first psychiatrist – ―You‘re fine, how am I?‖ – so that it
becomes a parody of what is taken to be representative of psychiatrists‘ interests. The
categorisation device, ‗psychiatric associates‘, together with the assumed qualities of its
members at this moment and in this context, allows one to make sense of the description;
and hence the joke. If the psychiatrist was substituted with an inadequate category, say,
‗accountant‘ – One accountant meets another on a street corner, and says: “You‟re fine,
how am I?” – then the result would be puzzling because there is little to be inferred.
Category devices, category membership of those devices, and category predicates, are real
things in the sense that it can be seen how people actually use them to grasp their world, to
describe, to understand jokes, etc; and one can understand the importance of ―rules of
relevance‖ (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 253) for their selection.

Other categories may indeed hold true for the two people featured in the joke, for example,
‗female‘, ‗middle-aged‘, ‗Roman Catholic‘, etc, but they are irrelevant to the current
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understanding of the event. This is an important point. Membership categories, then, must
be ―operationally relevant‖ (Francis & Hester, 2006: 39); they operate in the context of
their environment so that in order to make sense of people‘s talk and actions, it must be
determined which categories are being attended to. And this can only be achieved by a
detailed inspection of the data. In effect, membership categorisation might be seen as
belonging to two classes of analyses. It is an interest for ordinary people as they go about
establishing and reestablishing their world, and it is an interest also for professional
analysts who are attempting to describe the reasoning of those lay people (Francis & Hester,
2004: 38). In sum,

The focus of MCA (Membership Categorisation Analysis) is on the use of membership
categories, membership categorisation devices and category predicates by members,
conceptualized as lay and professional social analysts, in accomplishing (the sociology of)
‗naturally occurring ordinary activities‘. MCA directs attention to the locally used, invoked and
organized ‗presumed common-sense knowledge of social structures‘ which members are
oriented to in the conduct of their everyday affairs, including professional sociological enquiry
itself. (Hester & Eglin in Francis & Hester 2004: 38)

Categorial Economy
Like the mother and child in ―Mother charged in death of child‖, the baby and mommy in
―the baby cried, the mommy picked it up‖ belong to a common group, i.e. ‗family‘.
Without reflection, one assumes that baby and mommy are ‗together‘. Sacks proposes some
―rules of application‖ that might explain that fact (1995, Vol 1: 246-247). In any
description, a single category from a categorisation device may be enough to identify a
member of a population. This ‗economy rule‘ holds that a single category, for example,
‗baby‘, may be enough to render this category ―referentially adequate‖ (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1:
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246). The ‗baby‘ is taken to be a category in the device ‗family‘, and no further references
are necessary.

Categorial Consistency
The ‗consistency rule‘ is such that if a first person in a description has been categorised
with reference to a collection, then those following may also be categorised in a collection
of which the first is a member. If ‗baby‘ is a category with reference to the collection
‗family‘, then subsequent categories in the description – ‗mother‘, ‗father‘, ‗grandmother‘,
etc, - are also applicable. However, the subtle organization of practical knowledge allows
categories to possibly belong to two or more collections. Crying can be a category-bound
activity for a baby such that its crying potentially locates this baby in ―the stage of life
device‖ (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 241), i.e., ‗baby‘, ‗teenager‘, ‗adult‘ ‗senior‘, and perhaps
others. This subtlety allows categories to be arranged into the kind of teasing comment that
a parent might make: ―you may be 40 years old, but you‘re still my baby‖ (1995, Vol 1:
239); or one might admonish another, ―You‘re acting like a baby‖ (1995, Vol 1: 241). In a
similar way, a ‗mother‘ who has been ‗charged‘ can also belong to an alternative set,
perhaps ‗criminal-type‘; for example, ‗thief‘, ‗fraud‘, ‗murderer‘, and so on. But in the
situated use of a description in which the category ‗mother‘ has been posited, the
subsequent category ‗baby‘ confirms an orientation to the device ‗family‘. Consequently,
there seems to be a common sense provision for hearing devices as they should be heard; an
addendum that Sacks calls the ―consistency rule corollary‖, or ―the hearer‘s maxim‖: if
subsequent categories are heard to orient to any one device deployed with the first category,
then hear them that way; ―the first is to be heard as at least consistent with the second‖
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(original emphasis. Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 247). There is no need to question this consistency
unless required to do so according to updated information.

Category Pairs
One begins grasp how mother and child in ―Mother charged in death of child‖ might be
heard as belonging together. But there is a condition of relevancy that perhaps even further
reinforces this assumption. ‗Mother‘ and ‗child‘ are categories that constitute a very
specific pair; what Sacks (1972: 37) calls a ―standardized relational pair‖: ‗husband/wife‘,
‗parent/child‘, ‗doctor/patient‘, ‗neighbour/neighbour‘, ‗girlfriend/boyfriend‘,
‗friend/friend‘, ‗teacher/student‘, and many more. If one can confidently assume the
interests of a pair of ‗psychiatric associates‘ in the psychiatrist joke (page 19), then the
interests attributed to ‗standardized relational pairs‘ are even more systematic. The nature
of the relationship is culturally well-established, so that the activities and attributes
assigned to, for example, the ‗teacher/student‘ relational pair, are very familiar. A teacher
employs a particular set of professional and social practices (standing at the front of the
class, explaining, questioning, grading, encouraging, praising, correcting) and students
reciprocate with their own set of recognisable attributes (ordered seating, raising hands,
responding appropriately to questions). Certain rights, obligations, knowledge, and so on,
inhere within the classroom environment such that the relationship between teacher and
student can be prototypically characterised. The introduction of one category into a
description supposes a coherent system of local ‗standardised‘ knowledge with reference to
the other category. That is, if a particular relational pair is relevant then its categories are
―programmatically relevant‖ so that an absence is notable and discussable; ―nonincumbency of any of its pair positions is an observable, i.e., can proposedly be a fact‖
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(Sacks, 1972: 38). Take, for example, the following data taken from a telephone
conversation between a suicidal person and a staff member of an emergency psychiatric
clinic:

Staff 1.

Uh tell me. Is there uh is there anyone close to you, friend or family and so forth, that
you could uh kind of be in contact with over this evening to kind of help you over the
hump?

Caller 1. If I had someone like that I‘d probably never b- never get to this point.
(Sacks, 1972: 64)

The absence of a friend or family member, or more specifically, the absence of the
programme relevant to a relationship with ―someone like that‖, stands as a condition for
having arrived at the contemplation of suicide. Staff 1 and Caller 1 both relate to the
standardised knowledge inherent in the ‗friend/friend‘, or the ‗family member/family
member‘ relational pair, which includes the assumption of ‗help in distress‘; the close
contact of one pair-member should properly forestall the suicidal tendencies of the other.
Similarly, the knowledge of incumbencies associated with the ‗mother/child‘ standardized
relational pair is such that if the category ‗mother‘ is nominated in a description then,
programmatically, a child is, or ought to be, not far away.

Category Teams
Sacks makes a further observation that speaks to the notion of relevant categories being
heard to affiliate. ‗Family‘ is one of those team-like devices that can be described as
―duplicatively organized‖ (1995, Vol 1: 247-248). When this type of device is deployed,
the group is heard to be independent of equivalent groups; it is a ‗duplicate‘. Categories, or
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if you like, ‗positions-on-the-team‘ are duplicated but there is no confusion as to which
‗team‘ a nominated member belongs to. Sacks‘ sporting analogy is easy to use. When a
sports commentator describes a state of play in which the team centre passes the ball
forward, one hears without equivocation that the centre player is passing to a forward
player on the same team and not to a forward on the opposing duplicate team. A population
on the sporting field is represented not by numbers of ‗centres‘ and numbers of ‗forwards‘
etc, but by ‗teams-as-assembled-units‘ to which team members belong.

Baby and mommy in a child‘s story are not simply anyone‘s baby or Mommy, but are
properly heard as ―co-incumbents‖ (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 248) of the same team. The
association between this mother and that child in the newspaper heading, ―Mother charged
in death of child‖, is, in rationalistic terms, ambiguous, but common-sensically read as one
in which they belong together. They can be categorised into the same ‗family‘ team, and
there is no need to question this reading without cause. In sum then, a membership
categorisation device can be seen as a category collection along with its rules of relevance.
Sacks suggests that this ‗machine‘ would appear to be excessively built to analyse a simple
description like ‗The baby cried. The mommy picked it up‘, but the ―apparent elaborateness
will disappear when one begins to consider the amount of work that the very same
machinery can perform‖ (1995, Vol 1: 251).

Adequate description
The point to be reiterated with reference to this description, ‗the baby cried, the mommy
picked it up‘, is just that; it is at least a potentially correct description. It is not necessary for
the hearer to ask whose baby, or whose mommy, or why the mommy picked up the baby,
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and so on. And similarly, if one was to actually observe somewhere a child crying, and then
a woman picking up the child, it would not be immediately necessary to go and question
the circumstances. This is not to say that the observer is seeing something regulated by
norms, but rather, one sees a sequence related by norms; baby and mommy are members of
a collection observed to be acting according to their categories such that the fact of the first
event simply provides for the second.

A baby cries; an activity that locates this baby in the ‗stage of life‘ device because crying is
something that young babies are understood to do. A woman picks up the child; a woman
taken to be the child‘s mother because she is the one who properly does that. And not
because she is normatively regulated to pick it up, but because she is the person who ought
to be around to do whatever; mother and baby are together according to the ‗family‘ device.
If the baby cried and the mommy disregarded it then the sequence would still make sense
because she is the person assumed to be around to do the disregarding.

The description of these events, ‗the baby cried, the mommy picked it up‘, can be taken,
then, as an ―adequate description‖ (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 254); observation and description
involve the same set of assumptions about categories and their related activities. And in the
same way, ‗Mother charged in death of child‘ is an adequate description. One does not have
to investigate the relationship between this mother and that child, or who it was that
charged the mother, or why she was charged. With this set of analytical tools in place, i.e.,
category devices, membership categories, category predicates, and the notion of adequate
description, it is time to return to the prosecutor‘s incriminating description in the
courtroom.
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“In that moment alone”
This chapter began with the observation that during the summing-up in the trial of a woman
on stealing charges the prosecuting counsel successfully introduced what seemed to be, on
reflection, an unreasonable assertion as to her guilt. Unreasonable in this sense: assuming
that she is innocent (until proven otherwise) at the time when police served a warrant, that
is, before a trial, before her arrest, and even before police entered the woman‘s home to
conduct a search, one cannot arrive on the scene ‗at-that-moment‘ and reasonably suggest
that she somehow displays knowledge of property stolen from trucks. Yet this is what the
prosecutor is implying, and, paradoxically, it makes perfect sense:

1.

PROSECUTOR: Moving on to my second point, Ms N‘s body language tells us that

2.

she knew they were stolen. So the great advantage of the video is that we not only hear

3.

Ms N‘s response to questions, we see her body language as well. Right at the start of

4.

the first search Sergeant B told Ms N he had a search warrant and he said, ―It‘s to do

5.

with some stealing off some trucks, some property from trucks.‖ Can you remember

6.

what Ms N‘s response was to that? I think actually we might want to rewatch that part

7.

of the video if we can.

8.

JUDGE: Exhibit 1. How far through Mr---

9.

PROSECUTOR: If you go back to the very beginning of the video, it‘s within the

10. first 20 seconds.
11. CLERK: Exhibit 1?
12. PROSECUTOR: That‘s right.
13. JUDGE: Yes.
14. PROSECUTOR: Now, while the judge‘s associate is getting that ready, it‘s for you
15. to decide, but it seems to me that when Sergeant B told Ms N why he was executing
16. the warrant, which is there was some – ―we‘re here because of some stealing off some
17. trucks, some property from some trucks.‖ When he told her that, Ms N struggled to
18. feign surprise.
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19. JUDGE: You just need to rewind it.
20. PROSECUTOR: You will watch it, but it seems she stared at the sergeant and said,
21. ―Oh,‖ and then looked around at all the other police officers in what I suggest to you
22. was not bemusement. You can decide. We will watch it in just a moment.
(Videotape played)
23. PROSECUTOR: Ladies and gentlemen, draw upon your day-to-day knowledge of
24. how we react when we are truly surprised and how we act when we are feigning
25. surprise and decide whether you can tell in that moment alone that Ms N knew the
26. items were stolen and, moreover, knew intimately about the incident in which they
27. were stolen; all stolen at the same time from a truck. (DCWA, 2006: 9-10)

It is obvious that the prosecutor is making his claims with reference to police video
evidence, and it is tempting to explore here the usefulness of CCTV surveillance for
policing (see Goold, 2004) or video data as a tool for the courts (see Dixon, 2007),
especially in terms of recognising deception in the ‗body language‘ of suspects. For
example, Dixon cites the case of a police interview where the suspect ―appeared somewhat
shifty‖ on replay because his eyes moved from side to side while he was being questioned
by the officers (Dixon, 2007: 274). Authoritatively equating eye movement with
‗shiftiness‘ is perhaps a fraught exercise anyway, but in this instance, an account for the
man‘s behaviour was found in other terms. Scrutiny of subsequent data with a wider focus
showed that his eye movements were in response to the two interviewers with whom he
was attempting to maintain eye contact. There was the potential to speculate on the
‗shiftiness‘ of this man rather than see him as a participant in a three-way exchange. With
this in mind, there may be other explanations for Ms N‘s lack of surprise at the appearance
of police; perhaps she is ill, or under the influence of drugs, or distracted.
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It seems that a conclusion on the interpretive value of video data depends upon who is
asked the question, and in what context. Agents at all levels of policing and the justice
system – police officers, prosecutors, defence, and judges – argue for and against its
importance as a means of assessing deception in one‘s demeanour (Dixon, 2007: 232-237,
274-275). This material, along with whatever psychology might have to say on the matter
of determining internal dispositions from external mannerisms, perhaps has an appeal but it
does not necessarily add value to the task at hand. The fact is that the jurors (and readers)
have no need to consult sociology or psychology in order to understand what the prosecutor
has done. He has offered an adequate description of an incriminating sequence: “Sergeant
B told Ms N why he was executing the warrant, which is there was some – „we‟re here
because of some stealing off some trucks, some property from some trucks.‟ When he told
her that, Ms N struggled to feign surprise” (lines 15-18). The task is to somehow construct
a method that shows how the prosecutor‘s descriptive sequence amounts to incrimination,
and how ‗anyone‘ (keeping in mind that the prosecutor is addressing ‗anyone‘ in the jury,
and indeed the court) might see “in that moment alone” (line 25) that Ms N was closely
related to the circumstances of the stolen property. And while in retrospect the accusation
might be deemed unreasonable, the method of analysis must somehow allow for its
common-sense introduction and acceptance at that ordinary moment in the courtroom.
Sacks‘ groundwork on categories provides a feasible means.

“Sergeant B told Ms N why he was executing the warrant”
Consider the activity ‗explaining-a-warrant‘. Explaining to someone why she is subject to a
search warrant is an activity that can be predicated to a pair-part member of the relational
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pair ‗police/suspect‘. It is something that a sergeant of police might do in such
circumstances (at least, in Australia), in contrast to, say, the sergeant in a defence unit or a
pipe band. Furthermore, police officers ought not issue search warrants, along with
explanations, to just anyone, but to persons under suspicion. There may be (or may not be)
a cultural or institutional norm that can be stated, ―Police explain warrants issued to
suspects‖, but that is not the point. Rather, common knowledge suggests that if a sergeant is
seen or heard as actively engaged in ‗explaining-a-warrant‘ then this officer is the first pairpart member of ‗police/suspect‘, and a relevant second pair-part ought to be nearby. Of
course, everybody in the courtroom already knows that this is a police affair, and then there
is the video confirmation of police activities, but if the prosecutor is going to describe the
sergeant‘s actions in order to arrange an incrimination, as is his job, then it must be an
adequate description; otherwise what should be incrimination becomes something else that
may be puzzling, incompetent, or misrepresentative. It may be ‗correct‘ in a technical sense
to categorise, for example, a „father-of-two‟ or a „hockey-player‟ or a „P&C representative‟
(the sergeant may be one or all of these), as the one who executed the warrant, but none of
these categories is adequate in the sense of a properly constructed incrimination. In Francis
& Hester‘s terms, categories must be ―operationally relevant‖ (2004: 39) for present
purposes; the prosecutor‘s job here is to describe an incrimination in a way that jurors can
recognise it for what it is here and now. This becomes clearer shortly.

“We‟re here because of some stealing off some trucks, some property from some trucks”
This is the sergeant‘s justification for executing the search warrant, and it makes thorough
sense. A person is suspected of being involved in a crime, ―some stealing off some trucks‖,
which allows for the fact that police officers are present. Again, this is not an attempt to say
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that if a person is suspected of a stealing crime then police are normatively compelled to
search her home. But if one sees or hears that police have arrived on the scene to search the
home of someone suspected of a stealing crime, then the situation makes sense. It is
recognisable. One does not have to invoke regulatory ‗norms‘ in order to understand how it
came about that the sergeant is on the scene; and more importantly, because the situation is
recognisable, one does not have to ask the sergeant himself how he got there: ―We‘re here
because of some stealing off some trucks, some property from some trucks.‖

If there are ‗norms‘ then they are in the procedure by which relevant categories are
selected. If it is relevant to select ‗police‘ and ‗suspect‘ from the milieu so as to understand
it, then do so. This is what Sacks is getting at with the ‗consistency rule‘ and its corollary.
Furthermore, since the volume (more than one truckload, apparently) of stolen items
suggests that at least some of it could be hidden inside the suspect‘s home, and because
police officers need a warrant to search the home in these circumstances, then what the
prosecutor describes here is entirely plausible. Plausible not only in the sense of being a
correct interpretation of the circumstances, but he is adequately constructing the relevant
categories in order to bring off his incrimination.

“When he told her that, Ms N struggled to feign surprise”
In order to describe the prosecutor‘s programme here, one has to ask an ostensibly naïve
question: why does Ms N have to be surprised in the first place, let alone ‗feign‘ surprise?
Suppose you have been accused of a misdeed that you know is impossible for you to have
been involved in. The fine cultural ‗machinery‘ that recognises this class of circumstances
also recognises that anyone who is implicated in wrong-doing she knows nothing about is
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entitled to show surprise, indignation, or distress; or at the very least, she can be puzzled.
This leads to a now more critical question. Suppose you answer a knock on the door of
your family home. Outside are several police officers. A sergeant presents a search warrant
with your address on it, and he says: ―We‘re here because of some stealing off some trucks,
some property from some trucks.‖ What is your response given that you would want to
somehow act out a disproof of your actual involvement in the crime? The prosecutor seems
to be implying that feigning surprise is relevant behaviour in these circumstances, as if the
difference between true and artificial surprise is a fact merely to be pointed-out in order to
establish a person‘s culpability. But the proposition is a shibboleth, perhaps drawn from
pop-psychology and TV‘s forensic dramas. However, the prosecutor‘s inferences may be
warranted all the same; Ms N‘s behaviour is somehow questionable in these circumstances,
and commonsense suggests it is her ‗struggle‘ that condemns her. How can that be?
Perhaps Garfinkel‘s work offers some understanding.

It was Garfinkel who explored the ―moral requiredness‖ (1963: 188) of a typical
commonsense environment, in his well-known (perhaps infamous) breaching exercises. He
describes how members recognise, participate in, and maintain, a commonsense
environment by attending to its natural moral order – by the term ‗moral order‘, Garfinkel
is pointing to the meaningfulness of the external world, not some mechanism hidden in the
head; ―there is no reason to look under the skull since nothing of interest will be found
there but brains. The skin of the person will be left intact. Instead questions will be
confined to the operations that can be performed upon events that are ‗scenic‘ to the
person‖ (1963: 190). For example, he asked his students to assume the role of a boarder in
their own home; i.e., to remain impersonal and to conduct themselves formally in speech
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and behaviour for perhaps an hour. Several students refused to participate for various
reasons; one did not want to aggravate her mother‘s heart problem. In other cases, the
response from family members was non-dramatic; the students were ‗joking‘, or being
‗extra-nice-because-she-wants-something‘. One family decided that the ‗problem‘ was the
student‘s private matter, not for them. But for most, the introduction of this ‗boarder‘ role
was an aberration in the natural order of the ‗family‘ environment. In 40 of the 49 cases,

[R]eports were filled with accounts of astonishment, bewilderment, shock, embarrassment, and
anger as well as with charges by various family members that the student was mean,
inconsiderate, selfish, nasty, and impolite. Family members demanded explanations: ―What‘s the
matter?‖ ―What‘s gotten into you?‖ ―Did you get fired?‖ ―Are you sick?‖ ―What are you being
so superior about?‖ ―Why are you mad?‖ ―Are you out of your mind or are you just stupid‖ [and
so on] (1963: 226-227)

There was a necessity for the breached relationships to be typicalised, and various
possibilities were raised; sickness, superiority, stupidity, etc. These cases are not meant to
represent any kind of statistical claim for this analysis, but simply describe the range of
responses aligned against paradoxical behaviour in the family environment. Garfinkel‘s
interest here was in the socially authorised knowledge of relationships in the ‗family home‘,
or what he calls a ―Commonly Entertained Scheme of Communication‖ (1963: 226). To
this end, the role of ‗boarder‘ was simply a tool. As it turned out, the role-type, ‗boarder‘,
was irrelevant to other family members; suspicious actions were simply assigned to family
categories. Consequently, Garfinkel had no need to explore the extent of any orderliness, or
lack of it, from the student‘s perspective; that is, the order of relationships in ‗my-homewith-me-as-family-member-acting-as-boarder‘. But he does make some interesting
observations about the students‘ experiences, which have direct relevance to this analysis of
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the prosecutor‘s assertion that Ms N struggled to feign surprise. A clarification provided by
students to their puzzled families as to the nature of Garfinkel‘s exercise, helped to reestablish the family environment, but:

In several cases students reported that the explanation left them, their families, or both
wondering how much of what the student has said was ―in character‖ and how much the student
―really meant.‖
Students found the assignment difficult to complete because of not being treated as if they were
in the role they were attempting to play and of being confronted with situations to which they
did not know how a boarder would respond. (Garfinkel, 1963: 227-228)

The students were not only confoundedly slipping in and out of their designated role, but
confused and testy responses from family members had made it difficult to carry out a role
that was not properly acknowledged, and was therefore irrelevant. Furthermore, they had
no experience of a boarder‘s conduct in these conditions; there was no commonly-shared
order to guide them. From the family‘s perspective, the student‘s suspect behaviour was
attributed only to ‗family‘ categories – a fired son, a sick brother, a superior daughter, a
mad sister, a stupid nephew, and so on – while from the student‘s dual perspective there
was the slippery problem of identifying with irreconcilable categories, i.e., a ‗non-family
boarder‘ and a ‗family member‘. On the one hand, families maintained the order of their
environment, on the other, students were thrust into a double entendre; a kind of
paradoxical environment in which the kind of order they required to guide their actions was
either out of reach or non-existent. In short, in this class of circumstances we are literally on
our own.5
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Garfinkel (1967) describes a similar phenomenon in his ethnomethodological account of
Agnes. Agnes was intersexed, though born and raised as a boy with male physical
attributes. Entering puberty, hormonal consequences forced a complete reappraisal of an
already difficult existence. Agnes decided to leave home and assume the attributes of a
woman, a process that eventually included genital reassignment. There was a period before
the operation when she returned home to continue her education:

After her return from Midwest City there was open disapproval and overt expressions of anger
from her sister-in-law, her aunt, and most particularly her brother, who continually wanted to
know ―when she was going to stop this thing‖. (Garfinkel, 1967: 151)

Like Garfinkel‘s students, Agnes attempted to introduce into the ‗family‘ a category that
could not be recognised. The problem did not stem from the fact that she was a woman, or
attempting the role of womanhood. Instead, she was a male ‗family‘ category whose
behaviour was attributed to ―this thing‖. And like Garfinkel‘s students, her problem was
exacerbated by the fact that she had limited knowledge of the role. Agnes did not have a
woman‘s biography to call on in order to deal with all the current circumstances. In spite of
this, she insisted that ―except for a misunderstanding and hostile environment‖ she could
have fulfilled her role as a woman; ―she would have been able to act and feel ‗naturally and
normally‘‖ (Garfinkel, 1967: 152). The equivocal categories in which Agnes and the
student ‗boarders‘ found themselves have relevance to Ms N‘s experience when she met
police at her home.

When Ms N opened her front door, she was subject to a newly unfolding but clearly
recognisable environment with its shared order. Garfinkel would call this environment a
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‗commonly entertained scheme of communication‘, and in Sacks‘ terms, this scheme
amounts to a standardised relational pair; I propose the ‗police/suspect‘ pair. And she was
placed suddenly into a confounded position. The police and Ms N recognised the
environment for what it was and inferred its attributes. And into this commonly shared
scheme, Ms N, the ‗suspect‘, must somehow introduce another category. Let us call it the
‗innocent householder‘. But just how does the ‗innocent householder‘ secure herself in a
hostile ‗police-suspect‘ scheme? Like the families in Garfinkel‘s breaching exercises, the
police were not going to recognise an alien category in the commonly shared milieu. On the
contrary, Ms N‘s behavior-of-any-type was always going to be relevant to, and bound to be
normalised into, the ‗police/suspect‘ scheme of communication; it was ‗suspect‘ behaviour.
For the time that a ‗police/suspect‘ relational pair is relevant, the ‗innocent householder‘
has no place in it. It cannot be seen. So, like Garfinkel‘s students, Ms N had to participate
in an environment where her preferred role was not only unrehearsed for this moment, it
was unrecognised. There is no precedent for how one might conduct a recognisable role in
these circumstances. This was the quality of her ‗struggle‘. Suspicion comes from the
shared knowledge that any attempt to introduce an incongruent role into an ordered
environment can be difficult. Where does a shared understanding of ‗the struggle‘
originate? Perhaps from our childhood, in those feeble efforts to create roles such as ‗beinginnocent‘ or ‗being-truthful‘ in the face of those around us who see our ‗struggles‘ as
anything but.
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“Sergeant B told Ms N why he was executing the warrant, which is there was some –
„we‟re here because of some stealing off some trucks, some property from some trucks.‟
When he told her that, Ms N struggled to feign surprise” (lines 15-18).
To bring off his incrimination, the prosecutor‘s description does not, cannot, normalise Ms
N into any device other than the ‗police/suspect‘ relational pair. This device has its
commonly shared attributes, so that ‗police‘, for example, recognisably execute warrants;
and a ‗suspect‘ attempts somehow to deny culpability. Of course, a ‗suspect‘ may do no
such thing, but if police are present, and one sees another person ‗attempting-to-beinnocent‘, then it makes sense to categorise that person as a ‗suspect‘ belonging to the
‗police/suspect‘ relational pair. This scheme does not, for the time being, recognise
‗innocent householder‘ or any other inconsistent category. Ms N remains a ‗suspect‘;
furthermore, she is an incompetent one who is struggling to act out a denial of her
culpability. In this sense, then, the prosecutor‘s description is adequate. He employs the
required device and category-bound predicates to nominate Ms N into a precisely relevant
category, one that incriminates her.

Sacks‘ analytic device and Garfinkel‘s ‗commonly entertained scheme of communication‘
amount to the same thing, and one can see that it is an extremely powerful site of meaning.
The readiness with which one hears ―the baby cried, the mommy picked it up‖ as a ‗family‘
device/scheme, and the moral difficulty ensured (as Garfinkel demonstrated) in any attempt
to breach it, is testament to its representational power. The ‗police/suspect‘ relational pair is
no less compelling. Notwithstanding innocent until proved otherwise, Ms N‘s role of
innocence is irrelevant. Even if she had summoned a perfect display of surprise at the
sergeant‘s warrant, she would still belong to the ‗police/suspect‘ device. Until further notice
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she remains a ‗suspect‘ whose convincing surprise is attributed perhaps to experience or
savvy. In much the same way, the students‘ boarder-actions were attributed irrevocably to a
family member who was sick, mad, or stupid, and Agnes‘s womanhood-actions were
attributed to a male family member who was disinclined ―to stop this thing.‖

An obvious fact of the prosecutor‘s incriminating description is that it took place in the
courtroom sometime after Ms N was actually served with the warrant at her home. It was
inserted towards the end of the trial proceedings, in the prosecution‘s summing-up, when
all the state evidence had been tendered. It is an obvious and critical fact in this sense: if the
prosecutor (or indeed, anyone), with absolutely no awareness of the actual circumstances,
had arrived on the search-scene and attempted to point out that Ms N‘s body language was
such that anybody could see, in that moment alone, she had knowledge of stolen items, then
that accusation would be unwarranted, perhaps even irrational. Furthermore, if the
prosecutor had tendered this ‗proof‘ earlier in his case without the support of subsequent
evidence, then it may have been open to easy rebuttal. It can be legally argued that those
who attempt to establish guilt by simply pointing to a suspect‘s demeanour are not simply
pointing to a fact. Material evidence is required. This is what Dixon (2007: 272-275) is
getting at in the conclusion to his exploration into the usefulness of ERISP (Electronically
Recorded Interviews with Suspected Persons). While video recording of police interviews
does have advantages in terms of ensuring accuracy of reports and discouraging coercion,
recognising deception is still a matter of individual judgment. As a method of establishing
culpability, ERISP is inaccurate. And sure enough, counsel for defence pitches just that
argument to the jury in his summation.
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DEFENCE: [H]er reaction ―Oh‖ – I don‘t know, I didn‘t see anything wrong with it myself, but
that‘s for you. The prosecutor interprets it one way. I look at it another way. It‘s for you as 12
members of the community to look at and determine how you think that – whether you think that
was some reaction indicating that she knew something about trucks being stolen. (DCWA, 2006:
17)

Unfortunately for counsel, and the accused, his rebuttal is somewhat impotent; the damage
from state evidence had already been done. The prosecutor had common-sensically and
elegantly inserted the ‗feigned surprise‘ incrimination into the first available slot in the trial
process where it is immune to any such challenge; that is, immediately after undeniably
incriminating search evidence had been presented to the court. The prosecutor‘s sequential
positing is elegant in this way: he has applied updated knowledge to a set of circumstances
that occurred when no such knowledge was available. Ms N had ‗merely‘ been a suspect in
the opening sequence of the video, but emerging evidence had elevated her to substantially
guilty (substantial in the sense that there is material evidence of her guilt but a guilty
verdict is yet to be settled) in the shared environment of the courtroom. ‗Substantially
guilty‘ was a category that fitted quite readily into the video replay of the ‗police/suspect‘
standardised relational pair. As the ordinary moment unfolded in the courtroom, Ms N
became a ‗substantially guilty suspect‘ who seemed to ‗struggle‘ to show otherwise. And
while guilty persons do not invariably struggle with their demeanour when approached by
police, if such a person is perceived to be struggling in these circumstances then things are
as they should be. Far from being irrational or even questionable, the prosecutor‘s
incriminating description makes perfect sense, but only because of its neat sequential
placement in the order of court activities.
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Two possible applications of this analysis
This analysis has explored, in part, the potential consequences if one attempts to introduce
into the natural order of a shared environment a category that does not fit. The problems
bound to the violator in this class of violation were evident in Garfinkel‘s exercises in
which students brought home their role as ‗boarder‘, and also when Agnes attempted to
introduce her ‗womanhood‘ into the family home. Similar problems manifested, I‘m
proposing, when Ms N encountered police at her home, and she was deemed to have
struggled in her pretence at surprise. This kind of understanding offers a way into two
interesting areas. As already mentioned in Endnote 5, it is worth reviewing those kinds of
‗mock-up‘ experimental exercises where results are reckoned on the behaviour of
participants who bring conflicting identities or categories (a play-role, and their unintendedbut-nevertheless-relevant personal role) to an environment necessarily conflicted with
itself. The possibility of confoundedness in these kinds of experiments perhaps muddies the
science, and they may need to be reconsidered. Secondly, this confusion may have
implications for the ‗police/suspect‘ interview room. This is not to say there is a projected
cure for the police officer‘s dilemma, but perhaps an understanding of it.
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Direct and indirect reported speech
In Chapter One it was suggested that the state prosecutor in a criminal trial successfully
managed a specific form of incrimination by invoking the „police/suspect‟ standardised
relational pair, a deliberately constructed membership category device to which the accused
was categorially bound as „suspect‟; for at least as long as the prosecutor could foster the
court‟s attention to it. But simultaneously, he employed a method that would seem to
enhance that particular device, and in turn, the validity of his version of events. His
supplementary method is found in what is commonly referred to in linguistics as direct
reported speech or DRS (see Coulmas, 1986; Holt, 1996; Holt & Clift, 2007). When we set
about reporting the past speech of others, or our own, it is effectively reproduced by
including the features (or at least, some of the features – content, verb tense, intonation,
gestures, body posture, etc.) that supposedly accompanied the original utterance, such that
the point of view of the original speaker is the point of orientation – “direct speech, in a
manner of speaking, is not the reporter‟s speech, but remains the reported speaker‟s speech
whose role is played by the reporter” (Coulmas, 1986: 2). In his summation to the court, the
prosecutor quotes the police officer who spoke to the suspect at her door:

„…and he said, “It‟s to do with some stealing off some trucks, some property from trucks.”‟
(DCWA, 2006: 9)

DRS can be heralded with various signifiers, or what Johnstone (1987) calls the “lexical
introducer”. These clauses usually include a pronoun or noun, and a verb for speech: “the
officer said…”; “I said…”; “he says…”; “Toni asked me…”; “she asks me…”; “I told
him…”; “Mum tells him…”, etc. Even one‟s thoughts can be introduced as a direct quote:
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“I thought...” or “he thinks…”. And then a group of markers appeared in the second half of
the Twentieth Century that have been termed “the new quotatives” (see Buchstaller, 2004;
Van Alphen, 2008); for example, “she goes…” or “she‟s like...”. Occasionally, they go
together: “she goes, like…”. Buchstaller (2004) suggests that the new quotatives are
“polyfunctional”; they often mark DRS, but are useful also for interjections, sound effects,
and mime-like re-enactments.

But while these preliminaries are recurrent, there are exceptions. For example, in line 16 of
the court transcript below, the prosecutor reproduces the sergeant‟s actual words without
offering any forward marker at all:

(The prosecutor is making reference to video evidence of the police search)
14. PROSECUTOR: Now, while the judge‟s associate is getting that ready, it‟s for you
15. to decide, but it seems to me that when Sergeant B told Ms N why he was executing
16. the warrant, which is there was some – “we‟re here because of some stealing off some
17. trucks, some property from some trucks.” When he told her that, Ms N struggled to
18. feign surprise. (DCWA, 2006: 9-10)

But in spite of the lack of an introducer, the DRS is still recognizable; it has a present tense
verb in “we‟re here”, and even if other audible or visually perceptible indicators are
ambiguous, the quote has been post-checked with “When he told her that” (line 17).1 In this
case the prosecutor alters his approach; that is, in line 15 he sets out by making an indirect
reference to what the sergeant said – “when Sergeant B told Ms N why he was executing
the warrant, which is there was some…” – and then shifts gear into direct speech. In order
to understand what the prosecutor is doing, and why he changed his strategy, it will be
useful to explore differences between direct and indirect quotation.
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Direct and indirect speech: the contrast
To begin, compare the following two examples from Li‟s analysis:

(1) John said, “I‟m tired.”
(2) John said (that) he was tired. (Li, 1986: 29)2
Reports (1) and (2) are similar in that they have the same speech verb, “said”, and both
have “John” as the subject. Both dispatch the same information. But several differences are
also evident. Li notes the contrasting pronouns, “I‟m” and “he”, and contrasting present and
past tense. The word “that” is available as a conjunction for a subordinate clause in (2) but
not in (1). Perhaps the most important difference – and the one that bears most on the
reason why the prosecutor switches from one to the other in his final presentation – is the
difference in the orientations of the two reporters (and therefore any hearers). The terms “I
am” (in 1) and “he was” (in 2) are “deictic” (Li, 1986: 34); they are indexical terms whose
spatial and temporal references become available at the time of the report. They have fullest
meaning only when the speaker and hearer(s) are in the midst of the action when the report
takes place. While “I” and “he” technically indicate the same person, they invoke a
different point of view.

In an indirect quote, the speaker normally uses himself/herself as a spatial point of reference and
the time of utterance as a temporal point of reference. In a direct quote, the speaker must
suspend normal practice and use the points of reference of the quoted speaker. (Li, 1986: 34)3

Li suggests that a speaker/reporter of the indirect report, “John said that he was tired”,
might employ intonation and other gestural methods that could indicate, for example, a
position of annoyance or irony. In any case, the axial viewpoint is located with the current
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speaker/reporter and is attended to as such by other participants in the conversation. On the
other hand, a speaker/reporter of the direct report, „John said, “I‟m tired”‟, presumably (but
one discovers, not necessarily) reproduces the methods and viewpoint of the original
speaker. DRS is not available as a means of confirming the stance of the current speaker
because, according to the argument, personal appraisals such as annoyance or irony would
be necessarily attributed to the original speaker (Li, 1986, 38-39). But perhaps this
formulation is a little too simple. On the contrary, Sacks suggests, “the sheer fact of doing
quoting can be the expression of a position” (1995, Vol 2: 309). Sacks is quick to point out
that his claim is provisional, but backs it up with discussion around the transcribed data
below. In this scene, Ted directly quotes his father who has recently lain out his reason for
not giving Christmas gifts:

Ted (quoting father): Well you know how the Christmas, all the stores, uh well, make
such a big killing, and Christmas is becoming commercialized,
and therefore I don‟t wanna be sucked into this thing. I‟m not
giving gifts this year.” (Sacks, 1995, Vol 2: 310)
Ted is speaking his father‟s words (presumably) but simultaneously gives to understand,
somehow, that he does not believe that this is the true reason for the non-participation.
Perhaps Ted‟s disbelief is available in the awkward, hesitant character of his utterance; i.e.,
the awkwardness of production is not attributed to his father. Sacks reserves his claim
because he does not have the audio data to reinforce it. However, Goodwin‟s (2007)
transcript below, even without audio, suggests that Sacks is right; doing quoting can indeed
state a position. In this case, a member‟s DRS is infused with laughter. One might ask: does
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the laughter belong to the current speaker or the original? Does the locus of the evaluation
that the laughter implies lie in the present interaction, or the past?

Ann is recounting an incident in which her husband, Don, perpetrated a social blunder
while they were visiting a friend‟s new home. She is telling the story to Beth, but Don is
also an active listener.

4. Beth:
5. Ann:

What h[appened.
[Karen has this new house.

6.

En it‟s got all this like (0.2) ssilvery::g-gold

7.

wwa:llpaper,

8.

hh (h) en D(h)o(h)n sa(h)ys,

9.

y‟know this‟s the first time we‟ve seen this house.

10.

=Fifty five thousn dollars in Cherry Hill.=Right?

11.

(0.4)

12. Beth:

Uh hu:h?

13. Ann:

Do(h)n said (0.3)

14.

dih-did they ma:ke you take this [wa(h)llpa(h)p(h)er?

15. Beth:

[hh!

16. Ann:

er(h)di [dju pi(h)ck i(h)t ou(h)t.

17. Beth:

[Ahh huh huh huh huh=
(Goodwin, 2007: 18)4

Here, one is faced with Garfinkel‟s “Shop Floor Problem” (2002: 108): Who is “staffing”
this department? How are the participants in this setting to be described or categorised?
Garfinkel suggests that we look at “concerted things”, the things that are being done
together; we are not in the first instance looking at “bodies”:
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It is the workings of the traffic that make its staff available as “typical” drivers, “bad” drivers,
“close in” drivers, and anything else that demographers need to have in order to administer a
causal account of the driving…For Conversation Analysis conversation‟s myriad things,
massively present, on every hand, exhibits its speakers as typical, recurring, doing it again in the
same way, staff. (Garfinkel, 2002: 93, footnote 3)

In Goodwin‟s transcript above, the most relevant activity at the time could be variously
described as „narrating‟, or „sketching‟, or „story-telling‟. Ann is a storyteller, and the other
two are active listeners in the sense that they actively contribute to the story‟s production,
such that the setting can be loosely described as „story-telling-with-social-intimates‟. In
Garfinkel‟s terms, Ann, Beth, and Don, are “typical, recurring, doing it again in the same
way” staff-members on a recognisable shop floor. This shared knowledge is contingent and
may be useful only for a few words or a few sentences. Nonetheless, the relevant activity
(„story-telling‟) is mutually understood by anyone with an interest. It has collective
components – (a) a request for Ann to tell “what happened” (line 4); (b) a beginning (line
5); (c) a description (lines 6-10); (e) the continuer/pause-filler, “uh huh”, that recognises the
story‟s ongoingness (line 12); (f) an ending or punch line (lines 14 & 16) which completes
the request; and (g), acknowledging laughter (line 17) – which make this particular story an
“interactional phenomenon” (see Sacks, 1995 Vol. 1: 764-767).5

Goodwin‟s argument is that a participant‟s gaze and gestures also contribute to production,
even if she or he is verbally inactive. Don is not merely the subject of Ann‟s story; he is
also a collaborator in its telling. He does not speak but instead arranges his body into a
visual display that not only coordinates with Ann‟s talk, but also anticipates it, and
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therefore offers cues. Participants put all these components on the floor specifically to be
taken up, to be understood by all as collective „story-telling‟.

In lines 5-7, Ann describes her friend‟s home: “Karen has this new house. And it‟s got all
this like silvery-gold wallpaper…”. The newness of Karen‟s house and the colour-scheme
of its walls are Ann‟s own appraisals formulated for her listeners; their meanings are fully
accessible from a standpoint in the current „story-telling‟ event. At line 8, Ann primes her
listeners with a common dialogue introducer embedded with laugh tokens: “(h) and
D(h)o(h)n sa(h)ys”. Not only does this item make way for a direct quote, but also, whatever
“Don says” will be available to laughter; Ann‟s precursor is also an invitation to laugh
along with her (see Jefferson, 1979, for analyses on invitations to laugh). She then goes on
to quote Don in line 9, “y‟know this‟s the first time we‟ve seen this house”. At this point
there is a shift in the shared orientation, from the current floor on which „story-telling‟ is
taking place, to a historically present „house-tour‟. Ann‟s version of Don‟s talk is historical
in its oriented location, but present in its tense (“y‟know”, “this‟s”, “we‟ve”, “this house”).
The listener is required to assume a present standpoint, with all its shared understandings of
attending category members, but this standpoint is located on the floor of a past „housetour‟.

In line 10, Ann momentarily sets aside her quotation in order to do some backfilling. She
enhances her story with details of the cost and location of the friend‟s new home,
information that predetermines the effect of her next utterance when she resumes talking
directly for Don: “Do(h)n said, did they make you take this wa(h)llpa(h)p(h)er or(h) did
you pi(h)ck i(h)t ou(h)t?” (lines 13, 14 & 16). Ann‟s invitation for laughter continues as she
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develops the candidate reason for it; that is, openly questioning the décor of such a
credentialed house implies an offence against its owner. Don has committed a gaffe. And at
line 17 it is clear that Beth has taken up Ann‟s invitation to laugh at Don‟s social
incompetence.

In this case, Li‟s (1986: 39) argument that the content of direct reported speech is not
available for reappraisal by the current speaker, is potentially undone.6 The embedded
laughter in the re-run of Don‟s talk (lines 14 & 16) does not belong to Don. Ann has sole
ownership of all laugh tokens, and each one of them is a comment oriented to the current
environment. They are an invitation for those in the present interaction. But at the same
time, or rather, in seamlessly spliced sequences, the laugh tokens are dispersed into direct
reported speech irredeemably oriented to an historical event. The words make sense only
when referred directly to the house and persons in the original setting, and to Don‟s
standpoint at that time.

One is tempted to question if members really can generate these proposed intricate and
fast-moving sequences of action. How can Ann conceive and arrange the sequential
orientations into her talk at such short notice? How do hearers discriminate between the
instantaneous yet smoothly interchanged meanings/orientations between, say, backfilling
and direct speech, or between infused laugh tokens and word fragments, as they unfold?
Surely, some might think, these structures require sophisticated planning and thought at
light-speed. This issue is addressed more thoroughly in the concluding chapter, but in the
meantime one might go along with Sacks‟ preferred analytical position: “Don‟t worry about
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how fast they‟re thinking. First of all, don‟t worry about whether they‟re „thinking‟. Just try
to come to terms with how it is that the thing comes off” (Sacks, 1995, Vol. 1: 11).

Perhaps much of what members produce is already an accomplished practice; they become
good at it with training. Both Sacks and Goffman recurrently in their work make references
to the experiences of children, in an attempt to understand the source of practices. Here,
Goffman talks specifically about the way that young children learn to “laminate” the
orientations of their talk:

In play with a child, a parent tries to ease the child into talk. Using “we” or “I” or “baby” or a
term of endearment or the child‟s name, and a lisping sort of baby talk, the parent makes it
apparent that it is the child that is being talked for, not to. In addition, there are sure to be playbeings easy to hand – dolls, teddy bears and now toy robots – and these the parent will speak for,
too. So even as the child learns to speak, it learns to speak for…it learns just as early to embed
the statements and mannerisms of a zoo-full of beings in its own verbal behavior…It strikes me,
then, that although a parent‟s baby talk (and the talk the child first learns) may involve some sort
of simplification of syntax and lexicon, its laminative features are anything but childlike.
(Goffman, 1981: 150-151 footnote #10, original emphasis)

In sum, then, Li is right; indirect reported speech, i.e., a paraphrased account, can be an
expression of the reporter‟s opinion. “John said that he was tired” might demonstrate
annoyance, irony, or perhaps even surprise. In any case, what John originally said is
somehow questionable in the current reporting environment; at least, indirect speech
declares more questionability than the simple description, “John was tired”. Furthermore,
the point of orientation for participants is in the present environment, not the scene in which
John presumably uttered the words. But Sacks‟ argument also holds. A direct quotation,
while supposedly an accurate rendition of the reported person‟s words and viewpoint, can
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also be infused with the current reporter‟s view. So, why would a speaker favour one mode
or the other when either can do the job? Why did the prosecutor change from one to the
other in mid-sentence (…Sergeant B told Ms N why he was executing the warrant, which is
there was some – “we‟re here because of some stealing off some trucks…”)?

The „Common View‟ of Direct Reported Speech
When direct and indirect reported speech modes are compared, the elemental difference
between them, I‟m proposing, lies in the contrasting classes of members who orientate to a
floor of categories and category predicates. As already discussed, indirect reported speech
prioritises the current reporter‟s point-of-view. What was purportedly spoken in the past is
assessed and characterised by the reporter for the purposes of the environment here and
now. The current reporter is demonstrably taking a personal position, and consequently,
there may be a like-minded class of participants that agrees with that position, and/or a
class that does not. Regardless, the emphasis is on the current floor.

Direct reported speech, on the other hand, invokes the categories and category predicates
that appear on the floor of the original reported speech act. And while the current speaker
can indeed infuse into that DRS a personal standpoint, the difference is that it represents
„any‟ reasonable member‟s standpoint. By „reasonable‟ is meant that common-sense
inferences can be made via access to a common set of understandings, and not to recognise
them would be somehow „unreasonable‟. Ann‟s reproduction of Don‟s original utterance is
meaningful to an indefinite, non-circumscribed class of reasoning members who can
nevertheless be identified by their understanding of the implications of that utterance in its
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original environment.7 The attending assumption of Ann‟s DRS is that those particular
categories and category predicates present on the floor of the original „house-tour‟ can be
seen by „any‟ reasonable person; and seen not only in the original setting, but in any
consequent setting in which Don‟s purported words are reproduced (one can disagree with
a „commonsense report‟ but cannot refute it by simply denying its adequacy or
„truthfulness‟; an alternative description is required with a whole new set of categories and
category predicates). While indirect reported speech invokes the current reporter‟s pointof-view (along with those who agree), direct reported speech is designed to invoke a
common point-of-view; it is a common-sense assessment. Even if Don‟s utterance were
reproduced so as not to make sense, it would be commonly viewed as nonsense.

This analysis of the „common view‟ has parallels with Wooffitt‟s (1992) work on
formulations. Here, a female punk is questioned by an interviewer:

1.

I: What‟s it like to be a punk?

2.

S: It can be quite difficult

3.

„cos when you go in to a pub

4.

or something

5.

you get (.) sot of (.)

6.

in some pubs they say „Get out‟

7.

„cos of the way you look. (in Wooffitt, 1992: 42)

Wooffitt suggests that the respondent has formulated what is after all an everyday activity
for many people; as she put it, “you go in to a pub.” With the use of reported speech, she
has formulated a harsh reaction from hotel staff, “Get out”. Furthermore she formulates the
reason for the reaction: “ „cos of the way you look.” Her description of the circumstances is
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not necessarily correct but necessarily adequate for the work being done. Given a common
activity and the routine business of “the way you look” (implying hers is only one „look‟
among many), she has formulated radical discrimination (Wooffitt, 1992: 42). I would
consolidate Wooffitt‟s analysis by adding that the woman‟s formulation is not simply her
personal view; instead, the reported speech “Get out” formulates prejudice that „anyone‟
can grasp, given the particular description of events.

If „anyone‟ can see that a particular quotation is plausible, and common-sensibly fits a
particular set of circumstances, then one can begin to understand how DRS might be useful
as an evidential tool, and might therefore be a possible explanation for the prosecutor‟s
direct quotations. But there is an inherent paradox that must be reconciled with the
corroborative status of DRS. Dubois (1989) prefers to classify DRS as “pseudoquotation”
or “invented quotation”. Its authenticity, it seems, can range from plausible to possible to
improbable, to downright impossible. Clark and Gerrig (1990) have shown throughout their
work that it is highly unlikely that DRS is in any way a precise reproduction of the original
in terms of words or prosody. They refer to studies that demonstrate this point: without a
mnemonic strategy, an exact reconstruction of a conversation is pretty much impossible,
even immediately after its occurrence. And in some cases, DRS is impossible – for
example, when a speaker attributes utterances to non-human animals or even inanimate
objects. The short explanation, according to Clark and Gerrig, is that a replica is not the
point: “[W]hat speakers commit themselves to in a quotation is a depiction of selected
aspects of the referent. Verbatim reproduction per se has nothing to do with it” (1990: 795).
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This point about the promiscuous nature of DRS is borne out in lines 4-5 and 16-17 of the
court transcript below. Both represent an utterance attributed to the defendant by the
prosecutor. The reiteration occurs literally within seconds of his first report, but is worded
differently.

1.

PROSECUTOR: Moving on to my second point, Ms N‟s body language tells us that

2. she knew they were stolen. So the great advantage of the video is that we not only hear
3. Ms N‟s response to questions, we see her body language as well. Right at the start of
4. the first search Sergeant B told Ms N he had a search warrant and he said, “It‟s to do
5. with some stealing off some trucks, some property from trucks.” Can you remember
6. what Ms N‟s response was to that? I think actually we might want to re-watch that part
7. of the video if we can.
8.

JUDGE: Exhibit 1. How far through Mr…

9. PROSECUTOR: If you go back to the very beginning of the video, it‟s within the
10. first 20 seconds.
11. CLERK: Exhibit 1?
12. PROSECUTOR: That‟s right.
13. JUDGE: Yes.
14. PROSECUTOR: Now, while the judge‟s associate is getting that ready, it‟s for you
15. to decide, but it seems to me that when Sergeant B told Ms N why he was executing
16. the warrant, which is there was some – “we‟re here because of some stealing off some
17. trucks, some property from some trucks.” When he told her that, Ms N struggled to
18. feign surprise. (DCWA, 2006: 9-10)

Even in an institution that insists on factual evidence, and furthermore, even though
indisputable video evidence of what the sergeant actually said is imminent, the precision of
DRS is not an issue. But if accuracy is not relevant, then what is? If DRS is indeed “a
depiction of selected aspects of the referent”, as Clark and Gerrig (1990: 795) propose it is,
then how are these “aspects” constituted? In order to answer these questions one has to note
the fact that the prosecutor is doing a „description‟. In lines 15-18, he is describing a scene
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from the police video; he is telling a story, albeit a very short one. A pressing issue for the
prosecutor is to present an appropriate description. By „appropriate‟ is meant, in this case,
not only must it make normative sense, it must make sense to „anybody‟; i.e., his view must
not appear to be merely his own, or the limited view of a class of members who happen to
agree with him. Why? Because he is directing his evidence to „anyone‟ in the jury, a group
of people assembled specifically to represent a common view.8 But at the same time, this
common standpoint must be somehow arranged to suit his (the state‟s) agenda in the
courtroom here and now. If he can pull this off, then he is successful.

Direct reported speech: correct versus adequate description
Garfinkel‟s point, when he laid out the criteria for valid ethnomethodological studies, was
that the practices of a population define its order. It is in its „doings‟ that the “social facts of
immortal, ordinary society” are found (2002: 92-93). He calls them social facts (while
tipping his ethnomethodological hat to a perhaps more mystical Durkheim) because they
have “phenomenal field properties” (2002: 255), properties which members of a population
recurrently orient to; they are routine facts. Garfinkel demonstrates these properties with
reference to a local population queuing for a bus. Activities include „heading the queue‟,
„marking position‟, „holding alignment‟, „allowing through traffic‟, „tailing the queue‟,
„joining the queue‟, and so on. Persons observably and accountably joining the queue are
recognised as just that; they are „joiners‟.9 In taking his or her place in the queue, the
„joiner‟ has oriented to the person who is observably and accountably „tail-ending‟, and in
doing so the „joiner‟ becomes a „tailender‟ while the previous „tailender‟ becomes a
„marker‟ or „allower-of-traffic‟, thus the seeable order is perpetuated. Perhaps the
ultimately identifiable activity of a bus queue is „moving-onto-the-bus‟. In the action of
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„moving-onto-the-bus‟, one displays an account for joining the queue in the first place. In
sum, the queue is an “oriented object” (2002: 256) bound and recognised by its practices.

Sacks makes precisely the same point in the first lecture of his series on conversation. In
the course of their talk, members attend to the properties of “social objects” such as „May I
help you?‟ – something that can be a ceremonial, or a question – “and if you begin to look
at what they do, you can see that they, and things like them, provide the makings of
activities. You assemble activities by using these things” (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 10). Just as
„tailing the queue‟ has useful properties for lining-up at the bus-stop or the service counter,
the properties of „May I help you?‟ are useful for those members interacting in a business
phone call, or a department store, or a hospital. But there is an added abstract dimension to
talk. Activities such as queuing, ceremonial greetings, and a myriad others, are available to
description in everyday conversations. And if these descriptions are to be commonly
understood, in the same way that the naturally occurring activities that they depict are
understood, then they must be presented in a format that necessarily invokes all the same
properties. If a description can successfully advance these objects to view, then it is a
perceivably normative description: “The simplest way you make a recognizable description
is to take some category and some activity that‟s bound to it, and put them together”
(Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 242). „The student joined the queue for the bus‟ is an adequate
description: „The Pope joined the queue for the bus‟ is not. That is, the latter description is
possibly correct, but it is a puzzling one that would have to be accounted-for with further
descriptions – popes joining queues for buses is not a feature of our everyday
understanding. If a report about an experience at the medical centre included the following
description, The receptionist said, “May I help you?”, it would be a reasonable one; on the
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other hand, The receptionist said, “I can‟t help you”, would not; at least, not without
accompanying appropriate explanation. An adequate description is a matter of invoking the
appropriate social facts.

Direct reported speech, adequate description, and the „common view‟
14. PROSECUTOR: Now, while the judge‟s associate is getting that ready, it‟s for you
15. to decide, but it seems to me that when Sergeant B told Ms N why he was executing
16. the warrant, which is there was some – “we‟re here because of some stealing off some
17. trucks, some property from some trucks.” When he told her that, Ms N struggled to
18. feign surprise. (DCWA, 2006: 9-10)

Everyone in the courtroom has access to the summing-up of evidence by the prosecutor, i.e.
to his „sum-of-descriptions‟, but in particular it is directed towards the jury. It is the jury
who has to be convinced that the woman‟s behaviour is somehow suspicious. Before he
presents his description with reference to the Sergeant‟s search warrant, the prosecutor
prepares the floor by qualifying his point-of-view: “…it‟s for you to decide, but it seems to
me that…” (lines 14-15). His deference is proper in this environment because he is not the
arbiter in these matters; that role belongs to the jury with its appointed common-sense.

In lines 15-16 he then introduces his description with indirect reported speech, “…when
Sergeant B told Ms N why he was executing the warrant, which is there was some –”, but
terminates it before completion. He ceases because he has an abiding problem. Even his
attempt to pre-qualify the statement is not going to deliver it from a fundamentally limited
standpoint. There is an indefinite number of formulations that the prosecutor might use to
complete his description, but the problem rests in his recognition that producing any
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indirect-speech represents an unfolding personal/limited appraisal in the present
environment of the court. Such an evaluation falls short of a necessary common view. The
prosecutor requires an adequate description of the circumstances in which the original
words were spoken in order to arrange the accused into a category that is appropriate and
makes sense to the jury, but at the same time, a category that suits his purposes.

At that point, in line 16, the prosecutor switches to direct reported speech of the sergeant,
“we‟re here because of some stealing off some trucks, some property from some trucks.”
These may or may not have been the sergeant‟s actual words, but replication is not the
issue. Orientation is the key. The present tense of “we‟re here…” transposes the location of
one‟s understandings from a-prosecutor‟s-appraisal-in-the-courtroom to the immediacy of
the original environment in which the purported words were spoken. That particular
historically-present environment includes the police officer who uttered the words and the
person to whom they were directed, Ms N. In this the prosecutor‟s description is
appropriate; the utterance is one that a police officer plausibly submits in such
circumstances. It is not something that, for example, the neighbour or a delivery person
would say at the time.

But there is an added potency to this DRS. The words, if they were spoken, would not be
spoken to just any person, but to one who is under suspicion. Ms N is a suspect. The
prosecutor has invoked what Sacks calls a “standardized relational pair”; two easily
recognised categories, each “programmatically relevant” to the other (1972: 38). That is, if
the category, „police officer‟, was to utter these words or something similar in this type of
setting, then a „suspect‟ should be his interlocutor. This understanding is not a personal or
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limited view; it is something that „anybody‟, including the jury members, should know.
This was the reason that the prosecutor changed his approach. The fact that Ms N was
suspicious should have been recognisable not only to „anyone‟ on the-scene-at-the-time-asthe-prosecutor-described-it, but to „anyone‟ here and now in the courtroom who heard the
reproduction of the sergeant‟s words; and most particularly, recognisable to „anyone‟ in the
jury. And the fact that Ms N was a suspicious person in the past has general relevance now.

Direct Reported Speech Doing Moral Work
It has been suggested that DRS is a convenient facility for moral claims. In Holt‟s example
below, Lesley is talking to Joyce about her visit to a church fair with her husband. While
they were looking through the sale items Lesley was approached by an acquaintance:

Note: Some transcription details have been omitted for economy.
1.

LESLEY: And em: we (.) really didn‟t have a lot‟v

2.

change that (.) day becuz we‟d been to Bath ‟n

3.

we‟d been: Christmas shoppin:g (0.5) but we thought

4.

we‟d better go along t‟th‟sale ‟n do what we could

5.

(0.2) we hadn‟t got a lot (.) of s:e- ready cash

6.

t‟ spend.

7.

(0.3)

8.

.hh

9.

JOYCE:

10.

LESLEY: =In any case we thought th‟things were very

11.
12.
13.

Mh.=

expensive.
JOYCE:

Oh did you.
(0.9)

14. LESLEY: AND uh we were looking rou-nd the sta:lls ‟n
15.

poking about ‟n he came up t‟me ‟n he said Oh:

16.

hhello Lesley, (.) still trying to buy something
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f‟nothing,

17.

(several lines of interjections and shared laughter)
25.

JOYCE:

26.

LESLEY:

27.
28.

I:s-[n‟t he
[what do you sa:y.
(0.3)

JOYCE:

Oh isn‟t he dreadful. (Holt, 1996: transcript # 10)

In short, Lesley is making a complaint to her friend Joyce, albeit with some irony (perhaps
her complaint is aimed at the man‟s “dreadful” wit). In Sacksian categorial terms, Lesley
has cast herself as a dedicated „fundraisee‟ generously parting with the last of her Christmas
money for the benefit of the church. In spite of this, she was catergorised as a „cheapskate‟.
She has a right to complain. Lesley may have, or may not have, reproduced a faithful
rendition of the man‟s original utterance, “Oh, hello Lesley, still trying to buy something
for nothing,” (lines 15-17). The point is, according to Holt, those reproduced words have
implications that do not have to be specified; Joyce can gauge them for herself, resulting in
a moral appraisal in line 28: “Oh isn‟t he dreadful.” I would add that this DRS is
constructed to invoke a common appraisal. Any reasonable person can see that the
uncomplimentary utterance (wit or no) in these circumstances can be predicated to a rude or
“dreadful” category member. It is not just a matter of Joyce expressing a personal opinion,
“Oh isn‟t he dreadful”, when summing up Lesley‟s complaint. Rather, anybody should be
able to see the moral justification for Lesley‟s complaint. The fact that „anyone‟ can see it
underlines it as a common moral issue; it is not just Lesley‟s or Joyce‟s evaluation.
Galatolo (2007: 214) suggests that DRS is a practical and powerful device for
circumventing a courtroom tradition that limits personal moral appraisals by witnesses
when they are giving testimony. One can use DRS to tender a moral assessment in court
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without being responsible for it. In the following case, taken from a Rome court, a witness
for the prosecution is being examined with reference to his daughter‟s dealings with a
Professor Romano. The professor has been charged with interfering with police
investigations into a murder. It seems there were occasions when he attempted to persuade
a young woman, the daughter of the witness now testifying, to modify her account of the
murder scene.

Note: Some transcription details have been omitted for economy.
PM: public prosecutor, NL: witness
1. PM:

e::h later when you the next morning (.)

2.

went with your daughter to speak with Professor

3.

Romano (.) was this decision to go- to accompany- (.)

4.

your daughter- was it your decision

5.

or was it your daughter tha:[t

6.

NL:

[NO NO my daughter eh

7.

told me that she didn‟t want to go she u::sed

8.

this expression because I don‟t trust him. (Galatolo, 2007: 215)

The witness‟s response does not specifically answer the prosecutor‟s question, but it is
obvious that he is cooperating in order to implicate the accused. To this end, the witness,
NL, introduces a moral assessment made by his daughter in a past conversation, “she used
this expression, „because I don‟t trust him‟” (line 7-8). In an environment where a witness‟s
moral evaluations are restricted, an evaluation of untrustworthiness has been delivered
nonetheless. This is possible because the witness can, while „objectively‟ responding to the
prosecutor‟s question, sidestep responsibility for the implications of his daughter‟s words.
Furthermore, while the court is oriented to a prior evaluation of the professor‟s moral
standing, it has continued relevance. A past appraisal has the effect of reinforcing the
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professor‟s current “potential blameworthiness” (Galatolo, 2007: 216). Galotolo is perfectly
right in her analysis. But again, I would add that the moral assessment is a common one.
The DRS, “because I don‟t trust him”, is defensive action properly attributed to a potential
victim, and it is uttered with reference to someone who is a potential perpetrator. This is an
understanding that „anyone‟ can grasp, including the court, the jury, Galatolo, the author,
and perhaps the present reader. It is not just the position of the prosecutor and the
prosecutor‟s witness.10 And if „anybody‟ can see this position then the witness is not
personally responsible for it. This is how a moral evaluation can be tendered in an
environment that actively prohibits it.

Galatolo‟s example has an interesting parallel with the current analysis of the prosecutor‟s
quotation of the police sergeant‟s words. Like our prosecutor, the witness in Galatolo‟s
extract introduces an indirect formulation of what was said, “NO NO my daughter eh told
me that she didn‟t want to go…” (lines 6-7), and then switches to direct reported speech,
“she used this expression „because I don‟t trust him.‟” In both the current analysis and
Galatolo‟s data, it can be seen that this change in strategy has useful consequences; the
potential problems of a personal or limited evaluation are avoided, and simultaneously, the
properties of categories and category predicates oriented to in past speech invoke a
currently suspicious person.

With reference to several analysts, Galatolo attempts to make something of the function of
„objectivity‟ attributed to DRS. Witnesses, she suggests, recurrently use DRS to support the
evidence they are offering, particularly when the believability of competing versions is at
stake.
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The evidential function of DRS is linked to the fact that the ability to recall the exact proffered
words is generally interpreted as being evidence of having directly and effectively heard those
words. The ability to give details about events is commonly associated with having had direct
experience of those events. (Galotolo, 2007: 207)

But this class of „objectivity‟ is problematic. Clark and Gerrig (1990) have already
comprehensively shown that a speaker/reporter‟s DRS is anything but an objective fact.
Factual replication is not the point. I am suggesting that the „objectivity‟ that Galotolo
speculates on lies in the special kind of adequacy of descriptions that DRS requires. The
properties of actions in DRS, and the properties of categories to which such actions are
bound, constitute proper social objects that „anyone‟ can relate to. These objects are the
“selected aspects” that Clark & Gerrig refer to when they say: “What speakers commit
themselves to in a quotation is a depiction of selected aspects of the referent” (1990: 795).

Further Research on Direct Reported Speech
This exploration of the contrast between indirect and direct reported speech was undertaken
in an attempt to understand why the prosecutor changed from one to the other in his
incriminating statement directed towards Ms N. The argument might be capsulated in the
following way: If a description of a set of circumstances requires a common understanding
(for example, in an address to the jury), and one has inadvertently introduced the kind of
limited personal view that indirect reported speech implies, then it is time to change the
approach. And if the change is made, and „anyone‟ in the court can see the adequacy of the
description, i.e., the properly configured social facts in the directly reported utterance, then
it should stand. By necessity, this chapter has been a fairly narrow analysis of DRS with an
emphasis on the courtroom environment, and along the way has highlighted some informal
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scenarios such as the „house tour‟ and the „church sale‟. But Coulmas makes the point that
the reporting of talk is a sweeping phenomenon:

Utterances can be made the subject of other utterances. They can be criticized, questioned,
commented on, or simply be reported. Language can be used to refer to language. We can talk
about talk. This is true for all natural languages and is, indeed, a fundamental feature whose
absence disqualifies any sign system as a human language. (Coulmas, 1986: 2)

For example, Li (1986: 40) suggests that the dénouement of many stories often coincides
with DRS. He cites various studies collectively showing that the phenomenon of DRS “at
the narrative peak” cuts across many languages. How does this phenomenon reconcile with
my proposed “common view” explanation of DRS?

Jokes recurrently make use of DRS:

A woman entered a psychiatrist‟s consulting room leading a kangaroo. “I‟m worried about my
husband,” she said. “He keeps thinking he‟s a kangaroo!”

What makes this different from the indirect version below?

A woman entered a psychiatrist‟s consulting room leading a kangaroo. She told him that she was
worried about her husband because he thought he was a kangaroo.

These and many other questions about direct reported speech are open to exploration and
are topics for further research.
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Part Two of the thesis departs from courtroom talk as a topic (although a court scene is put
to use here). Instead, this chapter is the first in a trilogy of popularly related but
nevertheless distinct topics which includes humour, laughter, and play. But while themes
have changed, the ethnographic approach established in the previous two chapters remains
the same.

Ethnomethodology: a way in
Ethnomethodology has very little incentive to speculate on the machinations of the brain
(Garfinkel, 1963: 190). Rather, it is the commonly shared, seeable organisation of
behaviour itself (it is arranged to be seen) that has meaning for social members, and
therefore, can make social phenomena seeable for the sociologist. By adopting this
approach, rather than speculating on motives lurking in the head, one finds evidence to
suggest that the class of social actions we tend to gloss as ‗humour‘ is fully independent
from that of ‗laughter‘; they are distinct phenomena crafted for different social purposes
that depend on the local circumstances and understandings at play just now. And while
there is a temptation to assume that humour and laughter coincide in the everyday world, it
is analytically important to keep intentions-of-the-ordinary-moment (the term ‗intentions‘
will be opened more fully) from being blended into generalisations as the action unfolds.
To this end, the following discussion attempts to minimise slippage of the meanings of both
terms in order not to conflate them.

Academic texts on humour often introduce themselves with reference to the difficulty in
applying a serious and unitary analysis to a phenomenon that, apparently, is only fully
appreciated in a form which is essentially non-serious, highly contextual, and spontaneous.
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Peter Berger (1997: xiv) asks: ―How many jokes could survive treatment by philosophers?‖
This problem is perhaps represented in an historical moment for stand-up comedy in the
USA when, in 1961, entertainer Lenny Bruce appeared in court for ‗inciting a prohibited
act‘ in the course of his routine at a San Francisco nightclub. Neil Schaeffer (1981)
describes Bruce‘s dilemma in the courtroom.

When Bruce had used the word ―cocksucker‖ in his act and the police detective testified that Mr.
Bruce recommended a sexual act prohibited by law, what could he say in his defense? That
―cocksucker‖ can sometimes be a hilarious word?… Wouldn‘t they just let him do the act, the
bit, in court so that they could see for themselves what he meant? No they would not. They
already had his utterances, the evidence, in the transcripts…Here he was called to court with a
judge in black robes and a legal secretary transcribing it all for posterity, and they were missing
the whole point! (Schaeffer, 1981: 72-73)

Like Schaeffer‘s black-robed judge, the sociologist who attempts to submit the evidence of
a comic event to severe abstract analysis grounded on ‗laws‘, is also in danger of ―missing
the whole point‖. This chapter progresses with the problem in mind. But in spite of the
difficulties, if humour (whatever that may be) is approached by establishing in the first
place how it is done in a particular environment, rather than launching out with a priori
notions as to its overarching structure or function/s, and one also passes-up the temptation
to arrange generalised understandings around it, then there may be at least some fresh
things to say about a seemingly integral feature of human social existence.

Mulkay‟s serious world
In an attempt to locate humour in the sweep of social discourse, Michael Mulkay (1988: 22)
discusses the basic features that distinguish serious discourse from the humorous mode.
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Drawing from William James, Alfred Schutz, and Melvin Pollner, he suggests that in the
course of people‘s everyday activities they presuppose, for the most part, a commonly
shared reality. This singular, independent, predictable world is generally available to one
person as it is to another, and phenomena within it are commonly recognized. It is clear that
conflicting versions of the world are a regular feature of our lives, but rather than trying to
reconcile these disparities, social members prefer to search out incompetence or errors of
judgment in others (a phenomenon recognisable in academic debates, for example); or
choose the version that most typifies the real world (Mulkay, 1988: 23). The
inconsistencies are not ‗out there‘. Pollner offers two examples of this accounting process
taken from traffic court transcripts; we can see the judge and defendant working together at
―disjuncture-resolution‖:

(1) Puzzle: How could a defendant claim that he did not exceed 68 miles an hour and an officer
claim that he did? Solution: Faulty Speedometer.

Judge: Mr. Allen. How do you plead?

Defendant: No contest sir.

J: What happened?

D: From the time I got on the freeway until when he pulled me over, I was checking my
speedometer constantly and on my speedometer reading I never went over 68 miles an
hour. Between six—

J: You ever had your speedometer checked?

D: I got another citation two months ago and I also got cited for ten miles an hour over what I
thought I was doing. And I had my speedometer—and I went down to Santiago and
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checked it. And—
J: Well I‘ll continue it in two weeks. Go have your—see, apparently you might have an error
in there son. That‘s what‘s giving you the problem. Have it checked and bring me the
results back and if your speedometer‘s in error, I‘ll dismiss this. If it isn‘t, then you‘ll have
to do something else.

(2) Puzzle: How could a defendant claim that the vehicle in front of him and not his camper
held up traffic and an officer claim that it was the camper? Solution: The camper blocked
the officer‟s vision.

Judge: What did he say?

Defendant: He said that he considered that it was my car which is a camper that was
obstructing traffic, so I feel I was guilty of going at a safe speed.
J: Well of course the difficulty with having a camper bus is that people can‘t see around you
very well. Can they?
D: Yes and people tend to look at this huge thing and say, ‗this is really obstructing traffic.
Everybody else must be held up by him‘.
J: They can‘t see anything in front of you, huh?

(Pollner, 1990: 152-153)

Pollner suggests the conflicting accounts (police officer vs defendant) show that, for
members, the real world is not at fault; rather, the problem is in the other‘s perception. So,
while persons‘ descriptions of the social scene often differ, each description is oriented
towards something that lies within the bounds of a world that, ‗all things being equal‘,
conflicted persons share. Any repairs are made with reference to established boundaries
‗out there‘, and it is presupposed that for each person they align comparably. This,
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according to Mulkay, is the area of unequivocal thinking, talking, and writing; that is, the
―realm of serious discourse‖ (1988: 23).1 But then there is the humorous domain.

The humorous mode: incongruence
Incongruence is an element that is widely discussed in explorations of humour. It seems
that in contrast to serious discourse, which toils to conserve a singular world, the humorous
mode requires a paradoxical one. Edmond Wright suggests:

The first point to notice is that a joke, riddle, or conundrum always works with something the
meaning of which is multiple, ambiguous, equivocal. So the first thing to look for is that
ambiguous element, wherever it may be. (Wright, 2005: 2)

The argument goes: While an attempt is made to repair ‗disjunctures‘ of the serious world,
in humorous discourse ―there is a sudden movement between, or unexpected combination
of, distinct interpretive frames‖ (Mulkay, 1988: 26). It is argued that something ‗comic‘
emerges when two or more distinctive modes of understanding can be translated in
immediate succession or some form of juxtaposition. Arthur Koestler explains this
characteristic ―bisociation‖ as ―the perceiving of a situation or idea in two self-consistent
but habitually incompatible frames of reference‖ (in Mulkay, 1988: 26-27). This process of
interfacing otherwise disparate meanings can be demonstrated in the following lines taken
from S. J. Perelman‘s satirical travelogue written in the post WWII period. He is comparing
the breakfast menu of the Western & Occidental Hotel in Penang to that of the Raffles
Hotel in Singapore:
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Both establishments served a variety of fried bread that melted in the mouth, fusing your inlays
with it. In the hands of their chefs, the mango lost none of its unique aromatic flavor, and to
anyone who loves kerosene there can be no warmer tribute. (Perelman, 1957: 264)

In this passage, the terms ―melted in the mouth‖, and ―unique aromatic flavour‖, each have
incongruous meanings. While ―melted in the mouth‖ might invoke the pleasure of
succulent food dissolving on the tongue, for Perelman, the ―melted‖ fried bread cements
one‘s teeth together. And the ―aromatic‖ flavour one might associate with eating a sweet
mango is instead redefined as the flavour of kerosene (probably with reference to the native
turpentine mango of Southeast Asia). In sum, Perelman offers an insult couched in a
compliment, or in Koestler‘s terms above, ―two self-consistent but habitually incompatible
frames of reference‖.

Similarly, multiple meanings can be interpreted in the following example from Peter Berger
(1997). The joke is instrumental in his reflection on Jewish-American humour:

A doctor is talking to his patient:
Doctor: I have good news and bad news. Which do you want to hear first?
Patient: Give me the bad news first.
Doctor: Well, the bad news is that the X-rays clearly show a tumour.
Patient: So what‘s the good news?
Doctor: The good news is that I‘m making out with the X-ray technician.
(Berger, 1997: 92)

Koestler‘s notion of ―bisociation‖ can be seen in the ambiguity of the term ―good news‖ in
the last line. The story proceeds routinely and arrives at the punchline where the recipient
must deal with the question: What possible ―good news‖ of relevance could there be after
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suffering the ―bad news‖ of a tumour? ―Making out‖ with one of the radiography staff
might be considered newsworthy and perhaps even celebrated with a patient/friend. But
while potentially this can be taken as ―good news‖, its context is problematic; it is not
relevant to the preceding dialogue regarding the patient‘s health. In lieu then, the operative
context is arranged around the popular perception of Jewish-American fiscal parsimony, in
that if the doctor is having an intimate relationship with the X-ray technician then he is in a
position to ask for favours; for instance, a discount on the radiography bill. This is taken to
be especially ―good news‖ for a thrifty Jew, in spite of having just been diagnosed with a
health disaster!

Beyond the initial understanding of the term ―good news‖, which perhaps refers to some
kind of redeeming quality in the patient‘s health condition, there are two more conceptual
renderings: (1) the doctor is ―making out‖, and (2), the patient is conceivably saving
money. The recipient of the joke interprets all three simultaneously, or at least, in
immediate succession (it is a futile exercise to pursue the temporal aspect). The puzzle is
resolved by orienting to the latter by which time the recipient has ‗gotten‘ the joke. In this
particular case, ―bisociation‖ becomes ―trisociation‖. This process would appear to
vindicate the words of French writer Madame Germaine de Staël, a social critic in the time
of Napoleon, who said: ―Wit consists in seeing the resemblance between things which
differ, and the difference between things which are alike‖ (2004: 208).

Some alternative “bisociative” perceptions
Wright (2005: 26-37) offers other playful versions of the ―Ambiguous Element‖ that are
not limited to written or spoken words, such this striking image by American artist Joseph
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Hersch in which a face, possibly belonging to a middle aged man, must be somehow
reconciled with the title, ―Five Faces‖:

Five Faces

(Hersch in Wright, 2005: 36)

And then there are tactile bisociations in the party game where children are blindfolded and
have objects placed in their palm. They are told, to their horror, that they are handling offal
such as sheep‘s eyes, etc, only to discover later that it was peeled fruit. In this case, says
Wright (2005: 27), a horrific context transmutes into a harmless one and amusement
results. Mulkay (1988) offers an example of purely auditory incongruence in the following
incident that took place in a military operation during the Vietnam War, when soldiers were
being transported by helicopter.

On the last part of the trip, flying into Dong Ha, the aluminum rod that held the seats broke,
spilling us on the floor and making the exact sound a .50-caliber round would make when it
strikes a chopper, giving us all a bad scare and then a good, good laugh. (Flaherty in Mulkay,
1988: 53)
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There were no expectations of humour in the helicopter, but one might assume that an
essential factor in the circumstances prompted a ―good, good laugh‖. Mulkay (1988: 54)
proposes that for the soldiers, a benign meaning emerges from an alarming one (rather like
the children‘s blindfold game). The auditory bisociation – the crack of a striking bullet, and
the crack of breaking metal – made it possible for participants to interpret the event as
humorous. In terms of sense of smell, there are many situations in which a practical joke
can be perpetrated, for example, with hydrogen sulphide, i.e. rotten egg gas. And Perelman
(Supra page 70) has already hinted at the type of bisociation available to one‘s sense of
taste with his example of the mango that tastes like kerosene. These illustrations show that
incongruities, or ‗ambiguous elements‘, are available to all human perception.

But further investigation shows that incongruence in itself is not necessarily a prerequisite
for this thing we call humour. Wright points out that there are incongruous factors in many
types of narratives or stories, for example, in Aesop‘s fables:

A wolf thought that by disguising himself he could get plenty to eat. Putting on a sheepskin to
trick the shepherd, he joined the flock at grass without being discovered. At nightfall the
shepherd shut him with the sheep in the fold and made it fast all around by blocking the
entrance. Then, remembering that he needed a specially fat sheep for the feast at his daughters
wedding, he picked up his knife and slaughtered the biggest animal, which happened to be the
wolf.
Assuming a character that does not belong to one can involve one in serious trouble. Such playacting has cost many a man his life. (Aesop in Wright, 2005: 43-44)

The ―ambiguous element‖ here, suggests Wright (2005: 44), is the false appearance of a
―fat sheep‖. A reader accepts the obvious presence of the wolf but also, through the
shepherd‘s eyes, perceives a sheep. A solution to the puzzle is perhaps more explicit than in
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Berger‘s ―good news‖ joke but it must be reconciled nonetheless – the triumph of the
wolf‘s deception also means his death! But while the reader might be satisfied with the
outcome, the moral of Aesop‘s short narrative appears to be more tragic than laughable. It
seems that there must be more to the explanation of humour than incongruence.

The „humorous‟ mode: cueing
Mulkay (1988: 46) suggests that attempting to analyse the nature of humour by way of
serious theoretical discourse is a self-defeating enterprise, ―for we can gain entry only by
abandoning the assumptions and procedures of the serious realm‖. In other words, one
cannot analyse humour; only participate in it.2 And in order to participate, those involved
take clues from the social environment: ―These signals may not necessarily be specific to
humour, but may indicate more broadly that what is taking place should be regarded as
occurring within a ‗play frame‘, where events are ‗not to be taken seriously‘‖; he
demonstrates with a few examples from William Fry:

The frame can be indicated by a voice quality, a body movement or posture, a lifted eyebrow –
any of the various things people do to indicate fantasy to one another…Usually these frames are
established at the beginning of the humorous episode. A wink, a smile, a gurgle in the voice will
set the stage before the joke begins its evolution. (Fry in Mulkay, 1988: 47)

And then there are those ritualized introductions that foretell the nature of the discourse to
follow: ―Have you heard the one about…?‖ or ―Three men are shipwrecked, an
Englishman…‖ or the words ―There was this…‖ (Palmer, 1994: 106). Descriptions at last
turn towards what appear to be some tangible social activities whose possible located
meanings can be worked with. Mulkay‘s and Palmer‘s studies even introduce empirical
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examples of joke-sequences that have been extracted from recorded conversations, as a
means of extending their analyses. But just when the study begins to show some potential
as an ethnography-of-ordinary-moments, it reverts to the process of dressing up mundane
‗self-evident‘ words such as humour, comedy, farce, etc, as social theory; and in the
process the very topic of interest disappears. To recast the point in other terms: When a
joke appears in a sociology reader or journal, its intention is recognisable in its setting, the
joke is instrumental in one or another of an indefinite number of academic activities
including perhaps ‗appraising‘, ‗proposing‘, ‗critiquing‘, ‗ironicising‘, etc; all empirical
options. If one is attempting to figure how a joke works here and now in the text (I take it
that sociology texts, indeed most texts, can be interesting sociologically; they are full of
social objects), the very phenomenon that might be of interest to a sociologist – for
example, an intricate and skillfully arranged ‗doing-of-a-particular-type-of-appraisal‘ or
‗doing-of-a-particular-type-of-irony‘, and thereby invoking a particular relationship
between text and reader – will not appear while the analyst insists on discussing the joke in
terms of mundane-turned-privileged conceptions of ‗funniness‘. This seems to be such a
fundamental perhaps even redundant observation. But if so, why do analysts persist in
falling back on just those terms when attempting to analyse jokes in any other setting? It is
a mystery.

The „humorous‟ mode: implausibility
Mulkay argues that it is a recipient‘s consent to the characteristic implausibility of
circumstances in jokes that distinguishes humour from the serious world:
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In the realm of humour, we can tell of men who walk upside down, of elephants that breed with
fish, and of other marvels too numerous to list. These impossibilities are possible because
humour is marked off from serious discourse; and because the requirements of acceptable
discourse vary from one mode to the other. (Mulkay, 1988: 20)

But Sacks dismisses the classical idea (Aristotle‘s idea) that in order to accept grossly
exaggerated events in jokes and stories, hearers simply ―engage in a willing suspension of
disbelief‖ (Sacks, 1995, Vol 2: 479). He proposes instead that for a joke to be successful,
its absurd circumstances are ordered in a way that engages the recipient in resolving their
meanings; that is to say, events are ―temporally organized‖, or ―sequentially organized‖, or
both, so as to have an otherwise implausible set of events unfold as a plausible puzzle
(1995, Vol 2: 472-477). This plausibility-of-the-implausible has two synchronised phases
of progression. One phase consists of both temporal structure (arrangement of time) and a
sequential structure (arrangement of order) that together lend to fanciful events an
authenticity they would have if they somehow did occur in the natural world. This is
evident in a review of Berger‘s doctor/patient joke:

A doctor is talking to his patient:
Doctor: I have good news and bad news. Which do you want to hear first?
Patient: Give me the bad news first.
Doctor: Well, the bad news is that the X-rays clearly show a tumour.
Patient: So what‘s the good news?
Doctor: The good news is that I‘m making out with the X-ray technician.
(Berger, 1997: 92)

Although doctors may on occasions be droll with their patients, the plausibility of the
interaction in this scene is arguable. But if such a conversation did take place, then the
sequences would be understood as naturally occurring action. For example, the declaration,
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―I have good news and bad news‖, would be followed up with some kind of explanation.
―Give me the bad news first‖ is a logical response to the doctor‘s question, ―which do you
want to hear first?‖ The temporal flow of actions and placement of events is as they should
be, or as Sacks puts it in his secular style, ―if the persons in the story seem to understand
what‘s happening, then an observer or story recipient will not readily figure that those who
are participating are all that crazy‖ (1995, Vol 2: 480). Palmer (1995) emphasises this point
in his discussion about the storyline in comic films:

[M]uch of comedy, no matter how funny, commonly uses a narrative form which is not
essentially dissimilar from realist narrative in general: even a Laurel and Hardy film has an
outline, a narrative skeleton, which follows the norms of realism in the minimal sense that the
characters progress from point a to point b for a reason; that the spatial relationships between the
two points are portrayed in a way roughly consistent with the laws of the known universe (the
same is true for time, by and large): in short, the norms of realist film-making are preserved.
(Palmer, 1995: 113)

The doctor/patient joke ‗preserves the norms‘ where, even if events are not entirely
authentic, their sequences are.

The second corresponding phase of plausibility is just as important, and takes the form of a
recognisable pattern built into many stories. Initially, there is a progression of elemental
details that collectively establish a problem to be resolved (for example, in detective stories,
rescues, quests, escapes, etc); these details make up the body of the story. This is followed
by the story‘s denouement. Sacks suggests that the joke has a similar pattern; there is a
puzzle and then a solution to the puzzle, but with one indispensable difference; the solution
to a joke is not explicit, it is the task of recipient to decode it, ―where getting the joke
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involves being able to assign to the punchline an interpretation that solves the puzzle that‘s
been set up‖ (1995, Vol 2: 481). In Berger‘s joke, a two-part puzzle (good news? bad
news?) is being constructed up to and including the patient‘s request, ―give me the bad
news first‖, after which there is a two-part solution. It is the second part of the solution that
is the key to the puzzle. As Sacks puts it, ―A more or less perfect meshing would involve
that the punchline of the joke is the same event as the solution to the story‘s puzzle‖ (1995,
Vol 2: 474). Affairs in the joke may be unlikely but they are legitimate in as much as they
are being sequentially orchestrated to set up a puzzle, and then have it resolved; a structure
that is traditional and therefore recognisable. But Sacks points out some social implications
that lie beyond the joke. A recipient closely marks the structure of the whole episode in
order to distinguish and respond to its termination/solution. In this respect, jokes are
monitored and acknowledged in the same way as other conversational sequences:

[T]hey respond to the end of a joke as rapidly as they respond to the end of a sentence. Indeed, in
the case of a joke, the speed at which they see the joke is over is a specifically attended issue.
It‘s criterial of whether the joke is good, or the hearers have a good sense of humor, how fast or
slow they are, etc. (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 683)

Unfolding from the joke-telling event is a social turn-taking ritual with distinguishable
components. Listeners must attend to the ritual because an appropriate or inappropriate
response has consequences; it is socially important. If there is any doubt about this, the
reader might try ignoring a joke intended for his or her reception, and note the joke-teller‘s
reaction. Grossly implausible events are crucial to many, perhaps most jokes – i.e., a
particular joke would not work without them – but it is it is not a matter of our deliberate
willingness to accept such events, nor is it a matter of trying to ignore them so as to
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concentrate on the puzzle. Rather, there is the immediate social business of (1) grasping the
details of a puzzle, (2) understanding its solution, and (3) offering up meaningful
interaction that acknowledges the common understandings assembled for just these persons
in just this joke-telling environment just now. And in this milieu, the credibility of events is
not rationalised or suspended; it is simply not relevant.

But Mulkay insists on chasing after the fundamental nature of the joke-in-itself as if its
meanings are contained within some kind of boundary of ‗funniness‘, and he makes his
argument with the following highly standardized joke:

What do you get if you cross an elephant with a fish?
Swimming trunks.

This joke is utterly implausible and the structure is too simple to hide this implausibility. Yet
recipients seldom object or complain that they had difficulty with the idea of interbreeding
elephants with fish. The reason is presumably that this is not the discourse of a biology seminar,
where such an unlikely notion would be quickly noted and corrected, but the discourse of
humour. (Mulkay, 1988: 17-18)

The implication of his statement is that plausibility corresponds with serious discourse, and
implausibility corresponds with humour; both forms, he suggests, are subject to our
―plausibility requirements‖ (1988: 17). If so, then how is this ‗implausibility theory‘
reconciled with an entirely plausible set of details that might be described in everyday
terms as amusing? Flaherty‘s account of the soldiers and the broken seat in the helicopter
(Supra pages 72-73) is a case in point. And events in Berger‘s doctor joke, while they
perhaps stretch one‘s perception of the usual doctor/patient relationship, they are still
conceivable. And what of impossible stories that are not to be taken as humour? —for
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example, Aesop‘s moralistic fables. Once on the slippery slope of un-common (i.e., nonsocial) reason, there is no return; one is now faced with the impossible task of measuring
plausibility or implausibility, and then attempting to somehow correlate this estimation
with a level of humour (perhaps analogous to the classic problem of defining the status of a
cup that is neither full nor empty). A most puzzling aspect of Mulkay‘s analysis is that he
eventually concedes this very point: ―The indeterminate boundary between serious and
humorous content leaves that boundary open to social negotiation‖ (1988: 69). Perhaps the
best that can be said about implausibility (in itself) is that it can be a feature of members‘
stories, but without the attendant understandings of the setting in which the story appears,
implausibility (in itself) does not necessarily define anything.

Sacks and Weber
Throughout his study on humour, Mulkay (1988) takes on Sacks for his faulty speculation
on empirical data, criticising him specifically for not providing enough detailed evidence
for his objects-of-social-understanding, and for sometimes operating with a priori type
arguments. He then sets about ‗correcting‘ these objects by substituting them with formal
analytical products such as, ―the language of humour‖, ―the domain of humour‖, ―female
humour‖, ―male humour‖, ―sexual humour and the domination of women by men‖, and so
on (1988: 124-126), as if these terms are somehow immune from any discussion as to their
possible a priori-ness. In this process of reform, Mulkay seems to be missing Sacks‘
methodological point; that is, it is a mistake to presuppose that arguments invoking holistic
sociological theory can be taken seriously, as if sociology had at hand the required
knowledge to warrant profound statements about how human understanding and behavior
works, when in fact it does not (1995, Vol 1: 29). What Sacks did take seriously was the
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work of breaking off more and more examples of everyday language in actual use (which,
of course, is the very same language that analysts use to make their claims), and proceeding
with them piece by piece to build a preliminary sketch of recurrent phenomena and how
they work. He readily concedes that his objects are not certain and perhaps even subjective,
but in an evolving, piecemeal project like sociology certainty is not a problem for analysis;
it is a problem for history. That a discipline eventually functions and is practicable shifts
the bias towards ‗objectivity‘ (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 487). Sacks passes under transcendent
philosophical-come-psychological concepts and attempts instead to establish a sociology
that investigates the kinds of things social members might do that makes sense to themhere-and-now, and focuses on how they might do them – for example, with a joke. This can
only be done by intuiting something that possibly fits into just this setting, and not by
returning worriedly to rationalistic arguments, in this case, about ‗humour‘ and
‗domination‘. If Sacks describes a joke as a ―rational institution‖ (1978: 262) then he is
suggesting that a joke is a common-sense practice/method/custom by which members can
get things done. He is not discussing formal logic. This is not to say that CA is anti- or atheoretical, but treats theory in a way that is not recognized by formal analysts.

What CA tries to do is to explicate the inherent theories-in-use of member‘s practices as lived
orders, rather than trying to order the world externally by applying a set of traditionally available
concepts, or invented variations thereof. (ten Have, 2007: 31. original emphasis)

More than anyone, Sacks knew that he was skating on thin ice in his lectures, and
repeatedly, carefully, circumscribed his provisional social objects with qualifiers such as ―I
want to argue‖, ―I want to propose‖, ―I want to make a case‖, ―I want to consider‖, ―let‘s
suppose‖, ―might be‖, ―possibly‖, ―if that is the case, then…‖, etc. This ‗feeling-of-the81
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practical-way‘ through a perhaps infinite number of possibilities – more widely known as
solving the etcetera problem – must be the same for all analysts searching for an
approximation of their topics. This is not to say that Mulkay is altogether wrong in his
criticisms of Sacks‘ work; only that, in Wittgensteinian terms, he is playing another game;
he is rather like the cricketer insisting on showing the baseballer how to hold a bat. A
prickly Weber apparently distained similar good intentions towards his use of ‗ideal types‘.
Turner (1986) suggests that there are those who, while declaring either their approval or
disapproval, are too willing to see teleological explanations in Weber‘s Protestant Ethic –
―The primary difficulty with this line of interpretation is that there is a generic conflict
between Weber‘s methodological writings, which are causalist, antiessentialist and
antiteleological, and any construal that makes Weber into a teleological historicist‖ (Turner,
1986: 206-207). By necessity, Weber was always cultivating the tricky ground between
ideal-objects-of-discussion and objects-of-explanation, and in the view of some, what he
produced is characteristic of the latter. Sacks‘ work is subject to similar interpretation; there
are those who either run with it to explain human nature or criticise its explanations for lack
of sufficient evidence, where both parties are missing the point. Perhaps the most
informative aspect of Sacks‘ explorations into joke-telling is the absence of the word
‗humour‘.

Riddles and turn-taking
The point about the ‗elephant/fish‘ riddle (Supra page 79) being highly standardized, is just
that; it is highly ritualised. It belongs to of a whole canon of similar riddles whose openings
set up routine puzzles: ―Why did the…?‖; or ―Where do…?‖; or ―What‘s the difference
between…?‖; or ―What happened to the…?‖; they are virtually impossible to ignore. In a
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social setting in which these riddles appear, there is an understanding that other persons
should take part in the ceremony. To analyse them as ―two-liners‖ simply passes over the
important social meanings in the settings in which riddles appear. The interactional
structure of the common riddle has what Sacks calls a ―three-utterance sequence‖ (1995,
Vol 2: 528).

A: What do you get if you cross an elephant with a fish?
B: What?
A: Swimming trunks!

Some riddles with longer sequences are no less compelling:

A: Knock knock!
B: Who‘s there?
A: Mary.
B: Mary who?
A: Mary Christmas!

It is not only the post-joke response but also intra-joke turn-taking that is monitored here;
each turn is a fundamental particle of action made available to an understanding of what is
going on here and now. From an ethnomethodological perspective, there is little to be
achieved by attempting to measure the ‗funniness‘ of these riddles by evaluating
incongruence or cues or plausibility or any other determinate because humour-in-itself,
whatever that may be, is not their purpose. Rather, the riddle can be viewed as a pre-packed
turn-taking arrangement for talk; it is a facility by which anyone present can assess the
social milieu. As John Heritage puts it, ―it is by means of specific actions that are organized
in sequences that the participants initiate, develop and conclude the business they have
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together, and generally manage their encounters‖ (2004: 203). Turn taking seems to be a
pervasive social practice, and is a topic of study for Sacks, Schegloff, & Jefferson (1978) in
their work on conversational data.

Turn taking is used for the ordering of moves in games, for allocating political office, for
regulating traffic at intersections, for the servicing of customers at business establishments, for
talking in interviews, meetings, debates, ceremonies, conversations, etc. (these last being
members of the set of what we shall refer to as ―speech exchange systems‖). (Sacks, et al, 1978:
7)

Their analysis of naturally occurring talk provides evidence of a turn-taking system that
places a bias on who has the next turn, and the size of that turn. This speech exchange
system is locally managed so that turn-allocation and turn-size at, for example, a job
interview, will vary from that of a dining-table conversation. But a consistent purpose that
cuts across these systems is, they suggest, ―one at a time while speaker change recurs‖; it
minimizes both overlapping talk and gaps between turns (Sacks, et al, 1978: 41). Turntaking frequently has the form of an ―adjacency pair‖ sequence where the ―first pair-part‖
of the sequence has crucial bearing on what comes next. For example, regardless of topic, a
―first pair-part‖ question makes an answer the appropriate ―second pair-part‖ (Sacks, et al,
1978: 28-29). A second pair-part being appropriate suggests certain ―constraints‖ (Sacks,
et al, 1978: 21) in that the first speaker expects an answer, and the second speaker is
obliged to respond. But furthermore, the second speaker participating in an adjacency pair
has a right to respond; a right that the first speaker should allow, so that for example, a
―counter rebuttal‖ is an appropriate second part to a ―rebuttal‖. And there are many similar
types such as, ‗greeting – return greeting‘; ‗invitation – acceptance/decline‘; ‗compliment –
acceptance/rejection‘.
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It can be seen, then, that the elephant/fish riddle is a variation of the ―question-answer‖
adjacency pair; it has an extended sequence:

(Question)

A: What do you get if you cross an elephant with a fish?

(Question)

B: What?

(Answer)

A: Swimming trunks!

B‘s response, ―what?‖, is subject to A‘s question, but it has a rather special quality. While it
fulfils the obligation to respond, it is still a first pair-part „question‟, and in turn, requires
an appropriate and expected second pair-part ‗answer‘. In this way, the local rights and
obligations of the sequence are neatly reversed so that A reclaims a turn. It becomes a selffulfilling ritual that allows A to go ahead and appropriately and expectedly answer B‘s
question. This observation appears to be a trivial one, but it has wider social implications; it
is a formula that allows potential manipulation of the talk. It seems that this particular
conversational strategy is one learned by children at a very early age. Sacks makes the point
that children often have the problem of ―restricted rights to talk‖, particularly in interaction
with adults where they can be ignored. In order to establish a rightful turn, their remedy is
to arrange strategic ―beginnings‖; for example, ―You know what, Daddy?‖ or ―You know
something, Mommy?‖ Mommy or Daddy properly answers, but with another question:
―What?‖ The beauty of this approach is that, like the riddle, it invokes a reversal of the
rights and obligations intrinsic to the question/answer sequence. Not only is it appropriate
to answer Daddy‘s question, but also since the question is not bounded by a topic then the
child can answer with the topic she or he wanted to bring about in the first place! (Sacks,
1990, vol 1: 263-265). This is not to say that such a move is done via the child‘s deliberate
cognitive strategizing, but to say simply; it is done.3 In much the same way, one skillfully
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plays his or her sporting activity without having to reflect on its customs. Perhaps there is
room here to suggest that it is no accident that young children enjoy riddles; they are
excellent practice for the game.

Rounds
There is another important implication for a riddle‘s second pair-part, ―What?‖, which lies
in its possible absence. While it is confirmation that a (singular) riddle is taking place, it
may turn out to be the first in a round-of-riddles. If so, another system must be arranged in
order to give to understand, and to be understood, that a ‗round‘ is in progress; in which
case ―What?‖ becomes redundant. From his data Sacks shows that jokes, like introductions
or buying drinks, tend to unfold in rounds; a joke is presented and then someone follows
with another, and so on (1995, Vol 1: 100). Jokes are typically introduced with something
like: ―Want to hear a joke?‖ or ―Did you hear the one about…?‖. And in the case of a
riddle, it elicits a response: ―What?‖, or ―Ok, what do you get?‖ But this is not what
happens when the round gets under way. It is unlikely the next riddle will be identified with
a cue, regardless of whether it is introduced by the same speaker or someone else. Nor is it
responded to in the same way. That is, in the event of a second or third serialised joke, its
‗specification‘ and ‗confirmation‘ are suspended. This is evident in the following extract
from a group-therapy session for young teenagers.

1

A: Hey wait I‘ve got I‘ve got a joke. What‘s black and white and hides in
caves?

2

B: Alright I give up. What‘s black and white and hides in caves?

3

C: A newspaper.

4

A: No. Pregnant nuns.
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Silence
5

B: Whyn‘t you run across the street and get me some more coffee?

6

A: Why don‘t you drop dead?

7

D: Whyn‘t just run across…?

8

A: What‘s black and white thump black and white thump black and white
thump? Nun rolling down stairs.

9

D: You know what a cute one is. You want to hear what a cute one is?
What‘s purple and goes bam bam bam bam. A four-door plum.

10

A: Terrific.

11

D: I think it‘s much better than about a black and white nun going
downstairs.

12

A: No. That‘s the new fad. Instead of having elephant jokes, now it‘s nun
jokes.

13

B: Nothing. A nun.

14

D: hmmmmm

15

A: hehhhhh

16

C: What‘s black white and grey? Sister Mary elephant. (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 99-100).

Sacks argues: In whatever becomes a distinguishable round, the first event holds primacy.
Anyone present attends to the first event in order to define what follows. The intentions of
A‘s utterance at turn 8, or D‘s at turn 9, or C‘s at turn 16, could be somewhat puzzling if it
was presented in just that formulation at some random point in the therapy setting. But with
reference to the primary item that unfolds at 1-through-4, the subsequent items (8,9 & 16)
are hearable unequivocally as appropriately placed riddles. In turn 1, the positioning of the
utterance, ―I‘ve got a joke‖, specifies the purpose of the following question, ―What‘s black
and white and hides in caves?‖ And the response in turn 2, ―Alright I give up. What‘s black
and white and hides in caves?‖ confirms the specification. But in subsequent items these
features are redundant. These are not four single riddles independently specified and
confirmed; rather, they belong to a round. And if a round invokes a particular kind of
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group, then in this case it is a local partisanship characterised by its informality, a scene that
perhaps works against the therapist‘s role.

At the beginning of this session, the therapist attempted to institute a more formal group by
arranging a round of personal introductions:

Therapist: Jim this is uh Al,
Jim: Hi
Therapist: Ken,
Jim: Hi
Ken: Hi
Therapist: Roger.
Roger: Hi
Jim: Hi
Therapist: Jim Reed. (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 281).

Note: (While this data on „introductions‟ belongs to the same therapy group that
produced the jokes above, it was used by Sacks in later lectures; hence the change in
form of nomenclature)
In order for the follow-up introductions – ―Ken‖ and ―Roger‖ – to be recognised as
introductions, participants take their cues from the first one. Of course, the therapist could
have produced each introduction in its undiminished form, ―Jim this is Al‖… ―Jim this is
Ken‖…―Jim this is Roger‖, but these would carry the implications of independent
introductions; a different understanding would transpire from the setting. Instead, the
therapist‘s chain of introductions can be collapsed into a single sentence, ―Jim this is uh Al,
Ken, Roger‖, with just enough room for greetings to be inserted, in short, a single ‗round‘
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is produced. The unfolding round inducts Jim into an affiliated ‗group‘, not into
independent pairs (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 288). And this is precisely the nature of the task at
hand, a group-therapy session. Again, the very point is made by Heritage when he says: ―It
is by means of specific actions that are organized in sequences that the participants initiate,
develop and conclude the business they have together, and generally manage their
encounters‖ (2004: 230).

Doing unaffiliation
If a particular type of understanding is achieved in an environment where a sequence
produces a ‗round‘, then what would be achieved when several teenagers produce a round
of jokes in a therapy session? A round suggests a participating group, but further to this,
Sacks proposes that teenagers in this type of environment, while participating ostensibly to
talk about ‗problems‘, are mindful of avoiding weighty talk that could possibly be ―used
against them‖ (1995, Vol 1: 101). Even silences can be hazardous, where a particular
silence might be commented on or asked about. It seems the boys recurrently tossed in
subversive talk including jokes, variations on common quotes, media jingles, and so on,
over the two-hour session. A possible advantage of these ritualised items in this
environment is that they specifically have little revelatory consequence for the person using
them; they are dissociated, and make useful insulation against potentially dangerous talk.

What seems involved, then, is the development of things which permit talk to go on, and to go
on in an ‗unaffiliated‘ manner. Notice about jokes, that when jokes are told they‘re things that
are ‗going around‘; they‘re quotes. So they‘re unaffiliated remarks, and in that sense it‘s hard to
say about somebody that the fact that they told some particular joke has some special
significance. They just heard it, and now they‘re repeating it. (Sacks, 1995, vol 1, 101)
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In sum, then, one can recognise a special class of tension in this ordinary moment. On one
hand, the therapist is attempting to do a particular type of ‗affiliation‘ (evident, for
example, in his introductions) for the purpose of talking about collective problems; while
the group at cross-purposes, is doing a resistant ‗unaffiliation‘ in order to specifically not
talk about problems. If there is something called humour found in this data then it is either
(1) an ungrounded construction by the analyst, (2) a common resource for everyday
descriptions, or (3) the collaboration of both. Humour seems to be a concept that thinly
supports only itself, and ultimately gives way to a sea of variably successful practices-thatare-intentions-that-are-practices.3

Context free yet context sensitive
When Harvey Sacks, Emanuel Schegloff, and Gail Jefferson (1978) first presented their
model for a turn-taking system of conversation they readily admitted that it might have
technical problems. The system is vulnerable to two potentially limiting factors. Firstly, it
has to be flexible enough to account for the almost impossible number of environments in
which talk occurs, and secondly, it has to be precise enough to account for the complexities
of any local context. That is, it has to be an operating system that is ―context free‖ and yet
―context sensitive‖ (Sacks, et al, 1978: 10). To this end, they suggest that any proposed
model would comprise of an ―interactionally managed system‖ (a ‗one-and-then-the-other‘
system), and a ―local management system‖ (1978: 40). In spite of reservations, their
framework has prevailed, and since the 1960s there has been a steadily growing canon of
studies (For a sample see the four volume collection by Drew & Heritage, 2006). It is true;
there are occasions when this model has difficulty explaining away some anomalies in talk.
For example, in a review of Sacks‘ data of group introductions (below) one can see that
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subsequent to the therapist‘s first introduction, ―Jim this is Al‖, Al‘s response is absent
where it might be expected:

Therapist: Jim this is uh Al,
Jim: Hi
Therapist: Ken,
Jim: Hi
Ken: Hi
Therapist: Roger.
Roger: Hi
Jim: Hi
Therapist: Jim Reed. (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 292).

Perhaps Al is shy. He may have nodded or smiled or waved. Without visual data, the turntaking model cannot explain Al‘s absent response, but data from across the field is
consistent enough to suggest that the turn-taking (in this case ―greeting-greeting‖) principle
can stand. And while the model holds, these studies show that there is an inherent problem
in attempting to explain structures, such as this thing we call humour, without investigating
the finely-grained ‗doings‘ in its local context. So, to class a riddle as simply a ―two-liner‖
and discuss it in terms of its internal meanings, overlooks a whole raft of possible
understandings associated with the setting in which it appears.

Wright and ambiguity, Schutz and reciprocity, Wittgenstein and word-games
This piece has already presented some discussion on incongruence and its association with
humour and it was seen that, as an explanation for humour-in-itself, incongruence falls
short. But because it is such a persistent reference point in the ‗Humour and Laughter‘
literature, the concept is worth pursuing. Edmond Wright (2005) argues that ambiguity is
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not simply a factor in this thing we call humour, but rather, it is a fact of our whole
existence. He offers the view that we grasp a better understanding of the nature of language
by analysing the way that it tries to cope with the whole mass of ambiguous perceptual
static that envelops our lives. Accordingly, the methods for coming to terms with
incongruent meanings in a joke are the same for coming to terms with all perceptual
phenomena—even ‗serious‘ ones, for example, in courtroom negotiations. A closer look at
Wright, along with Schutz and Wittgenstein, provides further insight into why a definitive
rational explanation for humour is so elusive.

Taking up Schutz‘s writings, much of Wright‘s work stands on the precept of the
―reciprocity of perspectives, the idealization of the interchangeability of standpoints‖
(Schutz in Wright, 2005: 111). People make the assumption, even if that assumption is not
fully justified, that if they should each exchange standpoints about a referent then those
standpoints remain essentially the same. There is an overlapping of perception that suits
their purposes (Pollner offers a similar view of ―disjuncture-resolution‖ on pages 68-69).
This notion of reciprocal perspectives would seem to be, at least in part, self-contradictory
– there is an awareness of the differences in perception of an object, yet for practical
purposes people act as if they see the same object. It seems that this exaggerated agreement
is necessary as a starting point for adjusting incongruities in a social world where people
attempt to maintain singular realities. Says Wright:

My own way of describing this trick by which we get a rough mutual grasp on the Real has been
to say ‗it is by a PRETENCE of complete success that we partially capture THE REAL‘.
(Wright, 2005: 111. Original emphasis)
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This is what appears to be happening in Pollner‘s courtroom scenes (reviewed below)
where judge and defendant work at repairing ―disjunctures‖ of their shared reality, for their
particular purposes. But for the interaction to proceed they must agree on at least part of the
circumstances, even with the probability that the agreement will be updated. Taking up
Wilhelm Dilthey‘s point, Wright says: ―We could not talk if we had nothing in common
and we would not talk if we totally agreed on everything‖ (Wright, 2005: 108). For
Pollner‘s young man on the speeding charge, and for the judge who is hearing the case,
there is the presumption of ―interchangeability of perspectives‖ in that both must agree that
something mutually understandable took place on the freeway, but neither can be sure of
the other‘s intentions in light of what happened. This understanding has to be negotiated in
a ritual of exchanges.

Judge: Mr. Allen. How do you plead?
Defendant: No contest sir.
J: What happened?
D: From the time I got on the freeway until when he pulled me over, I was checking my
speedometer constantly and on my speedometer reading I never went over 68 miles an
hour. Between six—
J: You ever had your speedometer checked?
D: I got another citation two months ago and I also got cited for ten miles an hour over what I
thought I was doing. And I had my speedometer—and I went down to Santiago and
checked it. And—
J: Well I‘ll continue it in two weeks. Go have your—see, apparently you might have an error
in there son. That‘s what‘s giving you the problem. Have it checked and bring me the
results back and if your speedometer‘s in error, I‘ll dismiss this. If it isn‘t, then you‘ll have
to do something else. (Pollner, 1990: 152)
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The defendant assumes that they are agreeing that a speedometer reading of 68 MPH does
not represent significant wrong-doing, if any. But that agreement is soon redundant. In turn,
the judge assumes that the defendant will agree that his speedometer is faulty. It is an
updated practical agreement that suits both, for the time being. It seems, then, that a shared
understanding is only ever a partial and temporary agreement; that is, it holds long enough
to be shared, but is mutable enough to incorporate various unfolding practicalities.

According to Wright, this arrangement of the ongoing redefinition of shared perceptions is
the same arrangement that one finds in jokes and stories: ―Two people assume that they are
referring to the ‗same‘ entity only for one of them to discover that they were not. One could
say they have acted out a paradox‖ (2005: 112, original emphasis). There are transition
points in the field of perception at which initially agreed-upon meanings are scanned and
adjusted necessarily, as much as they are temporarily. Typical adjustments occur in
Hersch‘s ―Five Faces‖ –

(Hersch in Wright, 2005: 36)
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—or the punch-line of a joke. And they are also found in negotiations of the courtroom.

Wright uses the terms ―play‖ (2005: 36-41) to describe the nature of this flux and reflux
around the meaning of words and sentences in language. In much the same way, players
develop the state-of-play on a tennis court or chessboard. Objects are moved around and
strategies played-out. The customs or rules, that is, the parameters within which moves can
be made are sometimes fairly rigid, or they can evolve as the game progresses. This idea of
the ‗game‘, which allows interaction to advance through played meanings, resonates in
Wittgenstein‘s concept of the ―language-game‖ (1974: §7). He poses the analogy of a
‗family of games‘:

Consider for example the proceedings that we call ―games‖. I mean board games, card games,
ball games, Olympic games, and so on…. You will not see something that is common to all, but
similarities, relationships, and a whole series of them at that…[in comparison] many common
features drop out, and others appear…. Are they all amusing? Compare chess with noughts and
crosses. Or is there always winning and losing, or competition between players? Think of
patience. In ball games there is winning and losing; but when a child throws his ball at the wall
and catches it again, this feature has disappeared. Think now of games like ring-a-ring-a-roses;
here is the element of amusement, but how many other characteristic features have
disappeared!... I can think of no better expression to characterize these similarities than ―family
resemblances‖…. And I shall say: ‗games‘ form a family. Wittgenstein, 1974: §66&§67)

From Wittgenstein‘s perspective, it appears that humour can be described as a subgroup
within the family complex. These games-of-humour have rules and moves that make them
distinguishable for what they are. Examples of these types of play-moves are illustrated in a
re-examination of Perelman‘s writing:
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Both establishments served a variety of fried bread that melted in the mouth, fusing your inlays
with it. In the hands of their chefs, the mango lost none of its unique aromatic flavor, and to
anyone who loves kerosene there can be no warmer tribute. (Perelman, 1957: 264)

There is a crucial agreement between reader and text in regard to the meaning of the term
―melted in the mouth‖, which pertains (at least in the Western, English-speaking world)
loosely to the pleasure of eating certain foods. There is no unshakeable reason for this
combination of words to assume such a meaning; it is simply a customary agreement that
has a purpose for the moment. But that shared agreement is updated (just as the shared
agreement between Pollner‘s judge and defendant is updated) as the game progresses. Like
a move on the chessboard or a volley in tennis, the words ―fusing your inlays with it‖ are
played in a way that creates a new state-of-play, a new state-of-meaning for the sentence; in
this case, the questionable pleasure of having one‘s teeth cemented by the melted fried
bread. The familiar use of this manoeuver suggests to the reader that a particular ‗game‘ is
in progress. It might be called satire.

Wittgenstein and Wright are not interested in a singular actual meaning of words or
phrases, but instead, with how meaning becomes a pre-eminently practical affair; everyone
involved simply has trust in their use. ―One cannot guess how a word functions. One has to
look at its use and learn from that‖ (Wittgenstein, 1974: §340 original emphasis). In
interaction, one looks at perceivable phenomena; intentions are not veiled impulses, they
are seeable arrangements. It is a pointless exercise trying to gather together all the various
shades and colours of meanings in words like ―melted‖, and ―in‖, and ―the‖, and ―mouth‖,
in the hope of offering up a single rational explanation for the term ―melted in the mouth‖.
This is not what people do in the course of their interaction with written or spoken
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language. In Perelman‘s extract, a rationalistic explanation of ―melted in the mouth‖ would
make little sense. Says Wittgenstein: ―Explanations come to an end somewhere‖ (1974:
§1); one does not question the meanings of words or phrases, but learns how they are used.
The reader does not have to ruminate on the intention/meaning of ―melted in the mouth‖;
there is a ready agreement with the writing itself; its adequacy is assumed – all that remains
is to recognise the way that practical meanings are adjusted, manipulated, and ‗played‘
with. This is Wittgenstein‘s language-game.

We are talking about the spatial and temporal phenomenon of language, not about some nonspatial, non-temporal phantasm…. But we talk about it as we do about the pieces in chess when
we are stating the rules of the game, not describing their physical properties…. The question
―What is a word really?‖ is analogous to ―what is a piece in chess?‖
(Wittgenstein, 1974: §108)

For Wittgenstein, understanding is not in the form of mentalistic logic gathered around a
word or a sentence: it is in acting out the rules of the ‗game‘. Take for example, he says, the
word ―is‖ in each of these two sentences: ―the rose is red‖ and ―twice two is four‖. One
might propose that „is‟ means the present tense of „to be‟, and is therefore grammatically
correct in both. ―But‖, says Wittgenstein, ―the rule which shows that the word ‗is‘ has
different meanings in these sentences is the one allowing us to replace the word ‗is‘ in the
second sentence by the sign of equality, and forbidding this substitution in the first
sentence‖ (1974: §558). Here, the fundamental difference from one to the other in the
meaning of „is‟ has little or no significance for the reader; she or he simply accepts its
practical use. In this light, the spelling of „is‟ in each seems merely coincidental. Sacks
offers the same observation about the use of the word ―Hi‖ in everyday conversation. The
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dictionary meaning of ―Hi‖ (a greeting or an exclamation) is not equivalent to the practical
meaning of the ―Hi‖ that appears in the following ‗introduction‘ sequence:

Therapist: Jim this is uh Al,
Jim: Hi
Therapist: Ken,
Jim: Hi
Ken: Hi
Therapist: Roger.
Roger: Hi
Jim: Hi
Therapist: Jim Reed. (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 281)

What is being done with the item ―Hi‖ is not found in any book of meanings or rules;
rather, the rule for its use is found in the unfolding sequence itself where it becomes a
practical item for the acknowledgement of an introduction.

[W]e wouldn‘t suppose that the most convenient form for a presentation of the properties of the
language would be a dictionary. Rather, perhaps, some form of sequence functions of a
conversation, with various items included in them. (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 287)

Wittgensteinian logic suggests that we can substitute the expression ―Hi‖ in an introduction
sequence (above) with, say, ―How do you do‖ or a handshake, but it hardly makes sense to
attempt the same substitution for the ―Hi‖ that acknowledges a partner who returns home
from shopping. Ethnomethodology describes these terms as ―indexical expressions‖
(Garfinkel, 1967). Terms in the index of a book have no fixed meaning. One must turn to a
nominated page and link the term to the circumstances in which it appears, in order to
understand it.
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Perelman writes: ―In the hands of their chefs, the mango lost none of its unique aromatic
flavour, and to anyone who loves kerosene there can be no warmer tribute‖ (1957: 264);
and in these circumstances there is a commonly-held rule or understanding that allows for
people to ‗love‘ kerosene, or at least, the use of the word ‗love‘ in this way seems to be
acceptable. But where does the rule come from? A legitimate question would be: In what
sense can anyone ‗love‘ kerosene? Any attempt to pursue the lexical meaning of ‗love‘
(passionate desire, affection, devotion, etc) is useless here. But what can be said, is that the
appearance of the word ‗loves‘ in this particular location allows the reader (a good many
readers, anyhow) to see what is being done – a particular language-game, perhaps called
satire. For Wittgenstein, the use of words and phrases in this way is a practice that is
learned and ritualised, not deduced from rationalised meanings:

To obey a rule, to make a report, to give an order, to play a game of chess, are customs (uses,
institutions). To understand a sentence means to understand a language. To master a

language means to be master of a technique. (Wittgenstein, 1974: §199, original emphasis)
The word ‗love‘ is a sign (letters on paper) with a peculiar latency, rather like the artisan‘s
mallet on the wall. It is only when she or he takes it down to join wood, or peen metal, or
perhaps uses it in conjunction with a chisel, that the mallet is ‗understood‘. On the wall, the
mallet does have meaning, according to the rationalist – it is a weighted device with
particular physical and mechanical properties (and in the same way, the rationalist tries to
analyse a dissociated joke), but artisan and clientele are concerned only with its practicality.
In his typically quizzical style, Wittgenstein puts it thus: ―Every sign by itself seems dead.
What gives it life? – In use it is alive. Is life breathed into it there? – Or is the use its life?
(1974: §432, original emphasis).
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By saying that the use of language is its life, Wittgenstein is saying that the life of language
is its intention. But the word ‗intention‘ here does not refer to some kind of private
experience – it is not a mental tickle; it is a perceivable phenomenon appearing in a
customary language-game by which more information can be put to our attention. A report
of personal actions supplemented with the phrase ―The intention was to…‖ is not to
describe an attending impulse. Rather, ‗intention‘ is the unfolding, situated use of words
that say something further about the report, or the book, or the person talking. The word
intention itself in the phrase ―The intention was to…‖ is a located sign that gives-tounderstand that she or he is perhaps ‗doing justification‘ or ‗doing an apology‘ – ―I want to
tell him something about myself, which goes beyond what happened at that time‖
(Wittgenstein, 1974: §659 original emphasis). In this light, Perelman is not simply
describing hotel menus (Supra page 70); he intends, he is doing, a parodied view of the
Establishment in Penang and Singapore at the time. The reader does not have to wonder at
meanings of words or attempt entry into the author‘s head; the intention is there in ‗signs‘
that are strategically placed on the page of the book.

Our mistake is to look for an explanation where we ought to look at what happens as a ‗protophenomenon‘. That is, where we ought to have said: this language-game is played.
(Wittgenstein, 1974: §654, original emphasis)

Through Wittgenstein‘s perspective, one can begin to see why it was imperative for Lenny
Bruce (Supra page 66) to defend his use of the word ―cocksucker‖ by replaying in court the
comedy routine in which it appeared; and why, in their refusal, the judge and the legal
secretary ―miss the whole point‖:
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When …we disapprove of the expressions of ordinary language (which are after all performing
their office), we have got a picture in our heads which conflicts with the picture of our ordinary
way of speaking. Whereas we are tempted to say that our way of speaking does not describe the
facts as they really are …
For this is what disputes between Idealists, Solipsists and Realists look like. The one party
attacks the normal form of expression as if they were attacking a statement; the others defend it,
as if they were stating facts recognized by every human being. (Wittgenstein, 1974: §402,
original emphasis)

Perhaps Schutz and Wittgenstein provide clues towards establishing an approach to the
topic of humour. Humorous events are not produced in isolation in a social world that
orients to shared understandings, because to do so would make their lack of practical
intention puzzling – there is nothing to ―tell‖. However, there are times when humour does
seem to appear in isolation as a matter of course, for example, in theoretical discussion. But
even there, one could say that the intention is to strip away intention. It is too tempting to
quarantine riddles, jokes, etc, and then set about rationalizing them away from troublesome
local understandings. It is as if the practical way that people go about producing what they
do produce with their talk is somehow inferior to the analyst‘s preconceived ideas. For
example, Keith Simmons (1993) introduces his analysis in Universality and the Liar with
the concept of paradox:

Suppose I say,
I am lying now.
Am I telling the truth, or am I lying? Suppose I‘m telling the truth. Then what I say is the case –
and so I am lying. But that‘s what I say. So I am telling the truth. Either way, we are landed in a
contradiction: we are caught in the paradox of the Liar. (Simmons, 1993: 1)
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By posing the statement ―I am lying now‖ in this artificial manner deprives it of a past,
present, or future; it has no useful purpose – rather like the artisan‘s mallet if it were fixed
permanently to the wall. A proposition in this form ignores the common understandings
that give it sense if it were uttered in an everyday social setting; there is nothing to ―tell‖,
no narrative. Perhaps the most salient rule for the everyday understanding of utterances like
―I am lying now‖ is that they are not self-referential. Rather, they confer with something
said prior or thereafter; they are part of a sequence with distinguishable practical intention.
But of course, Simmons‘ statement does have an intended sense that anyone-interested-informal-theory would recognise: it allows Simmons to use everyday methods (language) of
shared reality in order to ―tell‖ something, but without actually sharing the reality. Wright
calls this type of false construction ―the ghost of the [Schutz‘s] Idealization of the
Reciprocity of Standpoints, dead because it is no longer engaged with actual life‖ (2005:
187). This seems to be a common ploy with analysts.

Russell, for instance, when he raised his skeptical doubts about the existence of tables, and
argued that no one had ever seen the sun or heard a nightingale, was not questioning or rejecting
naïve doctrines of ―common-sense‖, as he supposed, but was abandoning the language-game
which gave his words sense. (Hallet, 1977: 305)

In other words, Russell, like many philosophers, simply uses a language-game that is
different from one that most people would use, or take everyday sense from. ―The
philosopher is not a citizen of any community of ideas‖, suggests Wittgenstein (in Hallet,
1977); and Hallet adds: ―To get W.‘s present remark in sharp focus, imagine that everyone
were a Russell‖ (1977: 305). This is an especially important consideration for those
institutions that are not only theorizing, but devising consequences for people‘s lives with
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policy decisions based on words, interviews, reports, statements, confessions, evidence,
statistics – ―ghosts‖ – that the analyst appropriates and then reconstructs in isolation from
everyday understandings. Lenny Bruce discovered this to his cost in a San Francisco
courtroom.

Here, we come to the issue behind Mulkay‘s declaration (Supra page 74) that it is
impossible to enter into and analyse humour from a serious point of view (1988:46). In
order to make this argument he sets up a self-defeating paradox. Borrowing from Victor
Raskin, Mulkay argues that there is something irresolvable about the relationship between
humorous events and the cueing signals that accompany them (Mulkay, 1988: 50-51). The
argument goes: If cueing is an integral part of the unserious episode then the cues
themselves cannot be taken seriously. But if they have a unitary meaning – that is to say, if
they mean that unserious discourse is taking place – then the cues must be part of serious
discourse. Mulkay‘s response to this ―logically vicious‖ interpretation is to remind readers
that it is a problem only from the perspective of serious discourse: ―but viewed from within
the humorous realm, semantic duality is not a problem. It is simply a taken for granted
assumption…. How could the cues for humour be anything but real and unreal at the same
time?‖ (1988: 51). But like the paradox itself, Mulkay‘s solution appears to be selfreferential and circular: interpretive ambiguity is humour, therefore humour is interpretive
ambiguity. This does not sit with the fact that ambiguous events are not always described as
being funny, and may even be a factor in non-funny discourse. The ―taken-for-granted
assumption‖ that Mulkay invokes is not so much the inherent paradoxical nature of
humorous discourse, but rather, that any discourse is an arranged programme; it is always
part of a wider environment of social understandings.
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So, instead of doggedly rationalising humorous events in terms of their internal meanings,
which isolates and makes them self-referential, perhaps one should position them in
Wittgenstein‘s ‗community of ideas‘ (which is the same as Pollner‘s ‗world of shared
reality‘); that is, in the everyday world where action, including the kind that might be called
humorous action, is a practical intention; where people want to ―tell‖ something about
themselves in this environment here and now.4 Even in those social settings where humor
does seem to appear in isolated bytes, for example, throughout an entertainer‘s comedy
performance, it is in fact a practically arranged intention. In their sum, the jokes ―tell‖
something.

Professional comedians are extremely careful about placing their jokes in sequence so that each
has the maximum impact, and audiences are well ‘warmed up‘ before any controversial material
is introduced: even slight acquaintance with the structure of narrative would reveal the
pertinence of such considerations. (Palmer, 1994: 4)

Words, sentences, conversations, and humorous events can be seen as part of a wider
milieu of practices, or customs, or understandings (these are taken as interchangeable); that
is, as part of Wittgenstein‘s language-game.
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Humour and laughter: confused and confounded
Until now, the discussion has deliberately avoided various functional theories offered by
formal analysis in terms of how this structure, humour, serves humanity on a general level.
Rather, there has been an emphasis on how something, contingently distinguishable as
humour, is „done‟. Where possible, there has also been a necessary evasion of the term
„laughter‟ for reasons that will soon become apparent. “Humour-and-Laughter” has been a
topic of philosophy since classical times, and although it is not practical to reproduce all the
discussions here, for those who are interested, Ralph Piddington (1963) summarises the
works of some 50 writers from Plato through to modern theory, and finally to psychology.
Henri Bergson (1913) offers one of the first perhaps truly dedicated works (some might
argue for James Sully, 1902) in his Laughter: An Essay on the Meaning of the Comic.
Bergson‟s functional view suggests that humour is essentially a social corrective; laughter
seeks to soften the “mechanical inelasticity” of certain human behavior (1913: 10). The
accident-prone, the absent-minded, and the vice-ridden, who are all generally ignorant of
their comic condition, must be laughed at so as to remind them of their responsibility to the
good life; “Were Harpagon [Molière‟s play character] to see us laugh at his miserliness, I
do not say that he would get rid of it, but he would either show it less or show it
differently” (1913: 17). “By the fear which it inspires, it restrains eccentricity… it
[laughter] pursues a utilitarian aim of general improvement” (Bergson, 1913: 20). Bergson
finally tightens the string of his argument around the meaning of art. Human follies are the
stuff of theatre where they are staged to entertain, but the process of ridiculing them is a
form of tacit social instruction for audiences; “so we were probably right in saying that
comedy lies midway between art and life” (Bergson, 1913: 170).
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In terms of social corrective, Michael Billig (2005) makes a similar claim; laughter and
ridicule are a necessary function of modern capitalism:

The consumer must be left in a continual state of desire, ready to discard the products of last
year in order to purchase the latest items. What is outdated should be mocked, at least until it is
sufficiently outdated that it can be re-branded as the latest „retro‟ look. Advertisements will
depict the person who lacks the advertised product as a somewhat ridiculous figure. (Billig,
2005: 240)

And, he suggests, it is an active force in modern politics. While the political left has
traditionally lampooned humourless orthodox conservatism, the political right is now
hitting back:

Radio „shock-jocks‟ have established large followings in the United States by their willingness
to offend for the sake of laughter…Again and again, they will claim to be defying „political
correctness‟, as if such a claim validated their humour and their persona as naughty rebels.

(Billig, 2005: 241)

Neil Schaeffer (1981) suggests that humour is all about creating pleasure. He sets about
analyzing the works of three authors – Lenny Bruce, Laurence Sterne, and William
Shakespeare – in order to explain how pleasurable laughter “springs” from the context of
their humour: “pleasure through amorality…pleasure through irrationality…pleasure
through the subversion of reality and the workaday world” (Schaeffer, 1981: 159-160).

My aim was to develop a clearer vision into a confused realm of related pleasures. As different
in quality and complexity as the various works I have studied are, they still belong to the same
broad but distinct field of pleasure, and appeal to the same broad but distinct state of mind.

(Schaeffer, 1981: 160)
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And Peter Berger‟s (1997) Redeeming Laughter takes a religious philosophical view in that
a particular transcendent type of humour promises redemption from the painful facts of a
material world. “Empirically, the comic is a finite and temporary game within the serious
world that is marked by our pain and inexorably leads to our death”, but comedy
underpinned by faith maintains the promise of an eternal world without pain, which is
“infinitely more real than all the realities of this world” (Berger, 1997: 210-211, original
emphasis).

These discussion-points are not merely straw arguments to be knocked down. All the
authors have valid things to say in their approach. The point I wish to highlight is that in
many theoretic explorations, including the ones above and irrespective of their level of
sophistication, the term humour almost invariably becomes identified with an all-purpose
concept of laughter, or conversely, laughter is fused with a kind of generic understanding of
humour. Humour-means-humorous-means-laughable-means-laughter-means-humour
develops into a tautological chain of description circumscribing a particular argument of
function that, even if potentially valid, can go no further. To illustrate the problem with
reference to Bergson‟s work above, one might ask a few simple questions: At what point
are the ignorant socially „corrected‟? When they perceive the corrector‟s joke? When they
perceive the corrector‟s laughter? When others laugh? How is it known that a correction
has succeeded, or if indeed it was the actual laughter that made it successful? Or one might
ask Billig: At what precise point in interaction is the outdated consumer made to recognise
his or her outdatedness? How is an observer to know that the up-to-datedness has taken
place, and that it was in fact humour/laughter, that brought this revision about? And so on.
In short, what does a natural sequence of humour/laughter/correction look like? Similar
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questions might be asked of Schaeffer‟s “pleasure” theory, and Berger‟s “redeeming”
laughter.

Fernando Poyatos (1993) makes a promising start in his attempt to explain laughter; he
introduces a “Laughter Configuration Chart”. This chart is divided into several classes of
information, including, (1) A transcript of the laugh items, (2) Paralinguistic (audible)
features, (3) Kinesic (body movement) features, and (4) A summary of contextual features.
And then, to make his argument, he proposes to correlate this information with nine basic
categories of laughter: affiliation; aggression; fear; social anxiety; joy; sadness; comicality
& ludicrousness; amusement; and self-directed laughter; each representing a group of subcategories; more than 50 in total. So, for example, affiliation includes:

Agreement: consent or conformity with what others say or do.
Deference and politeness: respect or courtesy that implies affiliation.
Solidarity: appealing for support or bond-seeking.
Affiliate-support-seeking: a lonely person seeking social contact.
Status-seeking: ingratiation with social peers or higher status members.
Adulatory: generous laughter but calculated for effect.
Flirtation: a persuasive force in intimate relations.
Bond-confirming: confirms close relations and common experience.
Play: indicates the physical activity is play.
Compassionate laughter: sensitively timed to indicate support.
Affection and love: acknowledgement of affection, perhaps in a close embrace.
(Poyatos, 1993)

Poyatos suggests that a transcript of the laugh item (haha or hehe), along with its coded
features (loudness, tempo, body posture, etc) and summary of context, is sufficient to
identify its function, for example, „deference‟. To give Poyatos his due, he has offered a far
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more detailed approach than most analysts, and his descriptions clearly show that laughter
is not just about „funniness‟. But from an ethnomethodological perspective the method still
falls somewhat short of its claims. The “Laughter Configuration Chart” certainly results in
a comprehensive description of the laugh item, but to say that a particular style of laugh
(haha or hehe) constitutes deference is to say simply that deference is deference. The laugh
item is still to be accounted for as deference. It is not enough to simply fall back on
members‟ formulations. This easy cooperation between analyst and members constitutes
what Gubrium and Holstein (1997: 43) call a “reality reporting team”; by the time Poyatos
has completed a definition of „deferential‟ laughter his analysis has settled comfortably
back into the role of everyday reporting:

Deference and politeness, independent of the laugher‟s feelings toward the person to whom his
laughter is addressed, implies an affiliative intention, whether it be out of respect or courtesy:
„Ronny [addressing the ladies] laughed deferentially. “You wanted something not picturesque
and we‟ve provided it.”‟ (Poyatos, 1993)

Here, Poyatos‟ has set about correlating his topic, “Affiliation”, with several common
descriptive words and settles the issue with a quote is taken from E.M. Forster‟s A Passage
to India. Words like deference, politeness, respect, and courtesy (in Poyotos‟ quote above),
are convenient gloss for the complex detail of people‟s behaviour. The urgent question then
becomes: how is affiliation „done‟, such that it can be accounted-for as affiliation without
simply glossing or relying on tautological references to words like deference or politeness?
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Doing Affiliation
The following analysis utilises the type of data that might help to answer such a question. It
draws on the work of Philip Glenn (2003), and expands it somewhat so as to make it
relevant to these current topics. Glenn prefaces his study with a discussion on the very
important issue of „who laughs first‟ when a potentially laughable utterance has occurred.
The data seems to show that who laughs first has crucial consequences (depending on
context) in terms of roles and relationships in the course of, and following, the moment of
interaction. For example, the current speaker who laughs first is “inviting” laughter, and the
other person who laughs first is “volunteering” laughter; in which case, the other laughing
first can be seen to as “laughing at”, and the other laughing second can be seen as “laughing
with” (Jefferson in Glenn, 2003: 86, 112-121). Again, these social objects depend on
context but are recurrently observable. The following extract from one of Glenn‟s studies
features Ida, an older woman, who invites a younger Jenny to join Ida‟s gym class.

“Case study: working through interactional difficulties” (Glenn, 2003: 105)
Note: Some of the original transcript symbols, and vernacularisms have been omitted or
substituted so as to provide for more convenient reading (e.g., asked instead of “ahs”, and
ever instead of “evuh”).

1

IDA

2
3

An‟ I eh-I asked Jano said, if ever you
wanted to come you come Jenny,

JENNY

eOh:? Hhh heh heh •eh h: •h h h i: h (Jefferson in Glenn, 2003: 107)
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Ida has approached Jano (line 1), and it seems that Jano has consented for Ida to extend an
invitation to Jenny to attend gym class: “Jano said, if ever you wanted to come you come
Jenny” (line 1 and 2). One can assume, and only assume, that Ida‟s talk on line 1 and 2
constitutes an invitation (and not something else; a practical joke for example); and while
there may be occasions when a merely courteous invitation requires a declination, in this
case there is a common expectation that Jenny will accept Ida‟s request. That is,
acceptances are not just social objects, they are preferred social objects, underpinned by the
fact that refusal of an invitation should be properly accounted-for with a reasonable
explanation (see also the discussion on adjacency pairs, Supra page 84). As it turns out,
Jenny responds (line 3) with a questioning exclamation “eOh:?” and concludes her turn
with a laugh. It is assumed, and again, only assumed, by Ida (and the analyst, and perhaps
the reader) that since Jenny is not accepting the invitation she is disinclined to go. While
not actually refusing, her laugh item is a diplomatic postponement; she is in effect stalling.
Jenny‟s equivocation makes sense in this particular environment because although Ida
might have taken liberties by soliciting on Jenny‟s behalf, she has done so in good faith. A
flat-out refusal here potentially violates their acquaintanceship. Jenny is undertaking
delicate face-work. But again, this is only anybody‟s assumption, or as Schutz would say, a
“taking for granted” of the other‟s standpoint (1973: 11-12). The reality of what is going
on is always provisional and must be methodically reproduced in order for it to stand.

Ida reformulates her invitation (line 4) and adds information that potentially makes the
proposition more appealing (lines 6, 9 and 10).

3

JENNY

eOh:? hhh [heh heh] •eh] h: •h h h i: h ]
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4

IDA

5

JENNY

6

IDA

7

=hn[•hhh
[It‟s only an hour
(.)

8

JENNY

9

IDA

10

[Honest ]ly ]it‟s marvelous,]=

iYe[:h,
[From half past eight to half past nine
•hh Em we were back here at twenty to ten. (Jefferson in Glenn, 2003: 108)

Jenny has only just commenced her initial laughter (line 3) when Ida overlaps with,
“honestly, it‟s marvelous” (line 4), and goes on to make it clear that her invitation should be
given more consideration. Ida‟s utterance here is crucial. It is the subsequent, “honestly, it‟s
marvelous”, that upholds a possible invitation; it has been reiterated in a reconfigured
format. Furthermore, it is this subsequent item, and not the previous laugh item, that
confirms Jenny‟s intentions (this is where Poyatos has fallen short in his analysis).
Elements such as voice quality or body movement included in a „Laughter Configuration
Chart‟ are not external guarantees for what is being done; rather, it is the sequential
structure of interaction that sustains this thing called „deference‟ in Jenny‟s laughter.

There is nothing inherently funny in Ida‟s invitation that should cause Jenny to laugh. On
the contrary, it is her laughter that is instrumental. Jenny is attempting to update the shared
assumptions about the reality of their acquaintanceship-at-that-moment; she is suggesting to
Ida that the list of obligations inherent in their reciprocal roles-of-acquaintanceship does not
necessarily include attending gym together. Or, as Wright puts it: “Two people assume that
they are referring to the „same‟ entity only for one of them to discover that they were not”
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(2005: 112, original emphasis). The point is: Jenny chooses to do her declination tactfully.
Her laugh is a legitimate method (one that precisely fits this set of circumstances) for
avoiding the potential discourtesy of an unequivocal declination. With her laughter she is
intending not to give offence; it has nothing to do with Ida‟s funniness.

Jenny‟s first attempt to withdraw from the invitation hasn‟t worked, so she tries another
tactic.

11 JENNY

•hh (Well) it makes you feel better if you do a

12

little exercise but really you would need to do it

13

every day don‟t you. This i[s (the thing.) ]

14 IDA

[Well you Yes ]= (Jefferson in Glenn, 2003: 108)

Jenny‟s “Well” (line 11) is a hedging device that marks what is known in the CA literature
as the „dispreferred‟ (see, for example, Pomeranz 1984). Ida‟s insistent reintroduction of
the invitation is not the preferred response to Jenny‟s withdrawal. Furthermore, one can
infer her candidate grounds for withdrawal; she does not have time for gym: “really you
would need to do it every day don‟t you. This is the thing” (lines 12 and 13). These types of
explanations often follow “dispreferred actions” (Levinson in Glenn, 2003: 108). But, in
turn, Jenny‟s reinforced declination is also dispreferred:

14 IDA
15
16 JENNY

[Well you Yes ]=
Well (.) I (.) try to do a little bit every day, you [know,]
[ Yes,]
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17 IDA

eh Not the floor one

18

ehh:: h[ euh he[h-heh-he[h

19 JENNY

[ e hh

[ h e :h

[he:h•kkkhh•hn (Jefferson in Glenn, 2003: 108)

There is the suggestion in line 15 that if Ida can “try”, then perhaps Jenny can “try” also.
But following her mild corrective, Ida moves away from invitation mode by inserting an
irony, “eh not the floor one” (line 17), perhaps with reference to her age or to the hard
floor. She then concludes her turn with a „first laugh‟ invitation. Jenny accepts with a
„second laugh‟. While Ida‟s comment about the floor might be described as a “laughable”
(Glenn, 2006: 109), there is nothing inherently funny about it; indeed, without the laugh
tokens, she might simply be explaining her routine or complaining about the hard floor. Her
turn only becomes a laughable when one recognises the intention (i.e., the action sequence)
around the laugh. Like Jenny, she updates the reality of their acquaintanceship-at-thatmoment, and just as tactfully – with laughter. Her laughter intends that no offence has been
taken. But how does the analyst substantiate (account-for) what Ida is doing without simply
resorting to tautology?

Jenny‟s face-work (line 3) becomes a reference point to which the following interaction is
oriented to. Given the circumstances, it is the priority issue of the moment. The
arrangement of this particular programme might look like: “if face-work is offered, then
interest lies in a return of face-work”. What Jenny is doing is not an analytic certainty; it is
an assumption (as it is for Ida). But it is possible to underpin the analysis if one considers
the meaning of an absence of this preferred response; that is, to ignore Jenny‟s commitment
to avoid offense would be insensitive if not churlish.1 In this light, Ida‟s invitation to laugh
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(line 18) at her self-deprecation (line 17) makes sense when it appears in the sequence.
Ida‟s affiliative laughter is an event that not only takes its relevance from, and signifies,
Jenny‟s initial laughter, but also sustains the intended repair work. They arrive somewhere
near the shared reality of their relationship – for now. As the conversation between Ida and
Jenny progresses, one can intuit what is presumably done, and then see it confirmed in
precise sequences: „Invitation / temporisation‟; „reformulated invitation / reformulated
temporisation‟; „affiliative laughter / return affiliative laughter‟; these are all
distinguishable items that Ida and Jenny have achieved in tightly-woven overlapping
sequences, right now, and without error. And what has unfolded is this: Jenny has
attempted to decline Ida‟s invitation without giving offense; Ida has confirmed that no
offense has been taken; and together they can move on.

Having traced the larger sequential environment in which the sequence on lines [17-19] occurs,
one can see how it appears suited to these particular circumstances. Shared laughter displays
affiliation, and its placement following the declined invitation makes it useful in remedying
possible interactional offense or face threat arising out of the declination. (Glenn, 2003: 109)

By teasing out the sequences and orientations in this milieu, one can see that the laughter
these two women insert into their talk is not simply a by-product of something called
humour. Instead, it is instrumental in achieving a class of action that might be described as
„tact‟, or, „saving face‟, or, „repairing offense‟, or, „deference‟. But these formulations have
to be analytically accountable such that they do not rely on everyday self-referential terms
in order to describe how „deference‟ comes off.
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Unfortunately, Poyatos‟ categorised definitions for laughter gloss over the profoundly
located sequences in which laughter occurs. His list of categories perhaps reflects more the
necessity for psychology to classify human behaviour into manageable divisions of „innerstates‟, and personality types. Nevertheless, he hints at a vast landscape in which laughter
stands out according to its meaning, and he demonstrates the inadequacy of simply
attaching an all-purpose understanding of laughter to a similarly glossed notion of humour
as a way of explaining both. An ethnography of this ordinary moment offers another level
of accountability for claims about the nature of laughter and its role in the located
expression of people‟s lives. Ethnomethodology and Conversation Analysis together try to
avoid imposing generalizations onto natural data, and concentrate instead on the shared
understandings that are evident (they are seeable) in the momentary circumstances in which
„humour‟ and „laughter‟ occur.

Let the materials fall as they may
Writings on humour and laughter often lack analysis of relevant fine-grained natural data,
i.e., they lack an ethnography-of-the-ordinary-moment, which may have opened the
boundaries of their explorations to more possibilities. Instead, one is left with the
impression that the ample laughter one hears in a restaurant, the neighbour‟s back yard, or
in a conversation down the corridor, is the result of a population of amateur comics in
permanent routine. But as Ida‟s and Jenny‟s example shows (and Glenn‟s many other case
studies), this is not the case. In the end, it can be seen that Ida and Jenny have accomplished
an extraordinarily skillful feat. With precision timing and placement of their laughter, they
display their practical intentions towards each other in terms of avoiding the possibility of
giving or receiving a very specific class of interactional offense. These reciprocal roles in
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turn define the reality of their relationship, at least for now. It seems almost incredible that
they can achieve this with such limited time and resources, and seemingly without having
to plan for it or even think about it. Perhaps this is a good time to reiterate what Sacks has
to say on the matter.

Don‟t worry about whether they‟re „thinking‟. Just try to come to terms with how it is that the
thing comes off. Because you‟ll find that they can do these things... So just let the materials fall
as they may. Look to see how it is that persons go about producing what they do produce.
(Sacks, 1995: Vol 1, 11).

By letting the resources „fall as they may‟ one can see that the conversational sequence
(along with embedded laughter) arranged by the two women has little in common with the
generic concept that we know as humour. Instead, they have arranged their own programme
in order to produce particular roles that define a relationship. They have used laughter in
the same competent but non-thinking way that an artisan uses a mallet. And just as there is
a range of artifacts potentially crafted with a mallet, there is a whole spectrum of social
artifacts that can be produced with laughter.
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Animals at play
―First‖, says William Fry, ―humor is play‖ (2010 [1963]: 138). Promoting an association
between humour and play is a growing tradition for writers on this topic, from James Sully
in 1902 through to Edmond Wright in 2005, and perhaps with good reason. One finds that
the word ‗play‘, in its myriad guises, is a very convenient descriptor for the ‗doing‘ of
things that are meaningful. This is the reason that Wittgenstein offers up game-playing as a
useful analogue for language. It might be argued that while ‗playing‘ possibly relates to the
kind of language which is frivolous or amusing, it cannot possibly explain what we would
regard as serious communication; for example, the eulogy at a funeral, or a piece of
academic writing. But this is to assume that play is inherently frivolous or amusing. A
closer examination of the sequential structure of this thing we call play suggests that, like
talk, it allows for a vast spectrum of meaningful expression; and while it does seem logical
to suggest some kind of association with humour, foremost one reads the consequences of
play for those on the scene at the time.

It was anthropologist Gregory Bateson who first offered a theory of play based on paradox.
In 1952, Bateson was attempting to establish whether non-human mammals
metacommunicate in the same way that humans do. That is, whether animals somehow
show awareness that their behavioural signals are signals, rather than a case of simply
acting and responding instinctively. At San Francisco‘s Flieshhacker Zoo, he observed an
unremarkable phenomenon with remarkable implications – monkeys at play. It seemed to
him that the action sequences the monkeys were engaged in were fighting sequences, but
not real fighting, not terminal fighting.
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Now, this phenomenon, play, could only occur if the participant organisms were capable of
some degree of metacommunication, i.e., of exchanging signals which would carry the message
―this is play‖…Expanded, the statement ―this is play‖ looks something like this: ―These actions
in which we now engage do not denote what those actions for which they stand would
denote‖…The playful nip denotes the bite, but it does not denote what would be denoted by the
bite. (Bateson, 2000 [1972]: 179-180, original emphasis)

According to Bateson, there was an ongoing quality about the interaction that the animals
themselves recognised, some kind of signal, giving notice that the biting did not denote
what would otherwise be denoted in more serious circumstances. Play, then, is a methodof-meanings, and one gathers from Bateson‘s observations that paradox (or incongruity, or
ambiguity) is not limited to human perception. Like the meanings in artist Joseph Hersch‘s
Five Faces (Supra page 94), or the punchline of a joke, it seems that the meanings evident
in play are related and non-related; one might say that play is simultaneously play and nonplay.

Robert Fagen (1981) tabulates some 1,270 studies of animal play behaviour involving 320
species of non-human mammals and birds. Some analyses are more definitive than others
but they are all published descriptive accounts (including film) of members of these species
displaying play-like habits (Fagen, 1981: 219-246). Gordon Burghardt goes further,
pointing to documented examples of play by some species of turtles, lizards, sharks, fish,
crocodiles, and marsupials; and ―increasing evidence for playlike behavior in some
invertebrates including insects, crustaceans, and mollusks‖ (2004: 237). But while the
animal-behaviour literature presents multiple theories as to the evolutionary, biological, or
psychological function of play, this writing does not in any way attempt to discuss the
merits or otherwise of any of these. Rather, the following examples are drawn in order to
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show how, in terms of practical structural qualities, the games that animals play are
dissimilar neither to the kind of games that humans play, nor to Wittgenstein‘s languagegames, nor to the language-games in which this thing we call humour is sometimes
recognised. One finds evidence to argue that this structure in play seems to be a primordial
feature of all forms of communicative action.

Animal play-interaction appears in varying intensity and duration, and can take the form of
stalking, chasing, fleeing, pouncing, sparring, pushing, or grappling; mostly, it seems,
without serious intent. T. B. Poole gives a representative example in his behavioural
analysis of young polecats at play where the initiator leaps onto the back of another:

The opponent rolls over on to its back and makes a series of snapping bites at the muzzle and
neck of its attacker, at the same time pushing it away with its paws. In response to this, the
attacker either stands above its opponent and snaps its jaws in a playful attempt to bite its neck
or alternatively rolls onto its back and the two animals exchange their roles of aggressor and
defender. (Poole, 1978: 168)

In their strategic play – their ‗communication-game‘, if you like – the polecats in Poole‘s
study ‗do‘ fighting that is not fighting, and dominance that is not dominance. The
communicative ambiguity in this behaviour has a practical structure that closely relates to
the structure of Perelman‘s satire (Supra page 70) in which an insult is done but does not
denote what would be denoted by a serious insult; it relates to Bergman‘s doctor/patient
joke (Supra page 71) featuring a punchline that incorporates multiple meanings; and relates
to the portrait by artist Joseph Hersch, which is not a face but in fact several faces.
Incongruent action in the play of animals is reflected in all these communicative formats;
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they are signs that appear to be representing something other than what is being
represented.

In the same way that a joke can be prefaced by ―cue-messages‖ such as voice quality or
body posture (Fry, 2010: 141), animal play behaviour is often preceded by, or maintained
by, ―play-signals‖ such as the typically mammalian visual display of a ―relaxed, openmouth grin or play-face‖, play sounds, play scents, and/or tactile play; i.e., tokens offered
up to any of the sensory receptors (Fagen, 1981: 414-418). There has already been
discussion around Sacks‘ work on the temporal and sequential ordering, not only within
jokes and stories, but in the joke-telling event itself (Supra pages 76-79), ordering which
seems to have an important bearing on participants‘ recognition of the environment. Marc
Bekoff (1978) makes a similar observation about the way animals recognise their play
episodes:

After the bout is underway, there is continual feedback between interactants, and it appears
possible that the animals ―know‖ that they are playing because of the changes in the temporal
sequencing. Therefore, when an observer does not perceive a play signal, he does not have to
feel that he has necessarily missed something, for the ―signal‖ may be in the sequencing itself.
(Bekoff, 1978: 319, original emphasis)

And Caroline Loizos (1978) comments on sequential ordering:

Although…play fighting movements occur which are only seen at the peak of intensity in a
serious fight, the next moment the animal demonstrates that such specific motivation is lacking
by switching to behaviour seen in defensive or grooming, or other unrelated situations. Thus a
reordering of the original sequence is one way in which play differs from the source of its motor
patterns. (Loizos, 1978: 278, original emphasis)
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It can be seen already that the structure of animal play – the way that play is cued, and its
temporal/sequential structure – has parallels to our jokes and story-telling.

From these descriptions it might be assumed that play and non-play are two entirely
separate modes of perception, the unserious mode and the serious, or if you like, the unreal
and the real. But Bateson (2000: 181) suggests that this is a misapplication of the ‗mapterritory‘ concept where play might be seen as a model that represents the territory of
genuine behaviour. The distinction dissolves away when the observer finds that non-human
animals can structure their behaviour to a fine degree of performance that suits the
circumstances; for example: ―Conflicts between animals are often resolved by ritualized
displays…avoiding the costs associated with physical fighting, like injury or death‖ (van
Wilgenburg et al, 2005).

Klaus Immelmann (1980: 130-132) discusses the ritual interactions within many species, a
kind of conditional competition, which is neither innocent play nor life threatening; it may
be serious but not deadly serious. For example, roosting swallows, and some colonynesting seabirds determine the area of their individual space by the reach of their striking
beaks. But their actions are not meant to maim or kill. This kind of behaviour cannot be
explained in terms of a map/territory relationship. The orientation for action is taken from
what is already known about this particular landscape; not by reference to a symbol on a
map. Aggressive lizards will push at each other in a show of strength, and in a similar way
snakes will entwine and press their heads together, but sharp or poisonous fangs are not part
of the ritual. Antelopes with potentially lethal weaponry do not gore each other, but engage
horns in a push-pull ritual or simply press foreheads (Immelmann, 1980: 131). I have
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observed similar rituals among wild bulls in the Kimberley region of Western Australia, as
they set about resolving the issue of breeding rights. A pair of competing bulls (sometimes
more) will stand off from each other and bloat their necks. There is a chorus of moaning
and roaring; liberal quantities of dung and urine are scattered around, and thick dust clouds
pawed from the ground – an impressive display for all the senses (the terms ―bulldusting‖
and ―full of bullshit‖ originate from this context). They may lock horns for a while in a trial
of strength but the result is nowhere near as damaging as it could be. ―These fights, which
frequently consist of fixed behavior sequences, i.e., which follow certain ―rules‖, are called
RITUALIZED FIGHTS‖ (Immelmann, 1980: 131, original emphasis).

But how can these animals maintain the same level of interaction without the situation
becoming terminal? Because there are occasions, especially between ―non-gene-relatives‖,
where ―unconditional aggression‖ can be damaging (Kalveram, 1999). It is here that one
might jettison the unhelpful concept of ‗paradox‘. Regardless of the function that any
observer might attribute to their behaviour, it seems that the animals must initiate their
interaction with an understanding that parallels Schutz‘s ‗taken-for-grantedness‘ of the
social environment. Like humans, non-human animals are never certain of the status of
their interactive roles, but they must act as if they are sure (this was the gist of the
argument around the sequential structure of Jenny‘s ‗deference‘ in Doing Affiliation; Supra
page 111-118). Contingencies must be resolved by an ongoing commitment to their initial
agreement, which is that a particular class of play or ritualized fighting—a particular class
of understanding (and not some other class)—is the state of affairs. That is, the animals act
and then act again their agreement in ritualized sequences that offer an understanding of the
environment, and beyond which there are no guarantees that it won‘t change along with
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present roles (and occasionally the arrangement does dissolve into total enmity; dog owners
have probably noted those occasions when, in the heat of a play-bout, one or another pet
seems to take offence such that their play-like behaviour suddenly becomes undisguised
aggression). Just as the practiced placement of a word in a sentence affords the word and
the whole sentence its meaning/intention, then so does the ritualized, proto-phenomenal act
afford intention. Sacks points to evidence of the same phenomenon in the interaction of
children at play, and in performative talk; it is a way of ―showing that you understand‖:

The way that you go about exhibiting your understanding is just to produce another that you
intend belongs, given what has just been done. You can put another item in that is consistent
with the sort of thing you figure they‘re doing. (Sacks, 1995, Vol 2: 113)

In a similar way, acts in ritual fighting are organized into particular sequences that signal
the ongoing production and understanding of the present circumstances. And while these
sequential programmes might appear to be structurally ambiguous to the formal analyst,
their meanings are not; these reciprocal acts are the very mechanisms by which the class of
an unfolding relationship is established, at least for now.

Children at Play
From her observations of children at play, Catherine Garvey (1976) proposes that these
signals are essential for them to differentiate between literal activities and non-literal play.
To initiate a play event, children often use cues or play markers such as ―pretend you called
me on the telephone‖, or ―I‘ll be the mommy and you be the daddy, O.K.?‖ (Garvey, 1976:
576). And in terms of the way that they attend to sequential ordering, Garvey says: ―The
ritual episodes were defined as sequences composed of repetitive and rhythmic
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exchanges…. Non-literalness is signaled by exaggerated intonation, by distorted tempo,
and by broad or extreme gestures‖ (1976: 572). But as already suggested, there is nothing
to be gained by imposing a non-literal/literal or map/territory distinction. In the analysis of
a transcript of children at play (taken up shortly), one finds that the unfolding socio‗logical‘
implications for those involved here and now are profound, and it can only be assumed that
the consequences for non-human animals are also important. That is, if play events among
humans have social ramifications in the circumstances in which they appear, that go far
beyond mere ‗amusement‘ or ‗passing time‘, and furthermore, one does not have to invoke
some kind of evolutionary-psychological function in order to describe them, then
ethologists could yet have a wealth of knowledge to be discovered in the play of nonhumans.

Apart from play and ritualized actions, Bateson suggests that histrionics and deceit are
other examples of ―signals standing for other events‖ among humans and non-humans:
―Very brief analysis of childhood behaviour shows that such combinations as histrionic
play, bluff, playful threat, teasing play in response to threat, histrionic threat, and so on
form together a complex of phenomena‖ (2000: 181). One might include adult behaviour in
Bateson‘s observation! Play, then, is not a distinct phenomenon centred on the simple
notion of amusement or make-believe; instead, it is a whole group of ritualised, ruleoriented, communicative behaviours that are the various intentions. That is, these actions
are not representative of, subsequent to, or concurrent with hidden intentions. In this,
Bateson‘s complex of play phenomena relates closely to Wittgenstein‘s family of
‗language-games‘, and it is easy to understand why Bateson would propose that, ―the
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evolution of play may have been an important step in the evolution of communication‖
(2000: 181). Play, in its indefinite multiplicity, is communication.

Goffman and frame analysis
To come is a discussion around Hans G. Furth‘s (1996) analysis of the scene in a daycare
centre where three young girls, aged between four and six years, set about arranging
together a short theatrical in the course of their play interaction. And since Furth uses
Goffman‘s Frame Analysis (1986 [1974]) as a basis for his study, it makes sense to review
Goffman‘s original material. There is no doubt that he continues to be a source for many
writers around the topic of interaction, but it is difficult to say definitively just how
important his work on framing is, or how it fits into sociology‘s field. Like the concepts of
other pioneers, Goffman‘s ideas tend to be cherry-picked to suit a current argument. Frame
Analysis, in short, is his attempt to respecify philosophy‘s complex of reality-types, starting
with William James‘ list of ―subuniverses‖ (1890: 287-324). While James gave priority to
the realm of everyday perception, Goffman was keen to be more democratic, and wanted to
lay out a thesis in which the world of the senses was not paramount.

James indexed the following realms:

(1) The world of physical things perceived with our senses.
(2) The world of physical things as conceived by scientists.
(3) The world of ideals and abstractions as expressed in mathematics and philosophy.
(4) The world of common illusions and prejudices.
(5) The supernatural worlds; religious belief, myths, legends, literature.
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(6) The worlds of various opinions.
(7) The worlds of madness and unpredictability.

―Every object we think of gets at last referred to one world or another of this or some other
similar list‖ (James, 1890: 293 original italics).

And as the previous chapters have demonstrated, many writers are keen to add to that list
the realm of humour. According to James, the realm of the senses is cardinal, although each
subuniverse has the potential to stimulate an individual‘s cognitive impulses, emotions,
will, and/or belief, such that ―[e]ach world whilst it is attended to is real after its own
fashion; only the reality lapses with the attention‖ (James, 1890: 293 original emphasis).
James states that an object of any of the subuniverses will stand so long as it is not
contradicted: ―Any object which remains uncontradicted is ipso facto believed and posited
as absolute reality‖ (1890: 289 original emphasis). To make his point about this condition
for reality, James used a modified version of Spinoza‘s ―winged horse‖ argument.

If I merely dream of a horse with wings, my horse interferes with nothing else and has not to be
[sic] contradicted. That horse, its wings, and its place, are all equally real. That horse exists no
otherwise than as winged, and is moreover really there, for that place exists no otherwise than as
the place of that horse, and claims as yet no connection with other places of the world. But if
with this horse I make an inroad into the world otherwise known and say, for example, ‗That is
my old mare Maggie, having grown a pair of wings where she stands in her stall,‘ the whole case
is altered; for now the horse and place are identified with a horse and place otherwise known,
and what is known of the latter objects is incompatible with what is perceived with the former.
‗Maggie in her stall with wings! Never!‘ The wings are unreal, then, visionary. I have dreamed a
lie about Maggie in her stall. (James, 1890: 289)
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It is not entirely clear what the analyst can do, empirically, with objects that are real-butnot-real (or vise versa), or how one comes to terms with the hidden
impulses/emotions/beliefs that James offers as the cause of their realism/non-realism.
Goffman‘s frustration makes sense. But James had touched, albeit inadvertently, on the
potential for a material approach to this issue of ―reality‖. In their talk, people build
descriptions of the scenes they once inhabited, inhabit now, or may inhabit in the future;
and around these descriptions, interacting members can include utterances such as
―absolutely real‖, ―real‖, ―more real‖, ―not quite real‖, ―less real‖, ―unreal‖, and so on
(perhaps this is why philosophers are content with a sliding scale of ‗realms‘). Furthermore,
this talk can be recorded and the data analysed. So for example, someone (above) responds,
―Never!‖, to the proposition: ―That is my old mare Maggie, having grown a pair of wings
where she stands in her stall‖, and then the skeptic goes on to say that the wings are unreal.
But to say the wings are not real is not a comment on the wings. It is not even a comment
on the proposition, and most certainly is not a reference to ‗realms‘. It is a comment about
the role of the person who says, ―That is my old mare Maggie, having grown a pair of
wings where she stands in her stall‖. ‗Anyone‘ inducted into the-ways-of-horses-as-weshould-know-them, and is competent with his or her knowledge, would not say such a thing
about his or her horse. The real/unreal spectrum has to do with a spectrum of relevant
competencies, not a spectrum of philosophical worlds or realms. The person who has
presented this proposition is not mature or apt (i.e., is not ‗really‘ culturalised) in horses,
which may or may not have relevance in assessing other propositions. Moreover, for
someone to respond, ―The wings are unreal‖, assumes the respondent is knowledgeable
(real) in the way of horses, and so invokes a particular kind of relationship in which the role
of the respondent is afforded superiority as the competent one, at least for now. (It would be
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an interesting project to explore the history of the word ―real‖, but that would require more
room than is available here. In that history though, one would find that to be ―real‖ is to be
characteristic of a monarch; to have virtues apt for nobility.)

This snapshot has taken extraordinary liberties. The utterances are not empirical data in
any sense other than they are hypothetical utterances set within a quotation from a
philosophy text; i.e., the quotation as a whole is the data. In which case, an account must be
made (the implications teased out) of all the circumstances in which the words appear; an
account made of the role of the book/author; and an account made of the role of the reader.1
That kind of analysis can be useful but is not relevant to the current argument. License was
taken in order to ‗reconfigure-as-it-emerged‘ a philosophical version of ―reality‖; it was an
opportunistic move finessed to prepare the ground for a data session ahead, and in this
context hopefully justified.

Schutz also spoke of multiple realities. And while, like James, he attempted to direct the
social analyst towards paramount everyday ‗experience‘, he also respecified, in his own
way, James‘s concept of sub-universes: ―[W]e prefer to speak instead of finite provinces of
meaning upon each of which we may bestow the accent of reality. We speak of provinces
of meaning and not sub-universes because it is the meaning of our experiences and not the
ontological structure of the objects which constitutes reality‖ (1973: 230, original
emphasis).2 This statement, apparently, is an invitation to let go the notion of measuring
and classing reality, so as to observe and understand everyday life as a stream of
expressions of those experiences; a proposal he reiterated:
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If children play together in their make-believe world, if we discuss a work of art with a fellow
beholder, if we indulge with Others in the same ritual, we are still in the world of working
connected by communicative acts of working with the Other.—

But Schutz was caught in James‘ dilemma and could not shake the strangely practical
concept of the measuring device.—

And, nevertheless, both partners have leapt together from the finite province of meaning, called
―world of everyday life,‖ into the province of play, art, or of religious symbols, etc. What
formally seemed to be reality while attended to may now be measured by another yardstick and
prove to be non-real or quasi-real. (Schutz, 1970: 258)

In the end, readers of James and Schutz are left to ponder the critical decision of whether or
not to follow their ultimate withdrawal into the formal philosopher‘s ‗world‘. By tagging
along, the analyst of ordinary moments is perhaps in danger of becoming disengaged from
the very phenomena she or he is seeking, but on the other hand, to make a commitment to
the study of everyday activities means passing up a formidable ‗hierarchy-of-reality‘ with
which to describe them.

In place of subuniverses and provinces of meaning, Goffman offers ―strips‖ of social life as
preliminary data around which analyses can commence:

The term ―strip‖ will be used to refer to any arbitrary slice or cut from the stream of
ongoing activity, including here sequences of happenings, real or fictive, as seen from
the perspective of those subjectively involved in sustaining an interest in them. A strip is
not meant to reflect a natural division made by students who inquire; it will be used only
to refer to any raw batch of occurrences (of whatever status in reality) that one wants to
draw attention to as a starting point for analysis. (Goffman, 1986: 10)
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He suggests that when individuals are confronted with a situated activity, they, at least
those who are interested, must solve a basic problem: ―What is it that‘s going on here?‖
(1986: 8). And ‗what-is-going-on‘ is inferred from ―the basic frameworks of understanding
available in our society for making sense out of events…‖(Goffman, 1986: 10). And
although he goes along with James‘ idea that an individual‘s interest in a particular activity
is a cognitive process of attention, Goffman does not attempt to explain ‗interest‘ any
further. James‘ cocktail of reality-impulses (emotions, will, beliefs, etc) are simply
subsumed into the word ―engrossment‖:

When James and Schutz spoke of something being ―real after its own fashion‖ and of
―multiple realities‖, it was potential for inducing engrossment that they really had in
mind. (Goffman, 1986: 347)

Primary frameworks, according to Goffman, make up recognisable ―classes of schemata‖
(1986, 27), for example ‗the law court‘ or ‗the theatre‘ which are the stuff of culture; and
these socially mediated prototypical models are more or less understood by a group of
constituents if not the whole social tribe. A primary framework may be ―keyed‖ (a loose
musical analogy) through a complex of meanings—Goffman calls them ―layers‖ or
―laminations‖—in relation to its understood central reality (1986: 82). The highly
ceremonial courtroom frame has little room for variation. Counsel perhaps challenges our
understanding of the court ritual by wearing highly fashionable shoes, but a party-coloured
jabot in all probability breaks the frame. An audible cough from the public gallery might be
acceptable but not whistling or laughter. These experiences, says Schutz, are little shocks
that transpose us from one finite province to the next (1973: 231). There is a limit beyond
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which the court activity—that is, our common understanding of court activity—possibly
becomes redefined; a potential reframing that the sitting judge is very likely not to tolerate.

Consider this 1962 report from one of the trials of Lenny Bruce who had to defend against
obscenity charges in relation to his nightclub comedy act. His lawyer in an attempt to
demonstrate the context of the offending words, had permission to play a recorded version
of the piece; he then asked one more favour of the court:

―This show is high comedy,‖ Bendich announced before pulling the switch to start the
performance. ―I am going to ask the audience be allowed to respond to the humor. It wouldn‘t be
human not to.‖
Judge Horn stopped Bendich in mid-argument.
―This is not a theatre and not a show. I am not going to allow any such thing,‖ the Judge replied.
Judge Horn then turned to the spectators in the crowded courtroom and said, ―I am going to
admonish you to control yourselves in regard to any emotions you may feel.‖
The warning was taken solemnly – and so, it developed, was the performance.
No one laughed, and very few in the room showed the trace of a smile during the sampling of the
humor of Lenny Bruce. (San Francisco Chronicle in Goffman, 1986: 69)3

One can see by this description, and all that it implies, why the judge refused to allow the
possibility of the courtroom ritual being keyed away from its central meaning, perhaps even
beyond its sober frame and into ―theatre‖ or a ―show‖. The recording of the comedy routine
was to be taken strictly as documentary evidence and the courtroom‘s traditional primary
frame steadfastly maintained. ―A keying, then, when there is one,‖ suggests Goffman,
―performs a crucial role in determining what it is we think is really going on‖ (1986: 45).
Bruce was eventually acquitted of this particular charge.
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The stage performance, by contrast, can be keyed through a wider variety of laminations
without disrupting it; a narrator or musician may appear, scenes may be changed, lights
dimmed or brightened, tragedy can swing to farce, dance may be incorporated, songs sung
and audience members invited to clap or sing along, and yet retain its particular theatrical
frame. But even here, there are limits; keying factors such as overt violence or seduction
reframes the performance into a kind of dissipated spectacle removed from our central
understanding of theatre. William Beare offers a glimpse of the indulgent Roman stage:

Since the sole aim was to tickle the jaded palate of the public, producers not only lavished all the
resources of wealth and technique on their extravagant productions, but also descended to the
lowest depths of the disgusting and the obscene. Even Livy [the Roman historian] regarded the
theatre of his day as a danger to public morals and the existence of the state; soon sexual
displays were visibly presented on the stage, and stage ―executions‖ were carried out in reality
(by substituting for the actor a condemned criminal). (Beare in Goffman, 1986: 54)

From this discussion around the courtroom and the theatre, it is easy to imagine several
distinct frames of activity; (a) the court scene itself, (b) a stage play of the court trial, (c) a
rehearsal of the play, and (d) perhaps a scene where an actor rehearses lines for a rehearsal.
To ease our concerns about his use of reality-symbols for these frames, Goffman proposes
that, ―the terms ‗real‘, ‗actual‘, and ‗literal‘ ought merely to be taken to imply that the
activity under consideration is no more transformed than is felt to be usual and typical for
such doings‖ (1986: 47). By implication, the court trial is a real trial; a stage-play of the
trial is a real stage play, and so on. Which is fine so far, but the problem now is to find the
words to describe the product of a transformation, or potential transformation, within the
‗real‘ frame; the primary reality is keyed into what? Goffman starts out with what appears
to be some fairly harmless labels: ―[W]hile one thing may momentarily appear to be what is
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really going on, in fact what is actually happening is plainly a joke, or a dream, or an
accident, or a mistake, or a misunderstanding, or a deception, or a theatrical performance,
and so forth‖ (1986: 10) But as Frame Analysis progresses these keying/keyed activities are
invariably consigned to a position along some kind of scale – for example, between nonplay and play, between serious and unserious, between literal and non-literal, between lesstransformed-activities and make-believe, between straight actions and fabrication, between
original actions and copies, between actual events and rehearsals, and so on. These are
proxies, until eventually the philosopher‘s reality-index is reconstructed. He has been
careful, but Goffman ultimately has no choice but to retreat from his position (above) of
typically transformed strips of equal ‗reality‘:

If the fact that theatrical action is not real is its first feature, then its second is that the unreality it
presents is of a distinctly dramatic kind…So what is theatrical about what occurs onstage is not
(or not merely) its unreality, but rather the kind of unreality it represents. That is our problem

now. (Goffman, 1986: 552)

His readers are left with the inevitable paradoxical problem: What level of reality, or is it
unreality, are we talking about? This is another species of the ‗glass-half-full-half-empty‘
riddle; and what the glass contains is impossible to define. Towards the end of Frame
Analysis, Goffman makes a final bid to establish democracy across the realms: ―[A]ctual
activity is not merely to be contrasted with something obviously unreal, such as dreams, but
also to sports, games, ritual, experimentation, practicing, and other arrangements, including
deception, and these activities are not all that fanciful‖ (1986: 563). But everybody, even
the philosopher, operates under the assumption that their actual job is more real than just a
game, and that the sporting event she or he is involved in is somehow more important and
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consequential than practice. Games, practice, ritual, etc, may not be all that fanciful, but we
want to say they are not all that real either. But there is no point in blaming language; it
does what it is built for. When formal philosophers refer to the paradox of language, they
are referring, rather, to the paradoxical implications for their ideas when using words
appropriated from everyday use. Words such as ―real‖ are already programmed with a set
of implications for their operation. Goffman did not care much for James‘ sometimesambiguous ―billowy‖ use of the term ―world‖ or ―reality‖. As he put it, James opened the
door so as to allow more light but ―it let in wind as well‖ (Goffman, 1986: 3). ―Reality‖, it
seems, still swirls around.

Although Goffman incorporates Bateson‘s discussion of play into his work on framing, he
attempts only a limited analysis of play behaviour in itself. He does, however, hint at
another empirical approach to frame analysis, with reference to the topic of human play.
His chapter on talk (1986: 496) includes the observation that conversations are embedded
with all the nuances of meanings that can be found in other activities: ―True, one learns
what I think is a significant fact, namely, talk is like a structural midden, a refuse heap in
which bits and oddments of all the ways of framing activity in the culture can be found‖
(1986: 499). In spite of this insight, he is careful not to afford any special status to everyday
talk as a topic for study, and follows up with a provision: ―But what can be said about the
midden beyond acknowledging the communicative competence we must have to produce it
and to survive in what we have produced?‖ (1986: 499).4 Drawing on the thesis of a
―conversational midden‖, Furth (1996) conducted a study of children‘s talk in order to get
closer to an understanding of their play. But he takes Goffman at his word, and makes no
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attempt to explore beyond the concept of an unreal/real frame-continuum, or what he calls
―the interweaving of reality modes‖ (1996: 46).

Furth: The Royal Ball
There is an understandable tendency to separate the spontaneous play-acting of children
from endeavours of the real world by assuming a sensible pretend/real dichotomy, but this
is the map/territory divide that Bateson (1987: 181) warns against. That play is a
represention of the territory of real and unequivocal behaviour is a misconception. We are
tempted to locate play somewhere along a scale of believability, but like the play behavior
of non-human animals, child-play can address an array of legitimate relationship matters at
the scene.

The three girls aged between four and five years attended a daycare centre where they were
recorded as they set about improvising a short theatrical: The Royal Ball. Viewed from
Goffman‘s framing perspective, the following transcript (see Appendix 1 for an extended
version) suggests that an activity the observer takes to be simple child‘s play is, rather, an
activity that is keyed through many layers of meaning. As the transcript of their talk
progresses, one can follow a sequence of layers or what Furth (1996: 37) calls ―sensereference categories‖, arranged in order to satisfy personal interests such as acquiring a
character-role, the use of costumes, possession of props, etc. At first reading, it is almost
impossible to resist identifying two basic layers in the girls‘ wider play-frame: role-play
and non-play. For example, role-play is evident in their telephone conversation:

22.

Beth:

Okay. Hello. How are you doing?
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23.

Annie:

Good. How are you?

24.

Beth:

25.

Annie:

Sure.

26.

Beth:

Okay.

27.

Annie:

Fine. Do you want to come to the Royal Ball with me?

((Sings)) Bye.

This can be compared with argumentative behaviour that returns to matters of their real
world.

69.

Celia: I‘m not your friend.

70.

Beth:

I don‘t care; so what.

71.

Annie:

Don‘t start that again.

72.

Celia: Oh! ((whines and tugs on shared coat)).

73.

Beth:

That‘s not grown up.

74.

Celia:

I don‘t care.

75.

Annie:

Get your…

76.

Beth:

77.

Celia: ((tugs and twists the coat))

78.

Annie:

79.

Beth:

((mimics Celia)) I don‘t care. Wait a second, this is falling!

Stop that Celia.
Yeah, stop that Celia.

These appear to be two distinct modes of interaction: theatric role-play and non-play. And
further analysis shows that the greater portion of the total play event is a complex of
arrangements and arguments that seem to reach between both. It can be argued, perhaps,
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that the location of a play mode on the continuum depends on whether it makes reference to
The Royal Ball, or to non-play (Furth, 1996: 44). For example, in lines 1-5 there is a period
in which the girls are making arrangements with reference to their role-play:

1.

Annie:

2.

Beth:

3.

I just have to use the telephone for a second.
Okay, but could you hook it up? Oh, let me hook this up. I‘ve got
to hook it up.

((They attach the telephone receiver to a toy radio))
4.

Beth:

5.

Annie:

This is where you…Okay, dial me.
What?

When Annie interrupts the script – ―I just have to use the telephone for a second‖ (line 1) –
she was not immersed in the Royal Ball or in the working reality of the classroom. Rather,
she had arranged an alternative finely calibrated approach where acting was suspended
while she attended to her own wants with reference to the telephone, which was not a
working telephone. According to the argument, Annie‘s actions were not specifically roleplay but oriented towards a mode of play keyed somewhat up-scale from the world of
working telephones. Following this, there appears to be an argumentative sequence relating
to something closer to their real world. At line 7, Beth introduces a setting in which it
appears she can assume authority over a ‗real‘ telephone, while Annie is somehow
relegated:

6.
7.

Beth:

Dial me. Oh, since I found this first, let‘s pretend this was my
telephone. I used it for real except it was my telephone and you
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8.

used it for pretend.

The principle understanding of the girls‘ social frame was play, but this summation of
Furth‘s analysis has already identified what might be seen as four distinct reality modes –

(1) Role-play (line 22)
(2) Arrangement/argument with reference to Role-play (line 1)
(3) Arrangement/argument with reference to Non-play (line 10)
(4) Non-play (line 69).

Furth ultimately identifies 13 reality modes in the 57-minute production. He then goes on to
describe the various keys that the girls attended to in order to recognise the development of
a mode. Borrowing from Williams‘ analysis of the theatre, Furth (1996: 37) suggests that
the girls‘ actual role-play is recognisable in as much as their engagement with a common
practice at that precise moment – such as a telephone conversation or a going-to-bed
routine – is understandable only when transposed into dramaturgy. Another theatrical key is
the use of dialogue to declare intentions of what might otherwise be puzzling actions; for
example, Annie announced, ―Let‘s go to sleep now. The Royal Ball is coming soon‖ (lines
29-30), and, ―Okay, we‘re heading off to the Royal Ball‖ (line 80). In contrast, non-play
topics were invoked when the girls were distracted by others outside their play, or when an
individual made direct reference to the qualities of the material world; for example, Beth
says, ―people just don‘t pick up the phone‖ (line 18). They perhaps pressed even further
into the non-play frame when argumentation was collectively reduced to pointed references
about each other‘s real-world qualities, often with intonation to suit:
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69.

Celia:

I‘m not your friend

70.

Beth:

I don‘t care; so what

71. Annie:

Don‘t start that again

72.

Oh! ((whines and tugs on shared coat)).

Celia:

For the most part, however, the girls keyed fluidly between various arrangements and
arguments in their play frame as they solicited each other with proposals and
counterproposals. And while they routinely engaged in more-or-less ‗serious‘ discussion as
they made arrangements and keyed through various modes of play, it seems they rarely had
to exit to the everyday world. Taking Goffman at his word, Furth does not afford the
everyday world any priority.

Let’s pretend
It is apparent there is tension over the use of the sought-after telephone:5

1.

Annie:

2.

Beth:

3.

I just have to use the telephone for a second.
Okay, but could you hook it up? Oh, let me hook this up. I‘ve got
to hook it up.

((They attach the telephone receiver to a toy radio))
4.

Beth:

5.

Annie:

6.

Beth:

7.

This is where you…Okay, dial me.
What?
Dial me. Oh, since I found this first, let‘s pretend this was my
telephone. I used it for real except it was my telephone and you
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8.

used it for pretend.

9.

Annie: I could use it for real life too.

At line 6, Beth keyed into an alternative mode via the term ―let‘s pretend‖, attempting to
introduce an arrangement in which she was the owner of the ‗real‘ telephone while Annie
was somehow relegated: ―Oh, since I found this first, let‘s pretend this was my telephone. I
used it for real except it was my telephone and you used it for pretend‖ (lines 6-8). Furth
explains: ―it is an instance of a successful use of symbolic pretense in the service of power
relations‖ (1996: 49). I am not quite sure what this means but Furth seems to be suggesting
that the girls are natural young philosophers practising manipulation of the concept of
pretend, i.e., the concept of ‗make-believe‘, which might explain the following comment:

In both their actions and discourse, the girls were fairly articulate on that topic. In their use of
such terms as pretend and for real they showed that they were quite aware of the different
qualities of reality that we tried to comprehend through our concept of reality modes. (Furth,
1996: 49)

But in everyday interaction, expressions such as ―pretend‖ and ―for real‖ do not imply
modes located along an ontological plane, or that those on the scene are more or less
engrossed in them. Instead, each of these terms is a tool in momentary use—like the tap of
a mallet—for the local construction of something, and any formal notion of ‗real‘, ‗makebelieve‘, and whatever is in-between, is redundant to the ethnography of this ordinary
moment.
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When Beth utters, ―Oh, since I found this first…‖ (line 6), the telephone in question is a
once-functional-but-now-prop telephone, unlike the toy radio connected to it. It is not
difficult to imagine that if she had simply said, ―Oh, since I found this first, this is my
telephone‖, then such one-sided arbitrariness potentially stalls their friendship-in-flux
(friends properly share regardless of who found it). Instead, her next utterance, ―let‘s
pretend‖, is a well-handled tool for the job of negotiation; it is an invitation that has a
family resemblance to ―let‘s say‖. ―Let‘s pretend‖ introduces a particular proposal for
consideration, i.e., ―this was my telephone‖ (line 6-7). Note her use of past tense. Beth is
proposing that she is a past-owner of the telephone. She goes on to say, ―I used it for
real…‖ (line 7), which, again, does not invoke a formal reality; rather, she is suggesting
that she used it in the same way that grown-ups, and other members who are competent in
their phone-knowledge, properly use a telephone, i.e., to talk to persons on the other end of
the line. In his analysis, Furth substitutes Beth‘s ―except‖ (in her utterance, ―except it was
my telephone‖, line 7), replacing it with his own formulation: ―such that‖ (1996: 49). That
is, he introduces a meaning where ―except‖ is equal to ―such that‖. In contrast, I am
suggesting that in an attempt to grasp this ordinary moment, it is prudent to let Beth use her
own tools; she knows precisely how to go about constructing her proposal, and ―except‖ is
another essential tool for the job. Beth is proposing that she used the telephone in the past,
in the manner of all knowledgeable and therefore authorised users-of-telephones; and then
she introduces a condition: ―except it was my telephone and you used it for pretend‖ (lines
7-8). This provisory clause around ownership is no appeal to philosophical unreality. Beth
is proposing this: In the past, she and Annie were on the telephone scene together; and
while Beth used her telephone in the way that a competent grown-up does, i.e., she talked
into the telephone connected to persons on the other end of the line, Annie on the other
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hand simply talked into it – which is something that a child does.6 They shared the scene as
friends but were marked off from each other by these distinguishing features. Furthermore,
if the proposal is accepted, then what was relevant in the past still has relevance. Beth‘s
proposal has nothing to do with logico realness or pretense. It is an attempt to arrange the
kind of friendship in which she can still call the shots as the more mature, authorised,
phone-using member. Beth‘s ―let‘s pretend‖ introduces a technical programme that looks
something like: ‗Let us make together a category-set (a friendship) that suits just these
categories and category-predicates as presented here in my talk‘.

But while Beth‘s arrangement of her programme is evidence of a certain skill, Annie was
also up to the task of negotiation. Annie is willing to consider the proposal but she matches
Beth‘s conditional clause with a condition of her own: ―I could use it for real life too‖ (line
9). That is to say: At a time in the past when she and Beth were on the scene together, it
may be that Annie used the telephone in a manner appropriate for a child, but, like Beth,
she was capable also of using it in the manner attributed to a more mature phone-user. This
counter-condition restores her to a category-set in which Beth, a mature phone-owner,
properly allows Annie, a co-phone-user, to use the phone; particularly if they are to remain
friends. And if Annie‘s condition is accepted, the same assumption applies: What was
relevant in the past has relevance here and now. When analyzing scenes like the Royal
Ball, it is extraordinarily tempting to invoke the reality continuum as a backdrop against
which actions can be set. But the girls are practising at their friendships, not philosophy.
Words like ‗real‘ and ‗pretend‘ breathe their oxygen on the social scene like the ones
above, not in the philosopher‘s index. Furthermore, the analyst of ordinary moments does
not have to beg-back words that were appropriated from everyday use in the first place.
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Furth‘s analysis attempts to draw on evolutionary psychology, or what he calls the ―deeper
biological-social level‖, in order to secure its claims – the girls are, according to the
argument, responding to an ―instinctual desire to coconstruct‖ society (1996: 50). From an
ethnomethodological perspective, this transcendent theorising is not necessary. One might
ask: If the causal explanation for their play is an ―instinctual desire‖ for society (whatever
experience that might be), then it must be seeable or intuitable in their talk; but in what
sense? One can describe the commonly shared rituals that the girls are attending to, and
intuit their intentions as they lobby for advantage such that success or failure has a bearing
on the nature of their relationships (Celia: ―I‘m not your friend‖). But it becomes difficult
to describe the association between the ―deeper biological-social level‖ and an ―instinctual
desire to coconstruct‖ without falling back on tautology. Rather than perpetuate the already
gross abuse of words like ―instinct‖ and ―desire‖, perhaps a description of what can be seen
is sufficient; in this case, a negotiation of the elements of interpersonal relationships, and
the management of a practical way forward.

Engrossed in reality
In sum, the actions on the play-scene the girls inhabited constitute what Bateson calls a
single total complex of phenomena, and what Wittgenstein calls a language-game. When
the girls suspended their theatric role-play in order to pursue arrangements or arguments,
they were not engrossed more or less in their actions, or involved in something more or less
closer to the real world; they were simply engaged in a shifting game in which each action
(spoken or otherwise) was a strategic move or counter-move. But the ceaseless quest
remained the same; each child was individually attempting to uphold a preferred version of
their slippery interpersonal roles. In this sense, the mode of engagement was irrelevant; the
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girls were engaged, period. There is no map/territory distinction between play and
seriousness or the unreal and real when one is orienting to meanings of the here and now.
One can begin to understand, then, why non-human animals engaged in play or some level
of ritual competition seldom have to resort to unmitigated violence in order to establish
their interactive roles. The ‗reality‘ that each animal is competing for or attempting to
maintain – i.e., that each is simultaneously engaged in – is available, is just as legitimate,
and achievable, at every moment.

Sacks makes a similar observation in his analysis of a therapy session for a group of
teenagers. He suggests from his transcript data that when the boys‘ talk turned to formal
personal topics, as it eventually must do in group therapy, the approach was routinely
subverted by their jokes; i.e., they were not simply tossing in jokes and riddles for
‗amusement‘ (see Doing unaffiliation, Supra page 89). One might ask Goffman‘s question:
―What is it that‘s going on here?‖ Sacks proposes that for these teenagers, personal
information made public rendered them individually vulnerable to their peers, and so they
inserted jokes to head off talk that might be exploitable (1995, Vol 1: 101). The boys‘ were
involved in a formal group therapy session, but their jokes did not key them into a mode of
more-or-less engrossment, or more-or-less reality. Rather, they were fully engaged the
implications for their relationships, as were the girls in The Royal Ball. A philosophical
contradiction appears if one buys into a reality that unfolds along the real/unreal
continuum; it seems paradoxical that the girls came closest to an agreement of the ‗real
nature‘ of their friendship when they were furthest from what we would regard as the ‗real
world‘. That is, it was when they were engaged in theatric role-play that they had the least
need to negotiate.
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The ritual of play, it seems, is an important part of the struggle to establish and maintain
roles for relationships in a never-certain existence; and as Garfinkel demonstrates, the
disruption of ritual can often confuse the scene with its embedded morality. But of course,
disruption of ritual does not always equate to impropriety; TV‘s Funniest Home Videos and
Candid Camera shows are testament to this. Humour, then, is not a definitive ‗mode‘ of
amusement that is somehow separated from other everyday understandings by virtue of a
unique nature; nor is it a Pythagorean triangle whose properties are discoverable by a selfreferential formula. Fry‘s suggestion that ―humour is play‖ (2010: 138) would seem to be
an oversimplified gloss of those everyday words. Instead, like ‗play‘, ‗humour‘ dissipates
into a whole spectrum of intentional ‗language-games‘ that might include empathy, irony,
sarcasm, self-deprecation, ridicule, cruelty, and even threat. But this is only half the story.
One must look at the social implications of the game for the roles of those involved justhere-and-just-now-in-this-ordinary-moment. These implications are not hidden in the head
or in the genes. It is a sad fact or perhaps an inspirational one, depending on the ‗intentionwhich-is-the-humour‘, that people can find something to joke about in virtually everything.
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First approximations
This chapter discusses firstly, the consequences for stabilising the language-methods of a
domain of enquiry, which may not be as fortuitous as it sounds. And secondly, tries to
come to terms with a puzzle-within-a-puzzle: that is, the relationship (if any) between
science and sociology, and the relationship (if any) of ‗the villager‘s‘ everyday techniques
to both of these.1 While only a small thread is followed here, this issue is discussed more
widely in the field of sociology of the sciences, and explored thoroughly (certainly in
greater depth and breadth than can be treated here) by Michael Lynch in Scientific Practice
and Ordinary Action (1993). History shows that it is possible to establish a stable language
of enquiry, but following Derrida, Lynch (1993: 149) suggests that it does not work to
attack Western metaphysics in the process – even from ethnomethodology – with logic or
language that is irremediably value-laden in the metaphysic tradition. And with all its
problems, we have no other: ―we cannot utter a single destructive proposition which has not
already slipped into the form, the logic, and the implicit postulations of precisely what it
seeks to contest‖ (Derrida in Lynch, 1993: 149-150).

Livingston (2008) makes the same point from a different set of criteria. In Ethnographies of
Reason he discusses ―reasoning in the wild‖, the in-situ logic demonstrated in the conduct
of everyday activities such as playing chequers, doing jigsaws, doing origami, conducting
psychological experiments, and computer programming. While it can be tempting to
highlight the value of technical reasoning in a field such as psychology or computer studies,
―in the end … domain-specific reasoning is always technical: it‘s always embedded in the
cultural practices of a collectivity‖ (Livingston 2008: 266). In which case, there are no
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transcendent or ‗outside‘ domains-of-conduct, and if conduct in its cultural domain is
always technical, then it is ordinary. ―[T]his does not imply that methods are necessarily
faulty or that it makes no sense to speak of objective states of affairs. Although no
transcendental grounding may warrant its efficacy and certainty for all time, nothing
precludes scientific conduct from being orderly, stable, reproducible, reliable, and
ordinary‖ (Lynch 1993: 151).

It seems that a provisional field of study, perhaps called ‗first approximations‘, emerges
when its topics and methods find reasons to keep each other company. Wittgenstein (1974)
discusses this issue with reference to branches of psychology and mathematics.
Psychology, he suggests, relies on experimental methods in order to solve the problem of
the nature of thought, but nonetheless ―problem and method pass one another by‖ in the
―conceptual confusion‖ (1974: 232). To think, to intend, to believe, are verbs put to work as
concepts whilst observing members‘ external behaviour; but they are not to be confused
with the subject phenomena of, say, physics or chemistry, nor are difficulties in description
on account of a ―young science‖ (1974: 232).

The experimental method does something; the fact that it does not resolve the problem is
attributed to its being in its infancy. It is as though one wanted to determine through chemical
experiments what matter and mind are…. When such an obstinate problem makes its appearance
in psychology, it is never a question about facts of experience (such a problem is always more
tractable), but a logical, and hence a grammatical question. (Wittgenstein in Hallet, 1977: 756757 original emphasis)
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Both the discipline and the understanding of its topics arrive on their own terms, if at all;
persistent questions after essences are certainly no cynosure. In the introduction to his
Principles of Mechanics, Hertz (a scientist who had every incentive to chase after the
nature of energy) made the point that we can never perfectly represent our topic, but it is
possible to reduce the paradoxes in our language surrounding it:

Our confused wish finds expression in the confused question as to the nature of force and
electricity. But the answer which we want is not really an answer to this question. It is not by
finding out more and fresh relations and connections that it can be answered; but by removing
the contradictions existing between those already known, and thus perhaps by reducing their
number. When these painful contradictions are removed, the question as to the nature of force
will not have been answered; but our minds, no longer vexed, will cease to ask illegitimate
questions. (Hertz, 2003 [1899]: 7-8)

Kuhn is another who questions the conventional view of science as an enterprise that brings
us forever closer to pre-established immutable truths. On the contrary, he suggests that
while more-refined insights may develop from crude beginnings, this system need not
evolve toward anything; Hertz and Kuhn use very much the same language: ―If we can
learn to substitute evolution-from-what-we-know for evolution-toward-what-we-wish-toknow, a number of vexing problems may vanish in the process‖ (Kuhn, 1970: 170-171).2
Hallet (1977: 230) notes that it was Hertz‘s formulation of the issue-of-clarity (i.e.,
knowing when to stop asking after the distinct essential problem, and attempt instead to
reconcile knowledge already at hand) that struck Wittgenstein; who states it thus:

The real discovery is the one that makes me capable of stopping doing philosophy when I want
to.— The one that gives philosophy peace, so that it is no longer tormented by questions which
bring itself in question.— Instead we now demonstrate a method, by examples; and the series of
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examples can be broken off.— Problems are solved (difficulties eliminated), not a single
problem.
There is not a philosophical method, though there are indeed methods, like different therapies.3
(Wittgenstein, 1974: §133 original emphasis)

Both Hertz and Wittgenstein seem to be saying that if analysts cannot approach a
fundamental question without invoking what would necessarily be fundamental
contradictions, then, in a profound way, perhaps they should keep their distance from it.
This is not to suggest they remain silent; there is still the option to say, ―I don‘t know‖, and
then simply get on with the work of removing those contradictions within reach of one‘s
descriptive powers with reference to what is at hand, i.e., the raw material. But histories
unroll an ongoing paradox: it can be shown that when a description of nature becomes
popular, becomes ordinary, then maintaining its integrity somehow becomes more
important than the observations that may, or may not, justify it. Empirical examples can be
applied, ignored, conditioned, or suppressed, according to need. These journeys continue,
nonetheless, in full knowledge of the problem at the time. In 1842, after a working-life of
attempts to seek out a predetermined system of analyses for an emerging chemical science,
Jöns Berzelius finally conceded, ―the history of science shows that an ingrained belief in
theoretical concepts frequently did not yield to the most tangible proof of their
incorrectness‖ (in Farber, 1969: 156).

When the disciple examines the histories of his or her discipline, the incidental quality of its
existence becomes evident; a set of ideas and practices unfolds when opportunistic people
with improvised or incidental tools coagulate around contingent sets of problems, often
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resulting in unintended consequences. ―The progress of Science,‖ says Koestler (1989: 11),
―is generally regarded as a kind of clean, rational advance along a straight ascending line;
in fact it has followed a zigzag course, at times more bewildering than the evolution of
political thought.‖ The following example is part of the history of biochemistry, but it does
not imply that sociology can or should somehow imitate a contemporary medical science; it
implies only that a discipline, if that is what one labels an evolving investigative enterprise,
has periods of orderliness when its collective language (not nature) is more-or-less
stabilised. But it is not simply a matter of a discipline producing potentially correct
descriptions of its topic; they must be appropriately correct. The descriptive categories in
operation must satisfy the moral requirement of a collective language in order for it (the
language and therefore the discipline) to be ‗normative‘, to be ordinary.

It is this distinction [between correct and appropriate description], clearly a matter of
programmatic importance in the understanding of members‘ practices of sense-production and
understanding, that marks out, more than anything, the moral weave, the moral grounding of
ordinary discourse.4 (Jayyusi, 1991: 237)

And it is this all-pervasive morality of ordinary discourse that, according to Derrida and
Lynch, renders futile any discursive attempt to rid it of its pervasiveness. In the end, ―the
moral grounding of ordinary discourse‖ provides all disciplines with their qualitative
underpinnings, and medical science is no exception.

First approximations of scurvy
Reports of scurvy outbreaks on British and Western European shipping date back to the
15th Century (Strathern, 2005: 172). The disease could reduce a crew to half on long
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voyages (Carpenter, 1988: 2), and reflecting on this problem in the British Army and Navy,
James Lind in 1753 put it: ―[T]he scurvy alone, during the last war, proved a more
destructive enemy, and cut off more valuable lives, than the united efforts of the French and
Spanish arms‖ (in Stewart & Guthrie, 1953: 5). After a long period of failures and
occasional successes in terms of managing sailors‘ lives, it was observed and accepted by a
small group of interests—physicians, naval surgeons, ship captains, and expedition
leaders—that citrus fruit was a useful curative (Carpenter, 1988: 1-7). Nonetheless, bouts of
the disease and innumerable fatalities continued on into the 20th Century. This historical
paradox might be explained, on one hand, with the argument that a simple citrus logic was
not enough to satisfy the spirit of a Newtonian era in which all observable phenomena were
potentially attributable to over-arching natural laws. Veith suggests that while this period
can be viewed as, ―a century of enlightenment and idealism in medicine and allied sciences
as well as in politics and philosophy,‖ there was also ―much platitudinous philosophising
where formalism dominated literature and even music, and medicine abounded in theories
and system-makers‖ (in Carpenter, 1988: 43). It seems that Bacon‘s longstanding
recommendation that one eliminate ―Idols‖ (popular but misguided theories and illusions)
by proceeding with inductive demonstrations or ―Instances with Special Powers‖ towards a
reasonable conclusion, had been somehow inverted (2004 [1620]: 79-81, 273). Unless one
could offer first-up a systematic theory of disease, then a possible remedy was of limited
interest. But this kind of argument perhaps sails too close to the dangerous shallows of
retrospective generalisation and does not take into account arbitrary anomalies present in
the activities of a research domain.5 On the other hand, a Wittgensteinian approach to the
paradox has therapeutic possibilities; one can investigate the historical use of grammar
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around the concept of ‗scurvy‘ in order to get a sense of why corrective methods skirted
around the problem for so long.

James Lind, British naval surgeon and Fellow of the Royal College of Edinburgh, is the
physician most exalted by medical historians as the first to conduct a clinical trial, and
furthermore, was first to confirm (by that trial in 1747) the effectiveness of oranges and
lemons as a cure for scurvy. This acclamation is certainly the position of Stewart and
Guthrie (1953) in their edited reprint of Lind‘s A Treatise of the Scurvy. Lind undertook his
‗experiments‘ on the navy ship HMS Salisbury, where six pairs of sailors who were
suffering scurvy symptoms were put on a common diet but received dissimilar supplements
(for example, potions of sulphuric acid, seawater, nutmeg, garlic, mustard, and of course
oranges and lemons) and/or dissimilar treatments. ―The consequence was,‖ says Lind, ―that
the most sudden and visible good effects were perceived from the use of the oranges and
lemons; one of those who had taken them, being at the end of six days fit for duty‖ (1772:
150). In particular, it is the several pages around this comment in the Treatise first
published six years after the Salisbury experiments, which currently esteems Lind in the
history of medicine. However, Bartholomew (2002) suggests we might better grasp the
circumstances if we give up plying current conceptions when approaching such histories:
―[O]ur modern understanding of scurvy and vitamin C has hindered our understanding of
Lind‘s own conception of his work and of the place within it of his clinical trials. Lind
conceived of scurvy not as a disease of dietary deficiency, but of faulty digestion‖
(Bartholomew 2002). Bartholomew is right to point out this class of historicism, and he
might have gone even further; the concepts of diet and digestion in Lind‘s time invoked a
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common understanding vastly different from current knowledge. Diet and therefore
digestion, in this era, was an essential means of balancing an individual‘s temperaments or
‗humours‘, which in turn had an effect on the physical mass of the body.

While nutritional properties of chemical compounds in food had yet to be described, the
effect of diet on latent dispositions of an individual was a pervasive matter for discussion
well into the 19th Century (and perhaps even today in some forums). Take for example
some axioms from Combe, another Fellow of the Royal College in 1840.

Under an impoverished diet, indeed, the moral and intellectual capacity is deteriorated as
certainly as the bodily; and a full exposition of this fact, and the principles on which it is
founded, would be a great public benefit. (Combe, 1840: 224)

Combe reiterates the four cardinal constitutions of the human body: ―long familiarly known
under the names of the bilious, the lymphatic, the nervous, and the sanguine temperaments.
Very frequently the habit of body indicates a mixture of two or more of these
temperaments‖ (1840: 226). He then goes on to explain how diet must be modified for each
constitution; but uniformly, dispositions are admixed with physical traits in his accounts.

Thus the highly concentrated and stimulating food which is found necessary for the proper
sustenance of the trained pugilist or sportsman, whose muscular frame is in high development
and constant exercise, would prove far too exciting to the slender and irritable constitution of a
person whose characteristic feature is the predominant activity of the brain and nervous system.
And in like manner, the generous and stimulating diet which suffices merely to rouse a
phlegmatic organization to ordinary energy, would prove far too nutritive for a person of florid
and sanguine temperament, whose predisposition is already towards inordinate activity. (Combe,
(1840: 226)
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This conflation of the material and the spiritual, suggests Needham (1975: 302), is evidence
of a ―characteristic European schizophrenia‖; Europeans express their topics in terms of
mechanical materialism but ―a deus always had to be found for a machina‖:

Animas, entelechies, souls, archaei, dance processionally through the history of European
thinking. When the living animal organism, as apprehended in beasts, other men, and the self,
was projected onto the universe, the chief anxiety of Europeans, dominated by the idea of a
personal God or gods was to find the ‗guiding principle‘. One sees it again and again — in the
world-soul animating the world-body in the [Plato‘s] Timaeus; or the leading principle, the
Hegemonikon (ήγεμονικόν) sought by the Stoics (who differed very much among themselves as
to what it was); or Seneca‘s summary statement that God is to the world as the soul is to man;
repeated by Philo and Plotinus; and echoed by the Perké Rabbi Eliezer in the +8th century.
(Needham, 1975: 302. Original emphasis)

There is perhaps no better understanding of Needham‘s drift than in the play of his own
words; i.e., the need for a European (he was a Londoner) to discuss other Europeans in
terms of their schizophrenic deus — which emphasises precisely the point that Derrida and
Lynch submit: one cannot assault metaphysics with language from the ‗outside‘, because
there is no ‗outside‘.

A complementary medical concept of Lind‘s era was ‗blocked perspiration theory‘ or
‗insensible perspiration‘; the notion that the regulatory system for internal ‗humours‘ or
‗vapours‘ of the body can be disturbed by causal factors in the physical environment,
including diet, resulting in bodily corruption and disease. In 1759 Francis Home, physician
and author, commented on its methodological importance to the field: ―There is no
discovery, next to that of the circulation of the blood, that has so much affected our
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reasoning in medicine, as that of the insensible perspiration. The origin of most diseases,
and operation of most medicines are accounted from it‖ (235). Italian physician Sanctorius
of Padua was generally credited with the concept after publishing his Ars de Statica
Medicina in 1614, although Renbourne (1960: 138) suggests that variations of the idea had
already been in circulation for some twenty centuries, since at least Erasistratis in the 3rd
Century BC. Whatever the source, it must be kept in mind that the intention of an utterance
or sentence which included the word ‗perspiration‘ almost invariably implied vaporised
internal temperaments or dispositions as distinct from physical excretions such as sweat,
saliva, urine, or stools: ―Until almost the end of the nineteenth century, the word
‗perspiration‘ was to mean, in general, not visible droplets of sweat but only the invisible
vapours of the body‖ (Renbourne, 1960: 139). In fact, the connection between these two
classes of perspiration or evacuation was a focus for conjecture.

Sanctorius concluded that the insensible excretion, from skin and lungs, was by far the most
important of all the ‗servile evacuations‘, and upon its uninterrupted free passage through the
pores depended health and contentment. When, from any cause, the sensible excretions were
increased, the flow of insensible excretions was simultaneously hindered or suppressed.
(Renbourne, 1960: 139)

Sanctorious, and others after him (Home, 1759, for example), measured insensible
perspiration by weighing what one consumed and evacuated, reckoning bodyweight over
time, and then calculating any shortfall or excess to be the weight of the invisible element
expelled or blocked. Apart from diet, insensible perspiration was subject to a long list of
agents including climate, temperature, humidity, air quality of living quarters, and physical
exercise. This was a concept that Lind fully subscribed to:
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It [insensible perspiration] is indeed, beyond doubt, the most copious evacuation of the whole
body: and though it is sometimes in greater or lesser quantities, as influenced by various causes;
yet it can never be partially suppressed for long, much less can it be entirely obstructed, without
the greatest detriment to health.... It may be proper farther to remark, that this being the last and
most elaborated action of animal digestion, the body is hereby freed from what is consequently
the most subtile and putrescent of the animal humours. (Lind in Stewart & Guthrie, 1953: 203)

But again, it must be emphasised that terms such as ‗insensible perspiration‘, ‗digestion‘,
‗animal humours‘ (even ‗subtile‘ and ‗putrescent‘) denoted not the physical constitution of
the body as conceived today, but the bodily temperaments; the passions-of-the-mind; the
intellect; one‘s morality; the soul. Lind was not troubled to assign scurvy mostly to the
indolent, the skulkers, the melancholics and malcontents; although in the end it is not clear
if temperament is a cause or effect. It is here that one might grasp Wittgenstein‘s point that
problem and method pass one another by in the conceptual disorder.

While some historians are keen to highlight a few pages of Lind‘s findings from his
Salisbury experiment, in fact the remainder of the Treatise contains a whole catalogue of
causes for scurvy for which citrus was simply an optional curative depending on the
circumstances. In spite of years of subsequent observations of scurvy cases at Haslar
Hospital, Lind conceded to limitations and contradictions in the final edition of the Treatise
in 1772:

I have, in the Postscript, put my last hand to a work, which in all probability I shall not further
enlarge; being perswaded [sic] I can carry my researches no further, without launching into a
field of conjecture and uncertainty. A work, indeed, more perfect, and remedies more absolutely
certain, might perhaps have been expected from an inspection of several thousand scorbutic
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patients, from a perusal of every book published on the subject, and from an extensive
correspondence with most parts of the world, whereby a knowledge must have been obtained of
every remarkable occurrence in this disease; but, though a few partial facts and observations
may, for a little, flatter with hopes of greater success, yet more enlarged experience must ever
evince the fallacy of all positive assertions in the healing art. (Lind, 1772: v-vi)

It can be tempting to invoke a modern understanding of dietary deficiency and the
properties of citrus in order to construct a ‗modern man‘, but when those pages of findings
are put in their proper setting, Bartholomew (2002) suggests that ―Lind emerges as a man
who was thoroughly bounded by 18th century conceptions, and who, by his own heroic
admission, spent over 20 years in never fully comprehending the disorder to which he had
devoted his career.‖

In the period following Lind‘s work, analysts involved in the evolution of physiological
chemistry were voicing their concerns about the principle of a ‗vital force‘ and how it was
conceived in their work. So for example, in the opening of the first issue of Archiv für die
Physiologie in 1796, J.C. Reil attempts to coach the discipline away from any brand of
spiritualism:

We look for the cause of animal phenomena in a transcendental substrate, in a soul, in a general
world spirit, in a vital force, which we imagine as something incorporeal and in this way we are
hampered and led astray. (Reil in Teich, 1992: 439)

And a few years later, Antoine Fourcroy, who was discussing the fermentation of wine and
vinegar, also implored to his colleagues: ―Since the epoch of the new nomenclature,
established at the end of the summer of 1787, I have raised my voice against the expression
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spiritous fermentation, since the word spirit must henceforth be banished from science‖
(Fourcroy in Teich, 1992: 7. Original emphasis).

Perhaps Reil and Fourcroy thought they were part of a movement to create a value-free
(therefore intrinsically valuable!) scientific reasoning or language, but that is not the thrust
here. As already pointed out by Livingston in the opening page to this chapter, reasoning is
simply domain-specific, not hierarchichal. Historically, it makes more sense to view
chemistry‘s distancing from a particular word such as ‗spirit‘ or ‗soul‘ (or at least having it
reformulated), as one of those fortunate anomalies instrumental in reducing contradictions
and confusion in its particular field. Clarity is certainly not guaranteed; consider
philosophy‘s muddled reinvention of the word ‗real‘ as highlighted in Chapter 5 on Play.

The logic of chemistry might have been evolving, but theological words in the form of
temperament and predisposition, along with their inconsistencies, lingered on in the
medical field around the problem of scurvy. While citrus fruit and fruit juice were often
recommended, they were optional; and the lethal difference between active and inactive
produce (which depended on preparation and storage) was only intermittently explored
even though this limited knowledge was well within reach at the time. Contradictions
persisted; there were inexplicable outbreaks of scurvy in non-marine settings such as
Ireland‘s potato famine, the California gold rush, and the Crimean War. Infant scurvy was
still common, even in affluent conditions, particularly if the child could not be breast-fed.
And there were further puzzles to be solved: how did various ethnic peoples in the Arctic
regions maintain their health without access to fruit or vegetables? How could stranded
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sailors survive for up to six years on a diet that was essentially meat? The key for these
questions was found in another field entirely, a field whose already-negotiated methods and
concepts gave it the warrant to deal with them.

It was in the early 1930s that two biochemists, American researcher Charles Glen King and
Hungarian, Albert Szent-Györgyi, independently but more-or-less simultaneously isolated
the vitamin C compound and traced its nutrient-releasing properties (Carpenter, 1988: 187192). One would have to cast a wide and multi-profiled net indeed to pull in the histories
(economic, political, institutional, etc) of chemistry and the concept of atoms, but for the
purpose of this discussion it is fair enough to say that atoms and molecules had become
generally accepted realities, or if you like, generally resolved controversies by the early 20th
Century. Within this enterprise, biochemistry has its own history of which Reil and
Fourcroy (above) were part. But while prone to vagaries as in other fields, it had now
inherited a relatively stable set of concepts, methods, and objects; i.e., a more-or-less
established collection of elements tabled according to their atomic weights (Farber, 1969:
222-227). At the time, a compound such as ascorbic acid (C6H8O6) was yielded from its
source by an accepted if extraordinarily complex process of separation, filtration, and
precipitation, and its structure assessed by an equally involved but nevertheless
conventional method of determining molecular-weights-compared-to-hydrogen. Language
and methods in those laboratories dealing with animal or vegetable compounds were no
longer bound to conceptions of temperament; they had evolved, and biochemistry was at a
point in its development where it could account for its topics with less confusion. That is, it
was language fortuitously left behind that made the difference, not Nature discovered. What
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followed King‘s and Szent-Györgyi‘s work was an extraordinary boom in the number of
findings with respect to the biochemistry of ascorbic acid in food production and food
preparation. Almost immediately, synthetic ascorbic acid was developed and found to be
just as active as the natural version.

This result can be stated so briefly that one can miss both its practical importance and the
magnitude of the scientific achievement. It exemplifies the extraordinary advances made in
twenty-five years, as compared with the previous two centuries. (Carpenter, 1988: 197)

Each puzzle resolved to a workable agreement, warranted the resolution of a wider circle of
puzzles. An account (a warrant) of the fact that far northern Inuit tribes-people could
sustain relatively healthy lives was, given the evolution of analytic discourse, now available
in descriptions of how raw or warmed (but not cooked) fish and other meats retain enough
vitamin C for nutrition. Whale skin is particularly high in value (Carpenter, 1988: 231).
And for those stranded sailors who had no means of cooking the meat they hunted, the
limited supply of active vitamin C was enough to contribute to their survival. Biochemistry
was an evolving discipline that could find and describe its objects such that descriptions
were not so much fundamental or ‗natural‘, but in Hertz‘s terms, somewhat more relieved
of ―painful contradictions‖ (Supra page 151).

It is inviting to call on modern conceptions of science or politics in order to account for the
resolution of a long-standing controversy around the causes and cure for scurvy. But Latour
makes the point that ―since the settlement of a controversy is the cause of Nature‘s
representation, not its consequence, we can never use this consequence, Nature, to explain
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how and why a controversy has been settled‖ (1987: 258). As an alternative, perhaps
Wittgenstein‘s insight into the practical use of grammar is a useful opening to the past. The
term ‗scurvy‘ itself was (and still can be, in everyday conversation) a grammatical tool to
invoke the body‘s corrupted temperaments rather than a condition of chemical deficiency;
and in the end, it is a clue to Lind‘s self-confessed dissatisfaction with his variable findings.
This is certainly not a criticism of Lind, unless it implies all of us. Rather, it is an example
of what Jayyusi (1991: 237) is getting at when she discusses the inescapable ―moral weave,
the moral grounding of ordinary discourse.‖ The analysis of language around ‗scurvy‘, as it
was used two centuries ago, is a practical example of the vital moral categories we all
require as members of a field of study in order to make sense of each other, even if those
categories are the basis of centuries if not millennia of referred puzzlement.
.
Some sociologists may complain that too much has been made of the science analogy in
order to make a point about the social sciences, a symptom perhaps of ‗physics-envy‘.6 This
complaint would certainly be justified if the example were an attempt to float the idea that
sociology can somehow mimic a natural science. On the contrary; as Hutchinson, Read and
Sharrock put it:

[S]ciences developed not through aping other sciences, but through actual empirical etc. study
that eventually issued, through anomaly, crisis and revolution, in paradigms that give birth to
more unified or at least novel research traditions. In the very act of attempting to copy (natural)
science, ‗social science‘ invalidates its own scientific pretensions—for science did not and does
not proceed by such copying. (Hutchinson, Read & Sharrock, 2008: 2. Footnote #2)
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Rather, I have marked off an example supporting the proposal that any investigative
enterprise, including those in the social sciences, which persists in chasing after nature
instead of resolving elementary contradictions in descriptions of its observations, is risking
the possibility of useful knowledge slipping by.

First approximations of quantum elements
In his Collected Papers 1, Schutz (1973) suggests a divide between the natural and social
sciences based on the elegantly simple notion that an object of attention for the natural
scientist, say, a molecule or an atom, has no interest in the field of observation – for an
atom, the surrounding environment has no ‗meaning‘ – whereas the sociologist must take
into account that the social world has considerable ‗meaning‘ to persons observed, and such
interests can therefore weight their actions (Schutz, 1973: 5-6). Participants have already
established a stock of useful constructs or ―thought objects‖ handed down to them via a
shared language or learned from life-experiences, to be employed as ready references for
their environment and a guide to their behaviour: ―Thus, the constructs put to use by the
social scientist are, so to speak, constructs of the second degree, namely constructs of the
constructs put to use by the actors on the social scene‖ (Schutz, 1973: 6). In this respect,
Schutz is still representing Husserl‘s style of phenomenology (although much of Collected
Papers is dedicated to mitigating Husserl‘s apparent language-of-idealism), and one is
struck by the image of an analyst who sits and self-reflects in an attempt to gain access to
the inner cognisance, the ―thought objects‖, of other persons:

Do not the concepts of meaning, of motives, of ends, of acts, refer to a certain structure of
consciousness, a certain arrangement of all the experiences in inner time, a certain type of
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sedimentation?... How can I, in my attitude as a man among other men or as a social scientist,
find an approach to all this if not by recourse to a stock of pre-interpreted experiences built up by
sedimentation within my own conscious life? (Schutz, 1973: 117)

Here, the ethnomethodologists decline Schutz‘s invitation to speculate on the ―structure of
consciousness‖, and instead, fully explore the implications of the necessity for any
discourse around the terms ―meaning‖, ―motives‖, ―intentions‖, and so on, to include the
terms ―acts‖, ―actions‖, or ―activities‖, as Schutz has done in the first sentence of the
quotation above. In a close parallel to Wittgenstein‘s later approach, ethnomethodology
proceeds with the assumption that meanings and actions (including actions in talk and text)
amount to the same thing. Meanings are not concurrent with, nor do they chaperone, acts;
they are the acts. But most importantly, practical recognition of these meanings depends on
the circumstances in which they appear.

In this sense, a distinctively ethnomethodological focus upon topics in the study of cognitive
phenomena follows the ‗praxiological rule‘ and treats all cognitive properties of persons as
embedded within, and therefore available from, their situated communicative and other forms of
activities. (Coulter, 1991: 189, my emphasis)

One does not have to look into the ‗mind‘ in order to grasp inferences from the
environment and the activities going on within it; one looks, listens, etc. Conceivably, an
ethnomethodologist would accept Schutz‘s remark on second degree constructs – reiterated
here:

Thus, the constructs put to use by the social scientist are, so to speak, constructs of the second
degree, namely constructs of the constructs put to use by the actors on the social scene. (Schutz,
1973: 6)
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But she or he would reformulate it into something that resembles the following:

Thus, the phenomena* put to use by the social scientist (in discussions, notes, presentations,
journal writings, etc) are, so to speak, phenomena* of the second order, namely phenomena*
with reference to the phenomena* put to use by the actors on the social scene.

* = Meaningful actions.

When meaning is respecified in this way, the Schutzian divide between the natural scientist
and social scientist collapses. Any scientist may, or may not, grasp the meanings of just
these actions taking place within just this field of observation. And without suggesting in
any sense that atoms can experience ‗constructs‘ or ‗thought objects‘, their actions are such
that they (the actions) can be intuited as being in accordance, or not, with a set of
circumstances – a scientist can indeed say that conditions of the surrounding environment
mean a great deal to an atom; atoms are accountable. There is a social-historical
comparability between the so-called ‗hard sciences‘, and the kind of social enquiry
recommended here, a class of comparability explored further in the following excursion
into quantum mechanics.

In his opening to Principles, Hertz pulls back from committing to an immutable set of
mechanical laws, his position perhaps summed up in this: ―[T]o many physicists it appears
simply inconceivable that any further experience whatever should find anything to alter in
the firm foundations of mechanics. Nevertheless, that which is derived from experience can
again be annulled by experience‖ (Hertz, 2003 [1899]: 9). His wariness is justified. At the
turn of the 20th Century, suspicions were growing among scientists working at the sub165
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atomic level, that certain experimental phenomena were not adhering to the classic laws of
physics. By the second decade, Danish physicist Niels Bohr and several colleagues were
pressing hard to resolve ―the ongoing crisis‖ in what had come to be known by then as
quantum mechanics (Bes, 2004: 177). The problem consists in the seemingly enigmatic
behaviour of atomic particles from one observation to the next – an anathema to
independent space-time principles. Even Einstein, who was not beyond mystical
contemplation when it suited him, complained in his correspondence to physicist Max Born
about the possibility of any interpretation that lacked a fully determining variable: ―I find
the idea quite intolerable that an electron should choose of its own free will, not only its
moment to jump off, but also its direction. In that case I would rather be a cobbler, or even
an employee in a gaming house, than a physicist‖ (in Honner, 1987: 40. Original
emphasis). As already suggested, atomic elements are accountable in their environment. In
the eight decades following Einstein‘s remarks, quantum mechanics has been a successful
knowledge base for many useful applications, for example, nuclear power, semiconductors,
the laser, and magnetic resonance imaging (Bes, 2004: 183); but even now, the relationship
between the atomic world and formal mathematics is not universally reconciled. Physicists
have to be content for now with the fact that they are dealing with curious probabilities, not
absolute certainties; a process that requires an instinctive approach:

The most difficult part of learning quantum mechanics is to get a good feeling for how the
abstract formalism [mathematics] can be applied to actual phenomena in the laboratory…. The
best physicists have an extraordinary intuition for what features of the actual phenomena are
essential and must be represented in the abstract model, and what features are inessential and can
be ignored. It takes years to develop such intuition. (Bes, 2004: 17)
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In order to develop this insight for their topic, Bohr encouraged researchers to pass up the
notion that the state of an object exists independently of the measuring instrument/observer;
although, this was not to call on a species of relativism that suggests individual perception
creates reality. Rather, all those factors pertinent to an observation become interdependent
so that the whole experiment is the phenomenon. Hence, what one observes in a particular
set of circumstances is the extent of knowledge of the object, and so on with the next
observation, and the next. But if the analyst can provide an adequate description, i.e., an
adequate understanding of each situation, then these descriptions are cumulative, although
total understanding remains limited; that is, accumulated descriptions cannot be collapsed
into a picture of determinacy. Bohr calls them ―complementary modes of description‖
(Honner, 1987: 54).

A most conspicuous characteristic of atomic physics is the novel relationship between
phenomena observed under experimental conditions demanding different elementary concepts
for their description. Indeed, however contrasting such experiences might appear when
attempting to picture a course of atomic processes on classical lines, they may have to be
considered as complementary in the sense that they represent equally essential knowledge about
atomic systems and together exhaust this knowledge. (Bohr in Honner, 1987: 55)

The physicist‘s descriptions of observed phenomena are not ‗second degree‘ concepts in the
Schutzian sense, because, as far as we know, atomic particles do not socialise in the same
way that humans do. Rather, the descriptions are ‗second order‘ actions. That is, having
observed the behavioural phenomenon in a particular experimental environment, the
physicist then attempts to write the meaning-of-the-whole into formulae and notes, or
discuss it intelligibly with colleagues in the laboratory, or perhaps ‗constructs‘ the meaning
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into a journal article. In order for the rest of us to get on with the practical business of our
daily lives, it is not necessary to figure out whether or not an atom or a physicist ‗thinks‘;
the point is: the actions of both are (and sometimes are not) meaningful phenomena when
observed as a whole with the circumstances.

The quantum analyst is trying to come to terms with, and describe, the indeterminate but
nevertheless strangely customary behaviour of atomic particles. Bohr‘s solution to this
problem of knowledge is rather like the one available to the travel writer in a foreign land
who is attempting to describe the ways of an unknown culture; she or he has to interact and
learn phenomena from one scene to the next, and then intelligibly translate these scenes to
those at home. Furthermore, one is not describing what determines this culture, but one‘s
coming-to-accordance with it. Says Bohr, ―In offering a frame wide enough to allow a
harmonious synthesis of the peculiar regularities of atomic phenomena, the conception of
complementarity may be regarded as a rational generalisation of the very idea of causality‖
(in Honner, 1987: 162). Bohr‘s complementarity means balancing analysis with synthesis;
i.e., the analysis is separated into components (data, experience, words, analogies,
concepts) and then drawn together into a coherent synthesis, at which point a mathematical
resolution might finally be attempted (Honner, 1987: 161). This approach is not quite the
same as formal scientific analysis with fundamental assumptions. In fact, the preliminaries
that Bohr is advocating represents something closer to Wittgenstein‘s suggested treatment
for psychology and foundational mathematics, i.e., ―it will not contain calculations‖ (1974:
232, original emphasis). The analyst is developing, as Bes (above) put it, an ‗intuition‘ for
the topic. Heisenberg also sketches a picture of Bohr‘s approach, one that should be
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familiar by now: ―his insight into the structure of the theory was not a result of a
mathematical analysis of the basic assumptions, but rather of an intense occupation with the
actual phenomena, such that it was possible for him to sense the relationship intuitively
rather than derive them formally‖ (Heisenberg in Honner, 1987: 161). Any attempt at
formalisation, if warranted, came later.

The analogy drawn between the indeterminate-yet-strange-regularity of quantum
mechanics, and an unknown culture, is a deliberate one. Perhaps some cultural analysts and
historians can recognise aspects of ‗complementarity‘ in their own investigations. Bohr
himself could see wider implications for his approach:

In general philosophical perspective, it is significant that, as regards analysis and synthesis in
other fields of knowledge, we are confronted with situations reminding us of the situation in
quantum physics. Thus, the integrity of living organisms and the characteristics of conscious
individuals and human cultures present features of wholeness, the account of which implies a
typical complementary mode of description…[W]e are not dealing with more or less vague
analogies, but with clear examples of logical relations which, in different contexts, are met with
in other fields. (Bohr, 1991: 807)

This excursion into atomic physics was a mission with two purposes. Firstly, it was meant
to further shape the understanding of an evolving discipline with a less than universally
reconciled understanding of its topics, with sociology as a pointed parallel reference. And
secondly, it was an argument by which one might reconsider the Schutzian differentiation
of the social analyst and the natural scientist, and any resulting ‗physics envy‘. In a
historical sense, the ethnographer-of-ordinary-moments, the physicist, and Ryle‘s ‗villager‘,
are all simply trying to make sense of the environment they participate in here-and-now,
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with the logic they have at hand. This is not the expression of a forlorn hope to include
social objects in the same value-class as the objects of atomic physics; that would be
conceptual confusion, a category mistake. As already stated in the introduction,
ethnographies-of-ordinary-moments are not explaining reality but attempting to describe
the situated social tokens by which reality is acknowledged. But neither sociology, nor any
field in the humanities has anything to envy of, or fear from, physics when there are so
many common aspects to the practices of grounding, and often not grounding, their
respective knowledge.

First approximations of moral actions
The myriad settings in which human beings live and interact at any given moment are
saturated with sensory data; a thick flux of perceptual static that, while available to the
sensory systems of the eye, the ear, nose, skin, and tongue (balance/kinetic perception can
be included here), is in itself knowledgeless. This is exemplified, say, in the speculation by
scientists about the meanings of their observations and recordings. By ‗knowledgeless‘ is
meant, according to Wright (2005: 85), that these raw sensations are ―‗non-epistemic‘ or
‗non-conceptual‘ or ‗non-doxastic‘ (from Greek for ‗no-notion‘) or ‗anoetic‘ (from Greek
for ‗no mind‘)‖. Even the ability to focus on the sources of these experiences is no
guarantee of understanding them; ―what portions of that bare evidence are taken to mean is
another matter altogether‖ (Wright, 2005: 85).

Wright then lays out his evolutionary-psychological causal explanation of ‗meaning‘. To
begin, one must be motivated towards whatever is perceived, and such motivations stem
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from evolutionary drives: ―Pain and pleasure … hunger and thirst, sexual release and
deprivation, health and bodily damage, warmth and cold‖ (2005: 93). Organisms, he
suggests, are either directed by a priori instinct, or, like humans, they depend on experience
that has been embedded into the memory along with emotional ‗markers‘ (fear, desire, etc.)
– in short, one has learned ―attentional pulses‖ (2005: 94). His case in point is psychology‘s
well known ‗gorilla-suit experiment‘ in which participants are asked to observe a setting in
which two distinctly coloured teams (one in black, the other in white) are intermingled,
each team with its own ball. Observers are asked individually to count the number of times
the ball is passed between members of one team or the other. While attending to their
counting chore, many fail to notice a black ‗gorilla‘ sashay through the ball-throwing scene.
Wright‘s point is that there is always a good deal more going on in a setting than we can
attend to at any one time, and therefore we must be induced to grasp a meaningful part of it:
―There is no hope of attending to every momentary aspect of the sensory fields, and it is
attention, driven by motivation, that produces the selecting‖ (2005: 93) — in Needham‘s
terms, ―a deus‖ has indeed to be found for ―a machina‖! The sociological studies included
in this thesis explore particularly a social member‘s capacities to attribute meanings to the
aural and visual perception of activities that manifest in ‗conversation‘ or ‗talk‘ (activities
that might include blaming, praising, joking, etc); but unlike Wright‘s approach, none of
them are founded on psychology‘s private nature – i.e., primordial functions or hidden
motives. A sociological approach to meaning can talk about the displayed-and-thereforeseeable relevance of a member‘s orientations or what Jayyusi (after Sacks) calls ―the sociologic of members‘ practices‖ (1991: 234 original emphasis), but it cannot formally
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distinguish between Wright‘s underlying ―motivation‖, ―attention‖, and ―selection‖
(above), or even begin to show how one causes the next.

For the sociologist, a member‘s orientations to (i.e., his/her grasp of the meaning of) the
gorilla experiment is constituted in the actual social event itself—not in some cerebral
recess—so that inferences can only be intuited from the social circumstances at the time,
which at the very least requires a transcript (produced from audio or video) of the
interaction between experimenter and observer-participant during preparations and
throughout the experiment. Otherwise, the analyst misses altogether the lived achievement
of a participant‘s involvement in a specific situation. Experiments like the one above are a
popular ‗scientific‘ approach, but the results are an achievement of the analyst in his or her
office, or among colleagues, and have very little to do with the originally-sought
organisation of meanings for the participant-in-situ. Recording the fact that a participant
succeeded or failed to see a ‗gorilla‘ falls somewhat short as a warrant to ascribe the
transcendent concept of ―attentional pulses‖ to persons in what is after all a profoundly
localised and socialised scene. Sociology may or may not find use for Wright‘s concept of
anoetic sensory experiences but descriptions of the meanings of such experiences are not in
any way dependent on the idealisation of essential compulsions hidden away in the head or
genes. In a Wittgensteinian sense, then, an already rationalised evolutionary psychology
and the kind of social studies attempted here are different games with different rules; they
are hardly comparable. One can only argue their incomparability.
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Given that our unique geographical and biographical perspectives provide distinct
colourings of the world, how can we be sure that we are each according it the same
meaning? The short answer is that one can never be sure; but perhaps Schutz (1973) offers
a clue as to how we proceed. He suggests that in spite of differences, we assume or take for
granted there is a typical standpoint from which to assess a set of circumstances; ―everyone
who is one of us‖ potentially grasps the everyday world from a routine standpoint (1973:
12). It is this ―everyone’s knowledge‖, or common-sense meaning routinely attended to by
everyone-who-is-one-of-us-in-just-this-setting, that is of prime interest to the
ethnomethodologists and conversation analysts (identified collectively as EMCA), and was
explored to some depth in the previous chapters.7 In his singular style, Garfinkel discusses
this routine knowledge in terms of ―haecceities‖, in contrast to the essential features that
formal sociology is looking for:

EM studies were not looking for quiddities. They were looking for haecceities—just-thisness;
just here, just now, with just what is at hand, with just who is here, in just the time that just this
local gang of us have, in and with just what the local gang of us can make of just the time we
need,…the ―missing what‖ of formal analytic studies of practical action. (Garfinkel, 2002: 99,
footnote #16, original emphasis)

And the ―missing what‖ of formal studies includes the local morality of ―just-thisness‖.
If Shutz is correct when he suggests that we take for granted – i.e., take on trust – the
meaning of another person‘s behaviour, then it can be seen that our actions belong to a
moral dimension; not to a rational ‗Moral Truth‘ so anxiously and endlessly rehabilitated in
moral philosophy and several more of the human sciences, but to locally-constituted rights
and obligations inherent in every particle of social action. In spite of sustained efforts by
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moral analysts to construct simplified transcendent moral conceptions and impose them
onto members‘ actions (including speech acts), these actions consistently disaffirm their
nominated task as analogue—as some kind of gauge—of an internal moral state. Instead,
accountable actions are irreducible as witnessed meanings that have been assembled on
site. ―What is being argued,‖ says Rawls, ―is that the coherence of movements is
immediately recognizable, or not recognizable, in terms of taken for granted expectations,
social expectations, that are yet so far prior to the level of concepts that it is difficult to
even express them in conceptual terms after the fact‖ (in Garfinkel, 2002: 21, original
emphasis).8 Jayyusi describes this thoroughly contextual orientation to meaning as:

the normative grounding of social order … not as a general theoretic viewpoint or formal
principle, but in and through the details of the ongoing, irremediably situated production of order
in particular settings – the in situ local organisation of intelligibility, and its normative
embeddedness in ‗background expectancies‘. (Jayyusi, 1991: 235 original emphasis)

Like Rawls, Jayyusi is saying that this ‗normative grounding of social order‘ is not
normative in a causal sense. It is not, for example, the kind of deterministic ―moral
constitution of society‖ the quality thereof (or lack) which would have explained for
Durkheim the suicide statistics of a population (1952: 299-300).9 From an EMCA
perspective, Durkheim‘s ―tendencies-of-the-whole-social-body‖ are not coercive
antecedents to suicide or any other action. But in order to make sense of someone‘s death in
particular circumstances, one can talk openly about, say, anomic depression – anomic
depression is a very public descriptor, not an internalised private cause. ‗Depression‘ is a
useful predicate relevant to the description of suicide after the fact, but next to useless as a
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predictor; nor does it explain why so many people do not kill themselves given all the same
circumstances.10

Nevertheless, Garfinkel gives Durkheim full credit for attempting to lay out a workable
approach for social enquiry, as distinct from, say, the natural sciences or psychology; this
approach summed up in Durkheim‘s iconic aphorism: ―[O]ur fundamental principle, the
objective reality of social facts‖ (1938, lvii). It is the way the bias of meaning has been set
in ―sociology‘s fundamental principle‖ that Garfinkel (2002: 65) takes issue with. If it is
sociology‘s task to make sense of actual persons in their circumstances, then the ‗sensemaking‘ or grounding is not, as Jayussi (above) points out, ―a general theoretic viewpoint
or formal principle‖, but instead a very specific local intuition; it is Pollner‘s (1990: 138)
―mundane reasoning‖. In Collected Papers one finds Schutz (1973) respectfully inverting
Husserl‘s principle of ‗transcendental reduction‘ in an attempt to re-set the weight of logic
towards the mundane world, and he almost succeeds. Garfinkel is much more decisive in
this objective as he goes about respecifying Durkheim‘s aphorism. The emerging social
enquiry advocated here has no interest in applying the various transcendent explanations so
popular in traditional sociology and other disciplines—―formal analytic studies‖ as
Garfinkel (2002: 66) calls them—except perhaps as examples of the type of common-sense
activity that would identify a formal analyst. Instead, it is gathering a collection of objects,
an archive of ‗social facts‘, taken to be empirical descriptions that identify and make sense
of social activities together with the people who practise them.
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One accepts that descriptions are never complete, even for the natural sciences, and the
objects of an evolving sociology are vulnerable at best, but the project takes shape
somehow. By investigating the local understandings—i.e., ‗background expectancies‘—
that give meaning to empirical examples of activities (presenting evidence in a courtroom,
telling a joke, offering an invitation, sharing laughter, children playing, forming a queue,
taking turns at talk), EMCA is piecing together a picture of the social world ‗of-those-likeus‘. What significance, if any, these social facts might have for future studies is
unknowable; but for now, the problem is in stabilising a language of enquiry for something.
That is: over time, adequate descriptions (warranted accounts) amount unpredictably,
intermittently, never-completely-but-sometimes-workably, to the same thing – Kuhn‘s
(1961) ―reasonable agreement‖ of measurement.

It is perhaps Jayyusi (1984) who so far offers the most comprehensive description of the
moral grounding of everyday social practices. She explores also the mundane literary
practices undertaken in various political, philosophical and historical domains, and shows
how an ethnomethodological respecification of moral order necessarily respecifies the
‗ethical‘ matters that these professional enterprises engage with. The language of their
projects is intended to somehow transcend everyday practical descriptions and appraisals,
but on the contrary, suggests Jayyusi, such language is entirely practical in its form and
production (1984: 7). This is the inverse form of Derrida‘s and Lynch‘s arguments (page
149). In the end there are no eternal standards by which to gauge contesting values, but this
is not to say that ethicists cannot come to an agreement; they often do; ‗coming-to-anagreement‘ can be an eminently practical (and therefore morally grounded) action for any
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member to engage in, depending on the circumstances. And if differences persist, ethicistmembers can always further their interests by other means, but like ‗agreements‘, these
means are necessarily sourced from the mundane world; i.e., they are ―accounting practices
that are not only methods of sense assembly, but also methods of accomplishing various
practical tasks, such as blaming, exhorting to action, justifying, excusing, informing,
appealing for help, condemning, etc. Such practices, it is clear, are moral practices through
and through‖ (Jayyusi, 1984: 7). But this does not mean that one member‘s approach to
another is the consequence of incurable relativism and therefore arbitrary. It is often the
case that one does not agree with another‘s practices but can still recognise the reasons for
them from the circumstances; courtroom juries are employed for that very quality.

Jayyusi‘s point is biform: (a) language is practical action (a ‗game‘, as Wittgenstein would
have it), and (b), all action is subject to moral appraisal or logic.

[T]he logical, the normative, and the practical [are brought together] into the same circle of
intelligibility. Thus, once we start looking at the practices in which our moral concepts come to
life – once we abandon the commitment to an in-principle dichotomy between language and
activity, and between language and the world … then we can see in detail that, and how it is that,
description and appraisal are, in fact, deeply entwined. (Jayyusi, 1991: 233 original emphasis)

It is this ‗circle of intelligibility‘ that Wittgenstein (1974) alludes to throughout
Investigations as ―forms of life‖ or ―forms of language‖, and Bes attributes to the most
successful physicists; it is the basis for Bohr‘s ‗complimentary modes of description‘ (if
there is any doubt about the moral accountability of quantum phenomena, perhaps the
reader should review Einstein‘s disgust at their purported behaviour, page 168). While the
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chapters in this project represent distinct topics, it is Jayyusi‘s normative moral thread
which unites them in the same sphere of study. In all, this class of social analysis involves a
reflexive accumulation of knowledge that places empirical examples of social (inter)action
under the scrutiny of a locally-produced logic, and then returns to more examples in an
attempt to reinforce the knowledge; a process that places just as much importance on
deviant cases as it does on proposed routines. But while this approach has resulted in a
steadily growing corpus of studies in the last five decades, particularly in CA, ten Have
suggests that there is still a necessary ―creative tension‖ between the need to describe
situated order, and the temptation to structurally formalise social action; i.e., analysts
should not assume that they are operating a ―coding science‖ (2007: 38-39, original
emphasis).11 These are reasonable rules for the game of ethnographies-of-ordinarymoments, a game in which one plays for reasonable agreement on the details, not verity;
rules brought to bear on the previous chapters in which ordinary moments of social action
were analysed to reveal the kind of objects that members produce and orient to.
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The time-sequence problem
Almost all disciplines with an interest in human and non-human social behavior tend to
underwrite their explanations of (inter)action in terms of psychology‟s classical scheme of a
synaptically connected neuron system through which conscious meaning is caused by
electro-chemical processes divided by time. But no matter how thick the popular paint, one
cannot brush over “Hume‟s problem” (Biro, 1993: 54), i.e., the intentionality of one‟s
orientations – or what Von Wright (1998: 156) calls the “intentional object” – and its
incommensurability with mechanical-mind theory. That is, after spending some
considerable number of generations formally establishing concepts such as motives,
emotions, beliefs, will, impulses, etc – in short, intentions – philosophers and psychologists
cannot simply ignore them in their explanations of the flashing neuron; as if the rest of the
world is not interested in asking: Who or what is the seemingly “exempt agent” (Biro,
1993: 54) that motivates and gives meaning to an electrical charge or chemical atom? As
knowledge stands, one is forced to choose between a circular argument and one of infinite
regress.

According to psychology, a measure of energy from beyond the nervous system, for
example, a musical note, is taken in at one or another of the body‟s receptors and given to a
process of transduction before „information‟ impulses are carried to the brain through
millions of firing neurons and interfacing synapses. “The brain then interprets the impulses
generated by sensory receptors as light, sound, smell, taste, touch, or motion. It reads a
neural code – a pattern of neural firing – and translates it into a psychologically meaningful
„language‟” (Burton, Westen, and Kowalski, 2009: 123). The „language‟ is then passed
along to designated muscle fibres where it too is reorganised into the required action. This
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explanation, along with illustrations, can be found in pretty much any introductory text to
university-level psychology; but according to Reinis et al (2005), a not-insignificant flaw in
its intelligibility suggests there is room for respecification.

The human brain is a truly astonishing piece of engineering, perhaps functionally one of the
most elaborate in the known universe, but a time delay of at least 0.5 microseconds (0.5 of
one millionth of a second) at each synapse, added to a relatively pedestrian transmission
speed of between 0.5 metres/sec and 120 metres/sec along axons (depending on the quality
of myelination), together invoke a curse on any reigning explanation of how one manages,
in general, to keep up with a world saturated with complex meanings while each demands
instantaneous recognition of its class of orderliness:

A neuron producing an action potential usually requires at least ten synaptic inputs from other
neurons to reach its firing level. Therefore the function of the central nervous system depends on
many serial and parallel interactions of masses of individual neurons. Each neuron is connected
to hundreds and thousands of other neurons. In the brain, we may observe convergence and
divergence, feedbacks and circulating nerve impulses. The reverberating neuronal circuits may
be rather long, lasting up to one second. All these events slow down the functioning of neuronal
networks containing millions of neurons, so such sequences of neuronal firing cannot
accomplish the function of more complex neuronal systems that are expected to respond in a
real, sufficiently short time. (Reinis, Holub, and Smrz, 2005)

Reinis et al suggest that human beings can recognise an interaural time variation (a
comparison of the reception of sound waves in both ears to assist in locating the source of
sounds in the environment) of around 11 microseconds, a phenomenon that is problematic
for current theory: “Even with the use of place and volley principles, it is impossible to
explain how this difference is distinguished when the known synaptic delay is at least 500
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microseconds” (Reinis et al, 2005). How can an analyst describe that which allows a
listener to give meaning to 11 microseconds of variation after 500 microseconds (or more)
of contingent neural firings? In short, one runs out of words in the attempt to overcome
confusion.

Historically, common-sense terms like information processing, neural transmission,
interpreting, reading, translating, and so on, are weighted with a particular temporal
inference that confine analyses immediately and inescapably to „cognitive-processesdivided-by-time‟. Consequently, an analyst will always struggle to find the right words to
describe a mind/body scheme that excludes the troublesome time sequence without
inventing what Wittgenstein (1974) would call a new “language game”.1 Coulter poses this
language problem in the following way. If „thoughts‟ are activated neurons, these events
must necessarily identify with “object-complements” – i.e., thoughts in one form or another
(language, imagery) „of‟ something, „about‟ something, or that „that‟ is the situation, etc –
but “[b]rain events, such as neuronal firings, are not grammatically connectable to any
object-complements: one cannot have a neuronal firing that, of, or about anything!”
(Coulter, 1991: 178, original emphasis).

Having only the most rudimentary knowledge of neurophysiology, it is not my place to
suggest a description of the body/mind transmutation. I can only shoot for an intelligible
description of my own topic. In which case, the notion that recognition is caused by a timechecked neuron system is not useful; the paradox of a relatively plodding individual brain
at the centre of an immediate public universe of meanings has to be ignored. Von Wright
too, sidesteps the issue of reconciling a neurophysiological event with a mental event; and
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to the general question – At what point does a bodily process become consciousness? – he
offers this response:

It is important – very important – not to think of the relation between the nervous processes and
the sensations as a succession in time: first N, then S. This would mean thinking that N causes S.
But this, simply, is not the case. What N may cause are behavioural reactions B which to an
observer mean that the subject has S. (1998: 165-166, original emphasis)

Sacks offers the same advice to those analysts who would otherwise balk at the suggested
complexity and immediacy of social objects, and who might be distracted by speculation on
the speed of members‟ reflections: “I want to suggest that you forget that completely. Don‟t
worry about how fast they‟re thinking. First of all, don‟t worry about whether they‟re
„thinking‟. Just try to come to terms with how it is that the thing comes off. Because you
will find that they can do these things” (Sacks, 1995, Vol 1: 11).

None of the above denies the importance of neuroscience; that would be futile, and was
never intended. The heart of the matter is to find a way to grasp, as they slip by, possibly
important fragments of the human social enterprise. When explanations cease – and even
explanations of well-established concepts like „perception‟ or „gravity‟ have to cease
somewhere, or risk their language becoming contradictory – the analyst can fall back on
what is empirically known; one can mark the unremarkable (Supra page 1) and perhaps
further knowledge will develop, or not, from that. This is the conundrum that Hertz, Kuhn,
and Wittgenstein allude to (Supra pages 150-152); Kuhn says: “If we can learn to substitute
evolution-from-what-we-know for evolution-toward-what-we-wish-to-know, a number of
vexing problems may vanish in the process” (1970: 171).
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Rather than wrestling needlessly with the delinquent concept of „recognition divided by
time‟, a return to things that are simply recognisable allows the analyst to explore all
possible social objects, unhindered by an obligation to make them correspond to a sequence
of flashing neurons. Such a move may not suit the current theory of timed cognition, but
only in a political sense. The reader might recall the potted history of scurvy introduced
earlier (at page 152), which found that the anti-scorbutic property of fresh food is a fact that
was recognised several centuries ago. One can only imagine the implications for world
history if that particular piece of practical experience had remained a focus for observation
and intuition. Instead, it was optional knowledge at best for many generations because it did
not correspond with politically viable systematic theories at the time. This is not to claim
that assessing past policies from a present perspective is unproblematic or that there is a
“correct” way for a discipline to evolve, but to suggest only that: when pointed out (in any
era), conceptual confusion is just that, conceptual confusion to be somehow mitigated. In
this light, one might justify a sociological focus on the kinds of objects that members can
actually produce, and not be too distracted by the need to reconcile such objects with
accepted cognitive theory that nonetheless falls somewhat short of complete intelligibility.
And in the same way that there is no devaluation in the findings of, say, relevant domains
of physics, even though the cause of gravity is still unintelligible, the important knowledge
of neuroscience stands.

Constructing the programmes
To conclude the job at hand, one must not assume, then, that the description of a social
object is in any way restricted by the scheduled relay system on which psychologists would
have „information‟ passing back and forth. Sociologically speaking, members simply
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orientate to something, which may or may not be updated. And even the most puzzling set
of circumstances is recognised as such – a puzzle to be resolved, or not. On this ground,
sociologists can focus on the already massive task of clarifying (making-more-adequate)
their descriptions, rather than the need to justify often-complex objects in terms of just how
fast persons can think:

A first rule of procedure in doing analysis, a rule that you absolutely must use or you can‟t do
the work, is this: In setting up what it is that seems to have happened, preparatory to solving the
problem, do not let your notion of what could conceivably happen [in that time period] decide
for you what must have happened…[Furthermore] There is no necessary fit between the
complexity or simplicity of the apparatus you need to construct some object and the face-value
complexity or simplicity of the object. These are things which you have to come to terms with,
given the fact that this has indeed occurred. (Sacks, 1995, Vol. 1: 115)

Sacks‟ point about nil-correlation between the complexity of the configuration of routine
understandings that constitute a social object, and the complexity of that object‟s apparent
meaning, can be demonstrated in a brief return to Chapter 1 Notes on Guilt and Chapter 2
Notes on Reported Speech. Both featured an excerpt from the summation of evidence
against a woman on a charge of receiving stolen goods. Addressing the jury, the
prosecuting counsel pre-arranges „incrimination‟ in his description of the scene from police
video evidence (about to be replayed to the court) in which the investigating officer
presents a search warrant to the suspect at the front door of her home:

14. PROSECUTOR: Now, while the judge‟s associate is getting that ready, it‟s for you
15. to decide, but it seems to me that when Sergeant B told Ms N why he was executing
16. the warrant, which is there was some – “we‟re here because of some stealing off some
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17. trucks, some property from some trucks.” When he told her that, Ms N struggled to
18. feign surprise.

How jury members might go about „deciding‟ if the prosecutor has indeed constructed an
adequate object, i.e., „incrimination‟, would appear to be uncomplicated in that lived
moment. But attempting to describe the finely wrought cultural apparatus that makes up
that particular decision is something else entirely. The two sentences uttered here by the
prosecutor manifest at least four classes of traditional action that have been arranged
specifically for this environment. (1) In line 14 he affirms the technical role/category of the
judge‟s associate; (2) in lines 14-15 he affirms the pragmatic role of the jury by properly
deferring his personal viewpoint to its decision; (3) in lines 15-17 he reifies the roles
inherent in the „police/suspect‟ standardised-relational-pair by offering a direct quotation of
what can appropriately be said within it; and (4) in lines 17-18 the prosecutor invokes the
role to be decided upon, i.e., the type of person who „struggles‟ to feign surprise. He is
suggesting that this „struggle‟ amounts to suspicious behaviour that can be predicated to the
accused given that she already belongs to the „police/suspect‟ pair.

But the prosecutor is not only seeably arranging the roles of others, he is seeably also
arranging his own role/category in what appears to be a precisely synchronised reflexive
programme. His task is to: (1) ensure that the correct scene from the video is replayed; (2)
show due deference to the jury process; (3) validate, as State Counsel, the actions of a state
representative (the sergeant); and (4) to project scepticism onto the accused – just some of
the doings that constitute the role of „prosecutor‟ and account for his presence just here and
just now. These are the elements (more fully discussed in chapters 1 and 2) whose
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properties have a crucial bearing on the appearance of an object glossed as „incrimination‟
in this ordinary moment.

Now, it may just be conceivable to connect everyone in the courtroom (or alternatively, this
author and the reader) to a portable functional imaging device with high temporal and
spatial resolution while the prosecutor‟s words are uttered, heard, written, or read. But it is
certainly not clear how one would set about tracing his uniquely arranged but nevertheless
shared cultural programme as pieces of „information‟ firing throughout the individual
neuronal system. In any case, that is a problem for the psychologist, not the ethnographerof-ordinary-moments.

Such programmes were evident in Chapter 3 Notes on Humour, which included some
discussion around the joke-telling milieu, and featured Sacks‟ data from a group therapy
session for teenagers (pages 87-91). As the data progresses, one finds what seem to be
counteracting sets of understandings. On one hand, the therapist attempted to establish a
socio„logic‟ that specified the roles inherent in an affiliated collective – this collective. The
programme involved a „round-of-introductions‟ conducted at the start of the session, and
the ritual made perfect sense in a setting in which he was arranging the kind of fraternity
that might talk about its problems. On the other hand, the data seems to show the teenagers
resisting any such move, in part, by inserting common riddles and other classes of
„unaffiliated‟ talk into their conversation. A reason for their subversion, suggests Sacks, is
that problem-talk in this environment can expose teenagers to scrutiny and make them
vulnerable to their peers; and by retelling the type of riddle that simply goes around,
nothing much can be said from it about the current owner (Sacks, 1995, Vol. 1, 101). That
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is, while the therapist began the session with a programme invoking the kind of affiliated
relations that might permit a discussion around personal problems, the teenagers responded
with a counteracting programme which summoned, for as long as they were practical, roles
predicated on unaffiliation. This is how a joke can work.

Formal analysis is often willing to speculate about a „joke-as-some-kind-of-humour‟ in
terms of its essential characteristics, for example, its contradistinction to serious discourse,
its incongruence, implausibility, or perhaps structural function, but it is somewhat less
willing to speculate on how a joke works as a traditional practice producing just this
understanding, in just this environment, with just these people, just now. Why that is so is
hard to say; after all, how people go about doing the things they do with a joke is
knowledge that can be interesting to a sociologist, and perhaps eventually useful in some
way – at least as useful as discussing jokes in terms of „humour‟. And again, how one
might distinguish these programmes and somehow trace them as internal electro-chemical
signals is not the sociologist‟s problem; but a growing canon of studies offers the potential
to trace them externally – socio„logically‟.

Chapter 4 Notes on Laughter focused on some very useful data from Glenn (2003) and
discovered a programme arranged by two women, Ida and Jenny, whose negotiations
around an invitation and resulting reciprocal laughter produced relations that could perhaps
be glossed as „mutual deference‟; that is, the roles that emerged for just that ordinary
moment were „mutually-deferential-acquaintances-who-can-now-move-forward‟ (pages
123-130). And Chapter 5 Notes on Play included an analysis of The Royal Ball, an
improvised performance by three young girls aged between four and five years, while they
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attended their day-care facility (pages 142-150, also Appendix 2). If one considers Furth‟s
(1996) data in terms of how the girls individually went about producing the role of „friend‟,
it can be seen that the quality of their friendship was always in flux and occasionally
conflicted. The utterance “let‟s pretend” – an introduction to a proposal – was recurrently
inserted into the programme, and turns out to be an effective tool for negotiation in this age
group.

The concept of „membership‟
In sum, the programmes-of-talk analysed in these chapters each produced-and-madeidentifiable the setting of an ordinary moment, and each programme produced-and-madeidentifiable the membership of that moment, for as long as it was practical. Up until this
point, a bias in the meaning of the term “member” has perhaps pointed it towards “a
person”, but the unfolding reflexive production of ordinary moments explains why
Garfinkel responded in the following way to a point of argument at the Purdue Symposium
on Ethnomethodology:

GARFINKEL: Do not think a member is a person. Think of a “member” as an ongoing
course of activity locatable as a feature of an organized course of activities in its course.

ANDERSON: I cannot see the slightest use of the concept unless it contrasts with
something like a non-member because you then have to be a participant.

GARFINKEL: No, it is not that you provide for members and non-members. What you
provide for are the varieties of ways of looking and thinking. That is what the import of
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“member” is. It has to do with recognition procedures, not with loyalties. It does not have
to do with in and out. It does not have to do with non-members. To go looking for nonmembers, in our concerns, means you would have to go looking for someone who does not
know what he is looking at in order to be in a position for seeing it. Now, what the hell
would that ever look like? (Hill and Crittenden, 1968: 121, my italics)

The italicised sentence here could be telling. His suggestion appears to go something like
this: Formal analysts might go looking for “non-members” as persons, but that would
mean, for an ethnomethodologist, to go looking for circumstances that cannot be seen; i.e.,
an unrecognisable social object. Such an approach hardly makes sense. In this context,
McHoul offers an alternative formulation: One does not go looking for what people should
be doing because such an approach implies the rather odd conception of „non-members‟
who do not recognise what they are not doing in order not to do it (strange ghosts indeed!);
instead, one can “look first at what they are doing and then try to see what it is they‟re
producing/recognising (same thing as it turns out) for themselves, then and there. Then try
to describe how they manage to do that” (McHoul, 2010: personal correspondence).

The “so what?” question
Put into context of the Purdue Symposium (a gathering of sociologists who came to discuss
the controversies surrounding ethnomethodology‟s position), Garfinkel‟s quote represents
radical patience for a sociology-still-evolving. That is, without trying to gauge their
importance, let‟s talk about those things that „everybody‟ recognises, not ghostly things,
and see where that takes the discipline. His approach corresponds with those proposals
made by Wittgenstein, Hertz, and Kuhn (pages 149-150) who suggest that we attempt to
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remove the contradictions around those things that are known, in order to build a foundation
for knowledge. To have an interest in mundane and therefore perhaps trivial phenomena
that anyone might grasp could be considered a rather artless approach to one‟s topic, and
expose any consequent findings to the “so what?” or “what‟s the point?” question. On the
contrary, suggest Lynch and Peyrot, the naiveté lies in the question itself:

To say that something is trivial often connotes unimportance, but on the other hand it also can
suggest, as in logic, that a conclusion follows as a matter of course from what has been given. In
the latter sense, “trivial” matters have epistemic importance in the way they implicate a
consensus that obviates further argument. For a discipline that has a programmatic interest in the
stable and predictable regularities of social life, what is most “trivial” in a vernacular sense can
also be treated as what is most law-like in a sociological sense. (Lynch and Peyrot, 1992)

One can see, then, that Lynch and Peyrot are not attempting to stand in some kind of
readymade social version of the classical laws of cause and effect. Using recordable data,
one can build a sociological collection of stable, material details and shared understandings
that constitute intelligible courses of action – one can mark the unremarkable – without
imposing transcendent spectral concepts. Folk are not dumb, nor are their folk-details
somehow irrelevant.

Dead reckoning
To understand one‟s current position in the unfolding course of our daily lives requires the
kind of device that parallels methods practised by the ancient Wayfinders to navigate
immense distances of the Polynesian Pacific in their seafaring canoes. Their strategy
involves the most natural form of dead reckoning: “you only know where you are by
knowing precisely where you have been and how you got to where you are”; i.e., you
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cannot reckon your current position simply by looking at an aspect of the environment in
isolation (Davis, 2009: 60-61).

The science and art of navigation is holistic. The navigator must process an endless flow of data,
intuitions, and insights derived from observation and the dynamic rhythms and interactions of
the wind, waves, clouds, stars, moon, the flight of birds, a bed of kelp, the glow of
phosphorescence on a shallow reef – in short, the constantly changing world of weather and sea.
(Davis, 2009: 60)2

In order for one mariner to arrive somewhere near the same location as another, she or he
would have to observe (or receive adequate descriptions of) the relevant data with reference
to common background knowledge. The positioning would require a shared logic. But
while it is obvious that navigation methods have changed over millennia, there have never
been transcendent structural forms of logic just waiting to be discovered in order to make
future seafaring practices somehow „superior‟ to what stood as common-sense seafaring at
the time. In his study of the scientific paradigm, Kuhn suggests that there are no external
principles by which one can evaluate the observations that uphold a traditional concept; that
is, there is no impartial “pure observation-language” (1970: 126).3 For members of a
scientific cohort to make sense of each other‟s measurements and conclusions – i.e., their
practices – is to tacitly share a view of the presupposed world they live in: “no language
thus restricted to reporting a world fully known in advance can produce mere neutral and
objective reports on „the given‟” (Kuhn, 1970: 127). Consequently:

Communication across the revolutionary divide is inevitably partial. Consider, for another
example, the men who called Copernicus mad because he proclaimed that the earth moved. They
were not either just wrong or quite wrong. Part of what they meant by „earth‟ was fixed position.
Their earth, at least, could not be moved. Correspondingly, Copernicus‟ innovation was not
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simply to move the earth. Rather it was a whole new way of regarding the problems of physics
and astronomy, one that necessarily changed the meaning of both „earth‟ and „motion‟. Without
those changes the concept of moving the earth was mad. (Kuhn, 1970: 149-150)

The popular textbook version of an historical problem that „progresses‟ to an inevitable
resolution makes it easy to forget that there is nothing fundamental about modern
navigational systems; in the end they are a consequence of the long, tortuous history of
what Kuhn would call “reasonable agreement” (1961) about what counts as the business of
„doing navigating‟, negotiated with reference to all the assumptions embedded in a shared
language.

In this sense (but now setting aside the „sea going‟ and „scientific‟ examples for a broader
view of our daily practices) one finds that there is no fundamental knowledge by which one
can assess the commonsense actions that human beings apply to their everyday living.
There is no way of „purely‟ measuring/analysing everyday behavior when there is no option
but to use a shared language already rich with expectations. It makes sense, then, to
continue the tradition of ethnomethodology and conversation analysis in investigating the
practical logic of language itself, and to continue collecting the objects-of-ordinarymoments that appear wherever folk talk and interact. What those objects might amount to
in terms of underpinning a discipline, or „improving‟ society, is not the point. That is a
matter for the future. Indeed, whatever potential such objects might reserve will only
appear if a language-community arrives at a shared conclusion that those analysts who
propose a respecified conception of what counts as the business of „doing logic‟, are, like
Copernicus, not mad. But if some kind of justification for EMCA were necessary, and to
round off an irony, one can see that it is today‟s ethnomethodologists rather than
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psychotherapists who can provide future historians with what Livingston calls a “museum
of reasoning” (2008: 266) and the specifications for replicating a detailed „programme-ofmadness‟ as it was built and understood in the 21st Century.

The ordinary production of a specific reagent
“There are lots of good grounds for doubting the kind of analysis about to be presented. I
would do so myself if it weren‟t my own” (Goffman, 1986: 13). A tradition lives on in
academic writing that involves qualifying itself with a kind of required self-scepticism,
„required‟ in the sense that we acknowledge it. Take, for another example, an epigraph to
the postscript of Gregory‟s Mind in Science, a quotation from one Boscoe Pertwee: “I used
to be indecisive but now I‟m not so sure” (Gregory, 1981: 558). And in his review of
Gregory‟s book, Patrick Wall (1981) approves: “The author has the honesty and humility to
begin his last chapter with a quotation from Boscoe Pertwee: „I used to be indecisive
[etc]‟”. At the third paragraph into Kant and the Platypus, Umberto Eco employs the same
quotation, arranging a proviso for the chapters to come: “In fact, I should like to take as my
motto a quotation from Boscoe Pertwee, an eighteenth-century author (unknown to me),
which I found in Gregory (1981: 558): „I used to be indecisive [etc]‟” (Eco, 2000: 2). As
Wall‟s response suggests, the situated use of this piece is recognisably commendable;
Boscoe Pertwee, the Wit, is a myth (at least, there is no original source to be found) but his
mythical quotation here has useful properties. There is nothing particularly “indecisive” or
“not-so-sure” about Gregory‟s work, nor Eco‟s. Indecisiveness or non-so-surety is not a
recognisable feature of academic writing. Nonetheless, amendments like the ones above are
recurrently slipped into these texts and we applaud the “honesty and humility” implied.
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On one hand appears a glaring paradox not to be resolved by philosophical dissection of the
quotation or by those who would agonise over the formal meanings of terms like “honesty”
or “humility”; on the other, the sequence produced is an object making thorough sense – the
quotation is appropriate, the response accountable. A description of the commonsensibleness of this object invokes the question: How do we respond to writing which can
be characterised as “honest and humble”? (Again, to toil over formal definitions is futile).
Of course, the formulations for such a class of relationship are indefinite, there is only what
Goffman calls “a lore of understanding” (1986: 21), but an acknowledged feature of the
lore is this: one does not condemn. At least, one condemns, but only at the risk of
condemning an “honest and humble” enterprise, in which case the condemnation
boomerangs through various sites of academic activity and returns – perhaps in the form of
intransigence, pedantry, or imperiousness – to the owner.

The „meaning‟ or „definition‟ of the fabled quotation, in this ordinary moment, is the
production of a reagent-of-non-specific-honesty-and-humility in an attempt to moderate
potential criticism of one‟s work. The ceremony provides for a little more security in the
role of the writing than otherwise might have existed. Therefore, I have no hesitation in
reiterating it here: “I used to be indecisive but now I‟m not so sure”. And if what the script
does in this setting is logical, in both an everyday and analytical sense, there is perhaps
viability in the previous analyses.
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NOTES
INTRODUCTION
1

The word ―approach‖ is used deliberately here rather than attempting to differentiate

between theory and method; after all, suggests McHoul in a review (forthcoming) of Eric
Livingston‘s Ethnographies of Reason, ―Theory is no more than method in drag.‖

2

For an example of ongoing differences in EMCA policy, see Discussing Conversation

Analysis (Prevignano & Thibault, 2003).

3

It is these historical reasons only that motivate comparisons between sociology and bio-

chemistry (or physics). The comparison is not made in order to scorn the former and
adulate the latter, or vice versa, but simply looks at historical phases of disciplines and the
evolution of their warrants.

4

‗Piecemeal discipline‘ is a term recommended personally to me by Alec McHoul; and

hinted at by Sacks when he says: ―The way to proceed is item by item‖ (1995: 29).

5

This is, of course, a philosophical position, indebted to Hutchinson, Read & Sharrock

(2008). See in particular their introduction and subheading: Social Studies as Philosophy
(5-10)
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NOTES
CHAPTER 1. Notes on Guilt
1

This observation was kindly forwarded to me by Derek Edwards in correspondence.

2

‗Piecemeal discipline‘ is a term recommended personally to me by Alec McHoul; and

hinted at by Sacks when he says: ―The way to proceed is item by item‖ (1995: 29).

3

At various points in his writing Sacks calls this machine ―the apparatus‖ or ―this animal‖

or ―our culture‖.

4

While ‗associates‘ here implies an organisation, Sacks makes it clear that groups do not

necessarily have to be ‗organised‘ in order to derive knowledge from their categories (1995,
Vol 1: 41); for example, ‗beachgoers‘.

5

This class of ambiguity could have enormous implications for those mock-up exercises,

such as psychology‘s ( i.e., Zimbardo, 2007) much cited prison experiment, which
habitually claim proof of generalisable attributes, rather than interpreting results as features
of the local experimental environment only.

CHAPTER 2. Notes on Reported Speech
1

At the time of writing, public access (even for academic purposes) to an audio transcript

of this case is not legally possible. But it is obvious from the printed version that the
DCWA officer who transcribed the recording has identified the direct reported speech.
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2

Coulmas (1986: 6) discusses a ―third kind‖ of reported speech, a stylistic method found in

written narratives, where it is not always clear if free-floating words, thoughts, or
perceptions, should be attributed to the hero or to the author. But the third kind is not
relevant to this discussion.

3

It must be emphasized that this discussion on direct and indirect reported speech is not

meant to characterise all languages. Li notes, for example, that the Columbian Paez avoid
paraphrasing others‘ words. Paraphrasing implies taking on the responsibility for what the
other person said, a circumstance not permitted in Paez culture. ―A quote must be entirely
attributable to the original speaker, in form and content – which is the strategy of a direct
quote‖ (Li, 1986: 40).

4

Goodwin‘s work is an attempt to raise the analytical importance of visual body language

beyond the ―logocentrism‖ (2007: 25) of typical conversational studies. However, this
current analysis has nothing to say about kinesics. His transcript is simply a useful example
with which to approach the current task of examining the prosecutor‘s deployment of DRS
in a court environment.

5

Sacks also discussed the properties of ―uh huh‖ in several of his lectures, but see

specifically 1995, Vol. 2: 410-412 re ‗continuing‘ and ‗pause-filling‘.

6

Please note; this critique of Li‘s work is not meant to represent Goodwin‘s view, but one

offered by this author using Goodwin‘s data.
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7

A non-circumscribed group that orient to a set of understandings can also be few in

number; for example, several members of a social clique that orient to an ‗in joke‘ that only
they ‗get‘, so to speak.

8

By suggesting that jurors are chosen to represent a common view is not meant to say that

each member is some kind of ‗everyman‘. Such a claim would be empirically naïve; juries
are composed of men and women of all ages from a vast background. What is suggested is
that in spite of differences, jury members are assumed to have the common ability to infer
(view) the interests of persons in their social circumstances, even the sometimes-unusual
circumstances described in courtrooms. Those potential jury members whose common
view is at risk (for example, from intellectual incompetence, inexperience, or unreasonable
bias) have already been selected out.

9

By ‗accountably‘ is meant that persons display the reasons for doing what is being done.

Joining a queue or phoning a friend must be warranted, and warrants are disclosed. (See
Sacks‘ lecture on ‗Accountable Actions‘, 1995, Vol 1: 72)
10

The possessive apostrophe in prosecutor’s witness appears not to be merely grammatical.

CHAPTER 3. Notes on Humour
1

Mulkay plays hard with the term ―serious‖, but it has to be said that none of the authors he

draws from (James, Schutz, or Pollner) use it in the same context. For example, Pollner
does not suggest that the ―mundane reasoner‖ is a serious reasoner.
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2

This insight, though, does not discourage Mulkay from offering several of what appear to

be profound statements about the nature of humour.

3

Wittgenstein suggests: ―Doing itself seems not to have any volume of experience. It

seems like an expressionless point, the point of a needle. This point seems to be the real
agent. And the phenomenal happenings only to be consequences of this acting. ―I do…‖
seems to have a definite sense, separate from all experience.‖ (1974: § 620. original
emphasis)

4

Intention, says Wittgenstein (1974: 219), is not to be interpreted as some kind of hidden

cognitive experience that coincides with action. It is the action; ―An intention is embedded
in its situation, in customs and institutions‖ (1974; §337).

CHAPTER 4. Notes on Laughter
1

Sacks (1995, Vol 1: 293-295) discusses absences of ―contingently relevant events‖; for

example, if a person is passed over at the time of a round of introductions, when she/he
should have been included, then the absence of that relevant event—an introduction—is
notable and has meaning. It may be an oversight, or it may be a snub.
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1

In the opening lines of Frame Analysis, Goffman makes a direct reference to this very

phenomenon:

There is a venerable tradition in philosophy that argues that what the reader assumes to be real is
but a shadow, and that by attending to what the writer says about perception, thought, the brain,
language, culture, a new methodology, or novel social forces, the veil can be lifted. That sort of
line, of course, gives as much a role to the writer and his writings as is possible to imagine and
for that reason is pathetic.— What can better push a book than the claim that it will change what
the reader thinks is going on? (Goffman, 1986: 1)

Goffman is right in the sense that philosophical projects—along with their arrangements of
supposes and moral dilemmas, theories, anecdotes, analogies, name-drops, equations,
statistics, final assessments, footnotes, postscripts, appendices, and so on—are rituals that
provide for the doing of, for the production and reproduction of, a potentially recognisable
role. I suggest that irrespective of whether or not it is viewed by others as pathetic,
arranging an acknowledged role is, socio-logically, the very point. But Goffman was
setting up a different argument and had no incentive explore the implications, or the
potential, in his introductory sentences.

2

Schutz‘s affiliation with Husserlian transcendent phenomenology has resulted (rightly or

wrongly, depending on how the history of phenomenology is read) in questions about his
commitment to an exploration of everyday life as practised. My response to this issue is to
not throw the baby out with the bathwater.
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3

It is not being suggested that this newspaper report is empirical evidence of what actually

took place in the courtroom on the day. That would require, at least, an audio transcript of
proceedings. Rather, it is empirical evidence of a newspaper journalist‘s report tendered for
everyday consumption. It is a description that takes into account our routine understanding
of the court scene, and our routine understanding of what might subvert such a scene.

4

This is a rather curious statement given that a colleague at the time, Harvey Sacks, had

already been digging bits and oddments out of the midden for some ten years, and
suggesting their importance as new and interesting sociological knowledge.

5

I am indebted to Alec McHoul for his insights into this data around ―pretend‖.

6

You used it for pretend, as Wittgenstein would say, is not an ―empirical statement‖ (see

1974: §360). Rather, we categorise the child or the immature person (whose actions are
somehow incompetent and therefore suspect) as one who pretends. An adult does not say
―let‘s pretend‖ when offering a proposal in the course of, say, a stage-rehearsal, or in any
other forum; unless what is implied in the proposal is something less than mature. In this
sense, ―pretend‖ is not a word in the concise dictionary; it is a tool.
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1

‗The villager‘ is Gilbert Ryle‘s ‗everyman‘ whose familiarity with the local environment

can be contrasted to the cartographer‘s technical knowledge (1990: 440-445).

2

To bring this theme home, Livingston suggests: ―Definitive knowledge always lies on the

horizon of the sociological project; it‘s what sociologists want to find rather than what
they‘ve actually found‖ (2008: 123).

3

Hallet suggests that a semicolon should have been included in the translation to give

Wittgenstein‘s reference to ―therapies‖ an epigrammatic emphasis. He is saying here that
―one treats a philosophical question, one does not answer it‖ (1977: 336).

4

See Sacks‘ work on ―The baby cried‖ in Lectures on Conversation (1995). See also

Adequate description page 26 in this volume, and Direct reported speech: correct versus
adequate description page 53.

5

Kuhn suggests that an ―element of the arbitrary‖, for example, the resistance of an

apparently solvable problem, or the failure of research equipment to function according to
expectations, etc, is necessary for undermining fundamental commitments to a research
paradigm (1970: 5-6). If so, an ―element of the arbitrary‖ must also be involved in
sustaining commitments; the apparently-solved-problem can be misleading, or equipment
can function according to misinformed expectations. And then perhaps there is the
arbitrariness of field politics.
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6

The term ―physics-envy‖ is taken from personal correspondence and belongs to Alec

McHoul.

7

This is not to say that EMCA represents a unanimous field. For example, McHoul and

Rapley (2001) and Paul ten Have (2007) describe the many agendas of conversation
analysis. But as a means of moving forward, it is useful to accept that this style of social
analysis has been formatively influenced by a narrow group of writers that includes Harold
Garfinkel, Irving Goffman, Harvey Sacks, Gail Jefferson, Emanuel Schegloff, and others.

8

Of course, Rawls is not suggesting that social expectations are a priori in a Kantian sense;

they are not universal or immutable, but are simply traditional understandings that have no
premise other than in the recurrence of traditions.

9

It is not entirely clear if Durkheim recanted his ‗collective conscience‘ thesis. He did and

he did not, according to the class of argument on offer.

10

The emergence of ‗depression‘ as a useful grammatical tool is now lost in history, but its

tradition was certainly well established before psychology acquired it for its own purposes.

11

EMCA is aware also that analyses themselves are mundane objects subject to natural

moral appraisal, as are analyses of analyses. Perhaps the only way to come to terms with
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this paradoxical regress is to accept revision as a condition (not a cause) of change or
‗progress‘ in knowledge. Everyday actions/objects are constantly available to an update in
intelligibility, though not necessarily updated.

CONCLUSION
1

For example, in the context of a quantum mechanical brain function, Reinis et al attempt

to substitute the term Real Human Soul complex for consciousness; any success is yet to be
determined.

2

Without entering into the long and polarised debate around the etymology of the term

―dead reckoning‖, I would simply point out that what the modern world describes as ―dead
reckoning‖ is in ancient seafaring perhaps more akin to ―live reckoning‖ or ―reckoning-inaction‖; it only becomes dead when ‗live‘ data (wind, current, stars, etc) are made
redundant and one reckons on instrument-analogues of direction and speed.

3

Those who have difficulty reconciling with Kuhn‘s use of the term ‗paradigm‘ (and

associated terms such as ‗scientific community‘, ‗revolutions‘ and ‗incommensurability‘)
might at least spend some time reading his Postscript in later issues of The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions in order to fully grasp his intentions. This is not to say the reader will
be converted by his arguments, but she or he may come to an approximation of how he
used the terms. It is this difficulty with ‗language-across-conceptual-change‘ that is in fact
part of his topic.
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APPENDIX
THE ROYAL BALL
1.
2.
3.

Annie: I just have to use the telephone for a second.
Beth: Okay, but could you hook it up? Oh, let me hook this up. I‟ve got
to hook it up.

((They attach the telephone receiver to a toy radio))
4.
5.
6.

Beth: This is where you…Okay, dial me.
Annie: What?
Beth: Dial me. Oh, since I found this first, lets pretend this was my

7.

telephone. I used it for real except it was my telephone and you

8.

used it for pretend.

9.
10.
11.

Annie: I could use it for real life too.
Beth: Okay, okay. But, Annie, let‟s pretend…remember this ((real telephone
receiver)) is mine, but you could only use it.

12. Annie: Yeah, now talk to me.
13.
14.

Beth: You have to ring-a-ling it. But really, Annie, can I have that ((real
telephone)) side?

15. Annie: Well, after I hear what this sounds like.
16.

Beth: Okay, start talking. Dial it.

17. Annie: Dial what?
18.

Beth: Dial it, so I can talk to you. People just don‟t pick up the phone.

19. Annie: What are the numbers are I supposed to dial?
20.

Beth: My phone number is 1-5-5-6-6-4-8-8. That‟s my pretend number.

21. Annie: ((Dials))
22.

Beth: Okay. Hello. How are you doing?
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23. Annie: Good. How are you?
24.

Beth: Fine. Do you want to come to the Royal Ball with me?

25. Annie: Sure.
26.

Beth: Okay.

27. Annie: ((Sings)) Bye.
28.

Beth: Bye. You use that for pretend, right?

29. Annie: Yeah. ((Yawns and stretches)) Let‟s go to sleep now. The Royal
30.
31.

Ball is coming soon.
Beth: Let‟s pretend that when you want to talk to me…um, you use this.

32. Annie: Let‟s pretend we had to go to sleep now.

[Later, Celia joins Annie and Beth, but whether Celia should be the little sister or the big
sister becomes a „real‟ problem.]

61. Annie: Let‟s pretend he said, “I won‟t marry you. I‟ll marry these two
62.

girls”. „Cause you can be the big sister. That‟s how we planned.

63.

Celia: Oh, yeah.

64.

Beth: Yeah, that‟s how we planned. You were the little sister of us.

65.

Celia: No, big!

66.

Beth: But that‟s not what we planned.

67.

Celia: Yes, we planned that.

68.

Beth: I didn‟t say big, I said little.
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69.

Celia: I‟m not your friend.

70.

Beth: I don‟t care; so what.

71. Annie: Don‟t start that again
72.

Celia: Oh! ((whines and tugs on shared coat)).

73.

Beth: That‟s not grown up.

74.

Celia: I don‟t care.

75. Annie: Get your…
76.

Beth: ((mimics Celia)) I don‟t care. Wait a second, this is falling!

77.

Celia: ((tugs and twists the coat))

78. Annie: Stop that Celia.
79.

Beth: Yeah, stop that Celia.

80. Annie: Okay, we‟re heading off to the Royal Ball.
(Furth, 1996: 40&43)
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